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Abstract 

The work has been d1 v1ded into three sections. 

Section A. (Chapters 2 - 5) 

This section is concerned with mechanism and kinetics of the 

polymeriaation of l,3-d1oxolane with anhydrous perchloric acid as catalyst. 

Chapter 2 shows that the tr1phenylmethyl oarbonium 10n reacts 

with l,,-dioxolane to give the more stable dioxolenil.lD 1on, and that th1s 

ion 1s not involved in the polymerisation of 1,3-d1oxolane. 

Chapter 3 oonfirms that poly-l,}-dioxolane, made in the absence 

of water, 1s cyc11c and it also shows that when water is added to the 

polymerisation mixture an equivalent quantity of hydroxyl-terminated 

polymer chains are formed. en this evidence a novel ring expansion 

mechanism involving secondary oxonium ions has been postulated for the 

polymerisation of 1,3-d10xolane. 

In Chapter 4 values of kp' the propagation rate constant, and kd, 

the depropagation rate oonstant were determined for l,>c:l1oxolane. '1be 

equilibr1um constant of the polymerisation determined kinetlcally was in 

good agreement with the value determined thenDOdynUllcally, which ahows that 

the values of kp and kd are genuine. 'Prom the variation of kp with 

temperature the overall activation energy of the polymerisation reactica 

was calculated: I • 5.5 .; 0.3 kcal mole -1. '!hi. Chapter alsO contains a 
p 

discussion on the value ot the dis.oclation constant of the active centre. 

of the polymerisation. 

Chapter 5 deals with the electrical-conductivitr ot perabloric 

acid and 1, ,.dioxolane under pol,...ria1ng and DOn.polJlD8ris!ng oODd1 tiona. 



Although part, of the conductivity reeults appear to be due to the 

protonation of an unidentified lrnpuri ty ~ these resul ts do show that 

perchloric acid does not react extensively with 1,3-dioxolane whilst it 

reacts completely with poly-l,3-dioxolane. 

Section B (Chapters 6 - 8) 

'!'h1s section is ooncerned w1 th the po11lllerisation ot 

1,3-dioxepane (tetramethylene tormal) w1 th anhydrous perchloric acid as 

catalyst. 

Chapter 6 describes the isolation ot the cr,stall1ne cyclic dimer 

of 1, 3-dioxepane and the polymer made in the absence ot water is shown to 

be cycllc. The DP was found to be essentially independent of perchloric 

acid concentration but it increased linearly with increasing monomer 

concentration. 

Chapter 7 describes the thermodynamics ot the polymerisation ot 

l,3-dioxepane. 
o 0 

'!he standard state ceiling temperature, T - + 'i!1 , the c 
o -standard state entropy ot polymerisation, 6S - -11.7 + 1.5 cal ss 

-1 -1 deg mole , 

o - -1 the standard state heat of polymerisation, M - -3.5 + 0.3 kcal. mole as 
- -1 and the calorimetric heat of polymerisation~ • -3.7 + 0.2 kcal. mole . 

8S 

In Chapter 8 values of kp and kd were dete~ined tor l,3-dioxepane. 

The equilibrium constant of the polymerisation dete~1ned kinetically was 

consIderably larger than the equllibr1um COMtant determined 

thermodynamically. 'lh1s discrepancy is almoat certainly dUe to an error 

1n the value of k
d

. The electrical conduotivity and kinetic resUlts of 

this Chapter alao show that perohloric acid reacta iDIDec11atel;r w1 th 

1,3-dioxepane to produoe an equ1.molar quanti t;r ot aot! ve oentres. '!be 



overall act1~~tion energy of the polymerisation reaction was calculated: 

- -1 Ep - 3.5 + 0.3 kcal. mole • 

Section C (Chapter 9) 

This section is concerned with basicity measurements. 

l,}-Dioxolane (PKb - 1.4) was found to be considerably less basic than 

poly-l,3-dioxolane (~ • 6.5), l,3-dioxepane (PKb - 6.0) and 

poly-l,3-d1oxepane (p~ - 5.1). '!'his is in aooord with the results of 

Seotions A and B. 

A theory, involving dipole moments, has been developed to 

explain these results. 
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CHAPTER 1. 

Experimental 

Part I: Materials 

1.1 Methylene dichloride. This solvent. was purified. stored and dosed as 

described in my M.S~Thesis. 

1.2 Anhldroua Perchloric Acid. 'lbe catalyst solut.ion was prepared, stored 

and dosed as d.soribedl . 

1.' 1.CDioxolane. This monomer was purified, stored and dosed as describec:l2. 

1._ Tetr!hydrofuran. '!his compc)tmd (L. Lights Ltd.) was purified as 

described by Sorenson and Campbell'. The tetrahydroturan waa refiuxed over 

sodium and distilled; the middle traction b. p. 660/754 II1II. (li t. ~ 6401760 lB.) 

was collected. This fraction was then distilled under vacuum into a reservoir 

and dried on lithium aluminium hydride. The procedure for the drying and 

dosing of tetrahydrof'uran was exactl,. as described tor 1,3-dtoxolane. 

1.5 1,4-Dioxane. '!he coDlD8roial product (lIopkin and W1l1iams) was refluxed 

with sodium tor 24 hours to remove peroxtdes and water. '!he traction 

h.p. 101-1020 1747 DIll. was collected (lit.~ 101°1750 lID.). 

1.6 1,3-Dioxepane. 'Dlis monomer was prepAl'eCl as desoribed in IIIJ' M.Sc. 

'!hesls. 'Dle crude product was refiuxeci for 12 hours on sodb. and oarefully 
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dist1l1ed; initially about 10% by volume of tetrahydroturan dist:l.lled over, 

b.p. -~ /T57 DID. The fraction with b.p. 116.1180 /757 DID. wu oo11ect.ed., 

this was about 60.' by volume of tile total product. ibis fract10n was then 

red1stilled oft sodium through a , ft. ool~ at a reflux ratio of 5:1 and a 

product having b.p. 120°/75' DID. was colleoted (lit.5 117°/760 II1II.). 

The olean N.M.R. and I.R. 8pectra corresponded to the expected 

structure but analysis by vapour phase chromatography with a Perkin-E.l.mel' lP-ll 

instrument showed that tetr~t\ann was present (1:10,000 vol/vol.); no 

other 1mpUr1tl .. co~d be detected. 

This batch ot l.}-dioxepane was distilled under vacuum in a reservOir. 

dried with lithium alumini\lll h~ride and used in exactly the same way as 

1,,3-dioxolane. 

'!be second batch ot l,'-dioxepane was purified veI7 caretully by 

distillation through a , ft. column at a refiux ratio of 50:1. Analysis by 

vapour phase chromatography showed that the quantity ot tetrahydroturan present 

in the l,,-dioxepane was reduced to 1:50,000 vol/vol. 

1.7 2,2-Diphenrl-l,3-dioxolane. '1'h1s cOrDpO\md was synthesised tollowing 

Ceder's proOedure6. Equivalent quantities ot eth7'lene glycol (~ g) and 

benzophenone (90 g) were dissolved in lfoo IDl. benzene and 0.25 8 p-toluene 

sUlphoniC acid was added as catalyst. The reaction was carried out in a 

SoXhlet apparatus. Calci\ID chloride as dehydrating agent waa plaoed in the 

thimble and this was replaoed twice during the distillation. After the 

extraction was completed tu hours) the benzene was distilled ott and the 

residue was tractionatee! \mder reduced pres8ure b.p. 102-1050/0.2 _. The 
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product was then Dur1t'ied by repeated recry8tall1sat10n trom l1sht petroleum 

until the melt1ng point was constant. m.p. 55-55.50 (lit.6 55-~). 

The intrared spectrum ot 2.2-d1phenyl-l,,..dioxolane in carbon 

tetrachloride was in agreement with the expected structure. However. u.v. 

spectra ot solutions 01' 2.2-diphenyl-l,J-d10xolane in methylene chloride showed 

that about l~ by weight ot benzophenone was always present. It was not possible 

to remove the last traoes ot benzophenone either by repeated recrystall18ation 

f!'Om methanol or by chromatography on an al\lllina column. 

1.8 Polymer Isolation. The isolation ot poly-l.,-dioxolane and 

poly-l.,-dioxepane was carried out as described2 . 

1.9 Water Phials. Glass phials were tilled with small quantities ot water 

with a micro-syringe as described in my M.Sc. '!hesis. 

1.10 Methanol-di • ~OD, isotopic purity better than 99 atom ~ D was 

supplied by CIBA (A.R.L.) Ltd •• Duxtorcl, Cambridge. 

1.11 Triphenylmethyl ChlorIde. 1bIs compound (L. Lights Ltd.) was 

recrystallised from hexane unt11 the melting point was oonstant. m.p. 112-11,0 

(11t.7 112-11'0). 

1.12 S11 ver Ferchlorate. The anhydrous product was used as supplied by 

B.D.H. without purificatIon. 

1.1' Silver Tetrafluoroborate. 'lbe anhydrous product was uaed .. IlUpp1ied 
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by Al~Inorganics without purification. 

1.14 Antimonl Pentachloride. This liquid (B.D.H. Technical) was purified 

by bulb to bulb distillation on the vacuum line and was finally distilled under 

vacuum into phials. 

Part 11: Apparatus and Procedures 

'Ibe apparatus and exper1mental method was largely the same as already 

described in my M.Sc. Thesis. OnlY' new apparatus and new techniques are 

described here. 

1.15 Ultraviolet and visible spectroscoPY. The spectra reported in this work 

were taken on a Seckman re recording spectrophotometer. A special. light-tisllt 

lid allowing a large amount of free spaoe above the cell holder replaced the 

conventional. lid when a spectroscopic device was used. The spectroscopic device 

is described in the enclosed reprint. 'l'his device was useQ for studying the 

reaction between 1,3-dioxolane and triphenylmethyl perchlorate. 1 l1li. and 1 om. 

1111ca cells were used in the 'open" experiments. 

1.16 Infrared spectrascopy. All infrared spectra were run on a Perkin Elmer 

221 Grat1ng Spectrophotometer. 'Ibe instrument was calibrated by meL"'UI ot a 

polystyrene film. 

W1th high molecular weight polymers, transparent films were prepared 

direotl, on the rock salt plates b7 evaporating to dryness a ooncentrated solutio: 

in meth7lene d1ohloride. Low molecular "eight polymer samples which were 
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viscous liquids at room temperature were pressed between sodium chloride plates. 

Liquids and crystalline compounds were scanned in carbon tetrachloride or 

methylene dichloride solution in 0.1 and 1.0 mm. cells. 

1.17 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance SpectroscoPT' All nuclear magnetiC resonance 

spectra were run on a Perkin Elmer Model R.IO N.M.R. Spectrometer. This 

instrument has fH resonance at 60 Mc sec -1 and 115 thermostatted at }So. The 

posItion of the N.M.R. bands in carbon tetrachlor1de, deuterochloroform and 

meth71ene dichloride solution were determined by reterence to T .M. S. at 10 'r 

as an internal standard. 

The experIments with 1,3-dioxolane and anhydrous perchlorlc acid 

were carried out under high vacuum. 'lbe soda glass sample tube was sealed 

onto the vacuum line by means ot a soda glass-to-pyrex graded seal. The tube 

was filled, frozen down and sealed off; it was then thawed and warmed up to 

o 
}S so that the spectrum could be scanned. 

1.18 Polymerlsations. Fast polymerisatlons and depolymerls.tlona ot 

l,3-dioxolane and l,3-dIoxepane, lasting trom 20 seconds to 20 minutes. were 

carried out under vacuum 1n the adiabatIc calorimeter as describecl in my M.Sc. 

Thesis. This apparatus allowed the addition of phial. ot further reagents 

such as water or more monomer at any stage of the reaction. Polymerisatlons 

were terminated by admittIns anmonla gas direct from a reservoir of 0.880 

8DIDOnium hydroxide. 

Slow polymerlsations and depolymerlsatlona ot l.}-dioxolane, lastlns 

from -'0 minutes to 118 hours, were followed in a dila1:ometer that was fitted 



Fig. 1.1 

Dilatometer fitted with electrodes. 
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with eleotrodes and that was similar to that described in the enclosed 

reprint. The dl1atometer that was used for these experiments had eleotrodes 

as described but it had a large surface to volume ratio. This was achieved 

by constructing the bulb of the dilatometer in the form of a cage made of 

several thin glass tubes Fig. 1.1. This was done so that the liquid in the 

dllatometer would attain the temperature of the thermostat as soon as 

possible after immersion. 

'Ibe 'first' polymerisation waa carried out in the usual manner: 

'!'he monomer solution was allowed to reach the correct temperature. the 

catalYst phial was then broken and the contents ot the side tube were tipped 

into the dilatometer. 

However subsequent depolymer1satlon and repolymerisation reactions 

were started by placing the d11atometer 1n thermostats at various temperatures 

( 
0 0 o tor depclymerisatlons and -20 tor repolymerisations). Por this reason 

rapid temperature equilibration of the contents ot the dilatometer was 

essential. Tests were made w1 th this dilatometer w1 th the monomer solution 

before the catalyst phial was broken and. it was found that the meniscus was 

stationary within tour minutes of immersion in either thermostat. 

'!'he dllatometer was not calibrated as the position of equilibrium 

of the 1.3-dioxolane system could be predicted from the the!"llJOd7namIc 

measurements already made. 

1.19 Electrodes in the Adiabatic Calorimeter. ThIs apparatus ls fully 

described in the reprint enclosed at the end ot this Chapter. 
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1.20 Cell Constants. '!he oel1 constant of the adiabatic calorimeter 

electrodes and of the d11atometer electrodes was obtained by Lind, Zwolenik 

and Fuoss' s methodS. It was ASsumed that the value of the cell constants, 

determined at 25°, could be applied in all measurements. 

Cell oonstants: -v:. ~ I Calorimeter electrodes • O'V?V ~ . 

Dllatometer eleotrodes • 0.619 lI"I-l. 

1.21 Conductivity Bridges and Reo~rders. Conduotivities tor calibration 

purposes were measured with a Wa)'Ile-Ker1'" B221 Universal Bridge. Routine 

oonduotivity measurements were made with a Chandos L1near Conduot1v1ty Meter. 

Por fast polymer1sat1ons the output of this meter was. oonnected to one pen of 

a R1kadenki Ktgyo fast response two pen recorder. 'lbe time-temperature curve 

from the adiabatic calorimeter was recorded by the second pen. 

1 .22 Thermostats. Dilatometry experiments were carried out at 0°. _200 and 

o -30. A well stirred ice-1n-distilled water bath in which the temperature was 
- 0 0 kept oonstant to +0.05 was used tor the 0 thermostat. 'lbe lower temperatures 

were obtained by' the use ot a "Minus Seventy 'lbennostat Bath" (Totmaon and 

Mercer Ltd.). - ° 'l'h1s is claimed to have a temperature variation of +J. 05 but 

:;. 0 
I found that it varied by +(;.2 so that it was necessary to wei t until the 

aloohol in glass thermometer showed a oonstant temperature betore taking a 

men1scus reading of the dilatometer. 

1.23 Vapour phase chromatograplv. All cOJlll)O\mda were analysed on a Perkin 

Elmer P .. ll. This was ti tted w1 th a ;,m. sil1oone-01l/0hrcm0sorb ool\a1 or w1 th 

a ~. porapak 001\l1li1. Oven tanperatures tram 500 to 2250 were used. 
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1.24 The Tipping Device. This devioe whioh was used for the preparation of 

phials of dilute perchloric ac1d solut1on, and also for the preparat10n of 

phials ot triphenylmethyl salt solution, has been described by Gand1n1 and 

1 
Plesch • 

1.25 Molecular We1ght Determination. All molecular weights were detennined 

w1 th a Mechrolab Vapour Pressure Osmometer Model 301A. w1 th a non-aqueous probe 

at "570
• The solvent used was 1,4-dloxane and the procedure is descr1bed in 

my M.Sc. TheSis. 
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IntroductIon to Section A. 

'!'he work to be descr1bed 1n this section ot the '!besis is 

concerned with the mechanism and kinetics ot the polymerisation of 

l.3-d1oxolane. It fOrmll an extension of 1D1' M.Sc. Thesisl which descr1bed 

the detailed chemlstr,r and thermod7namIcs ot the polymerisation ot 

1.3-dioxolane. 

'!'he essentIal resul ta ot this M. Sc. 'lb •• is, which have been 

reported In a paper2 submitted to the International Symposium on 

Macromolecular O1emistl'7, Prague 1965. are that the pol)'lnerisation ot 

1.3-dioxolan. in methylene dichloride with anhydrous perChlor1c acid is 

a living equilibrium polymerisation that gives rise to cyc11c polymer in 

the absence of water. '!'he standard state ce111.ng temperature, entropy and 

heat of polymerisation were alBO determined. 

Up to May 1965 there were very tew papers3-7 concemtng the 

polJlller1sat1on ot 1. ,..d1oxolane and .. these have been deal. t 1fi th in the 

introduction to my M. Sc. Theais I w11l concentrate on the papers 

published after MI¥ 1965. 

Okada 8 oopolymerised 1, :5-dioxolane 1f1 th atyrene in toluene 

Bolution at 'i!50 with boron tluoride etherate as catalyst in order to 

determine the nature ot the active centres in the pol1Hriaat1on ot 

1,3-dioxolane. An equilibrium between oXDnium ions and carboxonium ions 

was proposed, 

-+0 
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because: 

(1) The carboxonium ion derivable trom l,3-dIoxolane is 

resonance stabilised, as was suggested by Kern9 et al. for the ion derived 

from tr1oxane. 

(2) l.3-D10xolane was found to copolymerise with styrene whilst 

tetrahydroturan. which is generally supposed to polymerise by an oxoni\ID 

ion mechanism. would not copolymerise with 8tyrene. 

However. no direct evidence. such as end group analysis or N.M.R. 

spectra of the Iona in question, was presented to support the existence ot 

this equilibrium and for the reasons g1 ven 1n Chapters 2 and 3 of this 

Thesis this proposal cannot be accepted. 

The first kinetic study of the 1.3-dioxolane polJm8risation was 

10 0 reported by Kucera who polymerised bulk l.3-dioxolane at 70 with 

octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane bisulphate &8 catalyst in open dilatometers 

with about 100 ppm of water present. Most ot this work was concemed w1th 

kinetic measurements and their interpretation. Untorttmately Kucera based 

his kinetic scheme on tl1e assumption that the active centres are carboxon1um 

iona which were 1n equilibrium with unreactive tertiar,r oxonium ions. and 

although this scheme does fit the experimental results. this basIc l..ssumptIon 

i8 not Justified by any supporting experiments. 

More reoentll, Oor1n and Monner1ell studied the bulk pol;ymerisation 

ot 1.3-dioxolane at 'i!!j0 with mercuric chloride or boron tluoride etherate as 

catalysts. The monomer and catalysts were carefully dried. but the 

polymerisationa were carried out in test-tubes. '.rh1s stuc!7 was oonfined 

to kinetic measurements and the experimental resul ta were used to teat tl'--
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validl ty ot Kucera's kinetic scheme. The authors fol.U1d that their resw. ts 

supported KUcera's scheme but no direct evidence for an equi11brium 

between carboxonium ions and oxonium 10ns was presented. 

The only other infomation about the mechanism of the polymerisat1on 

12 13 of l,3-dioxolane that has been published, are the reports ' that 

l,3-dioxolane will polymerise in the presence ot maleic anh¥dride and 

benzoyl peroxide. By analogy .i th the mechanism ot polymerisation of trioxane 

under similar conditions, this result impl1es that the dioxolenium ion is 

tormed and that this ion causes the polymerisation of l, 3-dioxolane. This 

oonolusion Is in direot oontlict with m;y reaulta in Chapter 2. However a 

recent experiment in this laboratoryl4 with 1,3-dioxolane, maleic anhJ'dride 

and benzoyl peroXide failed to give any poly-l,3-dloxolane. 

This literature survey shows that the mechanism of the 

polymerisation of l,3-dioxolane has not yet been conolusively established 

and consequently the kinetio schemes that have been proposed are of llml ted 

value. 

Chapters 2 and , of this Thesis are important as they show that the 

polymerisation of 1, 3-dioxolane by anhydrous perchlorio aoid i8 a ring 

expansion mechanism whioh involves secondary oxoni\ID ions; this i& a new 

and unexpected reaul t. 

In oontrast to l,)-dioxolane, the polymerisation of tetrlhJdroturan 

has been extensively studied; 
, 15 

a reoent review on the SUbJeot oontains 

110 reterences. In pa.rtioular, the mechanism of the polJlll8r1s~tion ot 

tetrahydroturan w1 th a14 labelled trie~loxoni\ID tetratluoroborate has been 

studied by 'l'obolsky16 who showecl that one end of each polymer moleaule is 
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an ethyl gt"Oup (onlY' one th1rd ot the ethyl g1"OUI)8 were labelled, denoted 

by x). 

Et x 
"'0 -Et 
/ + 

Et 
'0 + 

Et Et/ 

1~ 

Tobolsky also allowed that the 1ni tiatlon reaction was tast compared 

w1 th the propagation reaction and that termination was very slow. so that the 

polymerisation curves oould be interpreted in terms ot the rate of reaction 

tor an equilibrium polymerisation without termination. A similar study by 

Rozenberg17 was in good agreement with these results. 

In all the studies on the polymerisation of tetrah¥drofuran the 

active centres have been taken to be tertiar'7 omni\lll lons because: 

(1) 'lbe reaul. ting carbonblll ion cannot be resonance stabilised 

by an oXTgen atom so that it is unlikel)? to exist in the presence ot oxygen 

atoms. 

(2) Rozenberg et a1. have pointed out17 that it carbonium Ions 

were tormed. the polymer chain should contain methyl branches IS a reaul. t of 

Isomerisation ot the unstable primary carbonium ions to the IDOre stable 

tertiary or secondary carboni\ID ions. but all studies indicate that pol)?-

tetrah¥drOfuran Is a linear polymer. 

However. aa tar as I am aware. the posalblllt)? of an equl11brl\ID 

between tree ions and ion-paiN tor the •• tertial7 omni\ID ions ha never been 
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seriously considered and no electrical conductivity measurements have been 

made to investigate the matter. 

Thus Chapter 4 of this Thesis. which considers the possibilIty of 

an equilibrium between free ions and ion-pairs for the secondary oxonium 

ions of the l".dioxolane polymerisation. and Chapter 5 whIch is an account 

of electrical conductivity measurements made during 1.3-dioxolane polymerlsatlon~ 

should be useful contributions to the field ot the cationic polymerisation ot 

Note ............ 
Although this accoun+. of the l".dioxolane work is selt contained 

a few items of information trom the M.Sc. Thesis have been reproduced tor 

clarity. 
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ChaRter 2 

The Reaction of 1~3-Dioxolane with Triphenylmethyl Salts 

The preparation of the triphenylmethyl salts is included in this 

Chapter because the reaction of l~'-dloxolane with these salts was found to 

depend critically on the way that the salts were prepared. 

2.1 APp!I"atus and Experimental Method. 

Fig. 2.1. illustrates the apparatus that was used for the 

preparation of triphenylmethyl fluoroborate. The two reagents~ silver 

tet.ratluoroborate (0.2 g) and triphenylmethyl chloride (0.5 g), were placed in 

open phials and evacuated strongly for 8 hours with occasional heating. 

Methylene dichlorlde (20 ml.) and nitroethane (1 ml.) were distilled into the 

tube. '!be nitroethane was added to asSist the solution of silver 

tetranuoroborate. The phials were broken and the reaction was allowed to 

proceed for several hours; silver ohloride was precipitated and the solution 

beoame darker yellow. The methylene diahloride and the nitroethane were then 

pumped off, leaving trlphenylmethyl fluoroborate, silver ohloride and scme 

unreacted trlphenylmethyl ohloride. Several hours of pumping were 1110t'led to 

malte quite certain that all traoes of ni troethane were removed from the system. 

Dry hexane was then distilled in and the apparatus was sealed off 

at A. The hexane If" allowed to thaw and was warmed slightly to di8s01 ve the 

trtpher13'lmethyl ohloride. The hexane remained oolourless and therefore did not 

di8sol ve aD7 tripherl7lme~l fluoroborate. Pinally the hexane was tipped 

through the 8intered dIsc and poured into B. 'lbe hexane was trozen in B and 



Fig. 2.1 

Apparatus for the preparation of 

trlpheny1methy1 f1uoroborate. 
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the apparatus sealed otf at C. The apparatus was then reattached to the 

vacuum line by means of break seal D; methylene d1chloride (20 ml.) was 

distUled in and the apparatus sealed ott at D. The methylene dichloride was 

thawed and wamed to dissolve the triphenylmethyl tluoroborate. The apparatus 

was then attached to a tipping device lmder vacu\III by means ot break seal E. 

The methylene dichloride solution trU poured through the sintered disc into 

the tipping devIce. As much ot the trIph~lmethyl nuoroborate .. possible 

was washed from the reaction vessel into the tipping devioe but some loss 

alwqe oocurred. P1nally the tippIng device was sealed ott at E and the phials 

were tUled and sealed ott in the wsual. way. Some loss ot triphenylmetlVl 

nuoroborate ocourred at this ptage as well. 

A phial of this solution was broken into a small tlask and the 

solution was divided into two. To one part ot the solution was added a tew 

drops of s11 ver nl trate in ~ ethanol. No precipitate ot s11 ver chloride 

tormed, indicating that all the triphenylmethyl chloride had been removed by 

the hexane. 

To the other part ot the solution a tew drops ot dilute nitric acid 

and ethanol were added. The mixture was warmed and tiltered. A tew drops ot 

aqueous sodium chloride were added to the t11 trate. Ho precipItate ot e11 ver 

ohloride was observed, indicating that no silver wu present in this solution. 

Trlphell7lmethyl perohlorate was prepared in three different wap. 

Method A TrIph&n¥lmeth7l chloride (2.5 g.) and sUver perohlol'&te (2.5 g.) 

were evacuated in open phials in an apparatus silll11ar to that shown in PiS. 2.1. 
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Methylene dichloride (20 ml) and nitreethane (1 ml) were distilled into the 

tUbe. 'lbe reaction was carr1ed out and the sol vent pumped off. As there was 

an excess of silver perchlorate the triphenyl methyl perchlorate was not 

washed with hexane. Methylene dichloride was distilled in and the solution 

was tlpped and sealed into phials. 

A phial ot this solution was tested tor chloride and silver as 

described above. NO silver was present, but a large UlOWlt ot unreacted 

tr1phenylmethyl chloride was present. 

ThIs tirst preparation ot tr1phenylmethyl perchlorata was oarried out 

with too large a quantity ot triphe1Vlmethyl chloride. There was an exoess ot 

silver perohlorate, but the eXlless was small and the silver perchlorate is ~\J 

sparingly soluble in the mixture ot ni troethane and methylene dichloride that 

reaction remained incomplete. 

Method B The tr1phenylmethyl perchlorate was prepared as 1n Method A. 'lbe 

only ditterence was that a much smaller quantity ot triphenylmethyl chloride 

was used: 0.3 8 triphenylmethyl ohloride and I g silver perchlorate. 

A phial of this solutlon was tested tor slIver perchlorate by adding 

a few cr,ystals ot trlphenylmethyl chloride to the solution. No pre lipi tate ot 

s11 vel' chloride was tonned, whioh indlcated that no silver perchlorate was 

present. Another phial W88 tested tor unreaoted triphenylmeth~ chloride by 

treat1ns the oontents with a tew drops ot silver nitrate in ethanol. No 

preo1pl tate was produoed. It thus appeared that the tr1~lmeth7l perohlorato 

produoed by this method WU suitable tor experiments with l,}-dloxolane. Attar 
. " \ 

about ten pOlymerisation experiments it was notioed that one ot the pol;rmeni 
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turned black after having been left in the light tor a tew hours. This 

suggested the presence ot silver in the triphenylmethyl perohlorate phials. 

The test tor s11 ver perchlorate wi th triphenylmethyl chloride was 

repeated and waa again negative. indicating that the silver was not present as 

the perchlorate. Another ~al was broken into a small tlask and treated with 

a few drops ot dilute nitrio aoid and ethanol. 'Dle mixture was warmed and 

fUtered. When a tew drops ot aqueous sod1\ID chloride solution were added to 

this tiltrate a white precipitate was immediately produced. This precipitate 

rapidly turned violet in the light and was soluble in oonoentrated 8IIIDOn1um 

hydroxide solution. '!'his meant that s11ver was present in this solution. but 

not as the percblorate. 

It seemed possible that the silver was oomplexed with the nitroethane 

that was used at the start of the reaotion. so a dUIIIIIY rtm w1 th just s11 ver 

"perohlorate was carried out. 'the s11 ver perchlorate was dried. treated. with 

methylene d1ohlorlde and nltroethane. the solvent p\lDped ott and more me~l.ne 

diohloride distilled in. Finally the methylene diohloride was tipped throUSh 

the sintered disc and sealed into phials. 'the methylene dichloride did not 

contain any detectable quantity ot sllver. 

It now appears that the silver present in the trlphenylmethyl 

perohlorate prepared by Method B must have been oomplexed w1 th the aromatic 

rlnse ot the triJJben7lmethyl perchlorate. 

Method C The tr1pheJ17lmethyl perohlorate prepared by Methocl A oontainecl no 

silver but .ome tr1ph~lmethyl ohloride. A few phials of this solution were 

broken under vacuum and the met.l1ylene diohloride pumped ott. Dl7 hdane was 

dietilled in and warmed to dissolve the unreaotec1 chloride. 1be bexane .aB 
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tipped through the sintered disc, frozen and sealed off. Fresh methylene 

d1chlor1de was distilled in, the trlphenylmethyl perchlorate was dissolved and 

tipped into phials that were sealed otf. A phial ot this solution was tested 

and shown to contain no 2111 ver and no chloride. 

Triphenylmet.l1y1 hexachloroant1monate WaB prepared trom triphenylmethyJ 

chloride (0.9 g) and antimony pentaohloride (2 g). The apparatus used was 

similar to that in Pig. 2.1. except that the antimony pentaohloride was contained. 

in a sealed phial. Both reagents and the product are soluble 1n methylene 

d1chlor1de so that nitroethane was not used. The ph1als were broken and the 

reaotion allowed to proceed tor a tew hours. 'Ihe methylene dichloride was 

pumped otf and the pumpIng was cont1nued for several hours to remove all traces 

of antimony pentachloride. Finally the sal t was washed with hexane under 

vacuum to remove any trIpheny1methy1 chloride or antimony pentachloride. 'Ihe 

hexane remained colourless and did not contain any ch10r1de after this treatment. 

The concentrations of all tr1phenylmethy1 salt solutions were 

11 
stenderised speotrophotometrica11y, using a molar extinotion coefficient ot 

36,000 at 410 1Jl.L
1 . In all oases 30 to ~ lesl triphenylmet.hyl Iona were found 

than were oalculated. 1'h1s discrepancy is in part due to the inevitable loss 

ot some ot the salt on the surface ot the reaction vessel and the tipping 

devioe. It is also possible that 10lIl8 of the triphenylmet.b¥l chloride had 

h7dr01J1Sed to the oarbinol or that the silver perchlorate aDd tetratluoroborate 
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were not perfectly dry when weighed. 

2.2 Polymerisation Experiments with l,3-Dioxolane and Triphenylmethyl Salts. 

Experiments 96 and gr (Table 2.1) were carried out with trlphenyl-

-methyl tluoroborate. No temperature rise was reoorded and only a very small 

8IDOlmt of low moleoular weight polymer was isolated trom experiment 96. No 

polymer at all was isolated trom experiment 97. Equl valent quanti ties ot 

perchloric acid as oatalyst would have caused these polymerisations to reach 

equilibrium (~ yield) in about 5 minutes. 

The initial COndUotivity.M[o was measured immediately the oatalyst 

phial was broken. The relatively high conductivity ls due to the 

trlphenylmethyl tluoroborate. A simultaneous drop in conductivity and tadlng 

of the characteristic yellow colour was observed. In both experiments the 

conductivity became constant (Kt>" atter about halt an hour. by which time the 

yellow colour had completely faded and a fine white precipitate had tormed. 

An attempt was made to isolate these crystals but they decomposed in a 

desiccator in a tew hours. 

Expertment n (Table 2.1) was carried out with trtphenylmethyl 

perchlorate that had been prepared by Method A. This contains some 

triphenylmethyl chloride but no silver. After 10 hours only ~ of polymer waa 

isolated; an equivalent quantity of perchloric aoid would have cawsed the 

polymerisation to reach equilibrium (~ oonveraion) in about 4 minutes. 

A slow drop in oonduotivity was observed; after halt an hour the 

4 -1 conductivity had tallen trom ,1. to 20. 0 ~ om • After ten hoUrs the 

conductivity was constant and the yellow oolour had taded but no preoipitate 

was observed in this experiment. 



Table 2.1. 

Data tor Polperisat1ona of 1 J1 ,..D1oxolane with Triphglmethy1 Salts. 

Run No. 96 CJ7 71 94 110 95A 98A 113 10" 106 

[1.,..D1Ol1Dlaa3 • M. 2.00 2.00 1.22 2.00 2.00 1.22 1.22 2.00 2.00 2.00J 

Catal78t ~CBI", .n,CI!f'4 ~CC104 ~CCI04 ~CCI04 ~CCl04 ~CCI04 ~CCl04 ~CSbC16 ~CSbC. 

Method ot Prep. A B B BBC . 

[CatalJ8t1. 10' M. 0.9 2.4 6.0 0.8 1.3 0.4 0.8 5.0 3.4 2.ti 

In1t1al ,....,. deg. +9 +9 -22 +9 +9 -20 . -20 +9 +9 -22 

React10n 'l'!IIe. 1I1na. 60 30 600 IK> 15 600 ~ 60 If<> 60 

Yield _ 1 0 4 )6 ". 1 33 l~ 

~ .. 1 o IJ IIIbo ca • 19.0 1116 31 •• 52.8 86.4 22.3 24.2 86.0 80.0 72..1 

t-{ t IJ mho 011 
-1 O.9lt 0.96 ,.00 2.18 . 4.80 1.08 1.12 0.66 9.58 '16."0 
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Trlphenylmethyl perchlorate that had been prepared by method B 

was used in experiments 94, 110, 95A and 98A (Table 2.1). This was later 

shown to contain some complexed silver. 

Polymerisations 94 and 110 were followed on the adiabatic calorimeter. 

These polymerlsations had a longer acceleration period than equivalent 

polymerisat10ns with perchloric acid. but they d1d reach equilibrium in the 

times indicated. 

Experiments 95A and 98A were oarried out in dilatometers so that the 

depolymeriaat1ona could be stuc11ed as well. Pig. 2.2 compares the polymerisation 

curves of experiments 98A and 81A. Experiment 81A was carried out at the same 

monomer concentration and the same temperature as 98A, but 0.49 x 10.3 M 

perchloric acid was used instead ot 0.8 x 10.3 M triphenylmethyl perchlorate. 

The polymerisaticns with this triphenylmethyl perchlorate solution were much 

slower than with an equivalent quantity of perchloric acid. 

The polymers ot experiments 98A and alA were depolymerised in 

o -1 dIlatometera at o. The fIrst order rate constants were 0.11 mIn and 

0.14 min-l for 98A and 81A respectively. 

All these polymerisation reactions were aocompanied b.Y a simultaneous 

drop in conductl vi ty and a fading ot the yellow colour due to the trIpheny1met1'171 

1ons. No precIp1 tate was observed in these experiments. 

'!he infrared spectrum ot polymer 94 was found to be identical to the 

spectra of polymers made with perchloric acld. There was no trace ot &n7 

triphenylmethyl groups in the polymer. 

ExperIment 11) (Table 2.1) was carried out w:fth tr1ph8n7l.methyl 

perohlorate prepared by method C. 'Ibis has no triph8lQ'l~l chloride and DO 

silver present. No temperature rise wu recordec:l and on17 a 8111&1.1 amount ot low 



Fig. 2.2 

Plots of dilatome~er readings against time tor 

experiments SlA (the polymerisation of 1.22 M 1,3-dioxolane 

with 0.49 x 10-3 M perchloric acid) and 98A (the 

polymerisation of 1.22 M 1,3-dioxo1ane with O.S x 10-3 M 

o triphenylmethyl perchlorate) at -20 (Table 2.1). 
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molecular weight polymer was isolated. An equivalent quantIty ot perchloric 

acid would have caused this polymeriaation to reaoh equilibrium (3$ conversion) 

in 2 minutes. 

After 1 hour the solution was colourless and the oonductivity was 

steady at o.66"'mhos cm-I. 'Ibis 1s a lower tigure than tor parallel experiments 

wi th triphenylmethyl perchlorate prepared by methods A and B. No precipitate 

was observed in this exper1Jnent. 

The solution was neutralised with 8IIIIIOnia and ethanol atter the 

experiment and all the solvent was evaporat.ed on a ateam bath. 'nUs lett a 

whi te precipitate in the beaker and a very small quantity of low molecular 

weight pOlymer. Water was added and all the water 'soluble traotion. includIng 

the polymer. was removed. 'lbe water - insoluble precIpItate was dissolved in 

50 ml of ~ ethanol. 'ltle u. v. spectrum ot this solution was round to be 

identical w1 th the u. v. spectrum ot pure triphenylmethane in ~ ethanol. Prom 

the extinction coettloient ot tripherl1'lmethane2• '" (log E ) - 262.5 (2.92). max 
it was possible to estimate that about ~ ot the trlphenylmethyl perchlorate 

was recovered as trlJ)hen¥lmethane. 

'l'r1ph~lmeth7l hexaohloroantlmonate was used .. the catalyst tor 

polymerisation experiments 104 and 106 (Table 2.1). For 104 a vel"7 slow 

temperature rise was reoorded on the calorimeter. '!he polperisation had not 

quite reached equilibrium atter 40 mins. An equivalent quantity ot perohlorlc 

aold would have caused this po1J1118rlaation to reach equllibri\lll (~ converaion) 

in about, minutes. 'lbe oonduotivity tell rapidly and beo_ stalldJ' at 9.58 
-l.A 1 I.L mho cm atter "tU minutes. The solut on was colourless after ~ minutes and 

no preoipitate was tormed. 

'lbe polymerisation at _22° (106) went much more slowly. Atter 1 hour 
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the conversion was only 11% (equilibrium is at ~ conversion under these 

conditions). The conduotivity also tell ver,y slowly and atter 1 hour it was 
. 1 

46 ~ mho om- and the solution was still bright yellow. An equivalent quantity 

ot perchloric acid would have caused this polymerIsation to reach equilibrium 

in about 8 minutes. 

Both polymerisationa were killed .,i th anmonia and ethanol. The 

neutralised catalyst was preclpi tated and t11 tered ott, and the polymers 

isolated by evaporation ot the sol vent. The infrared spectra ot both polymers 

showed a large hydro~l group peak at :3500 cm-l and a carbonyl peak at 1720 cm-I. 

There was also evidence ot chlorine (7~ cm-l ) in the polymer. Definite 

conclusions cannot be made because of the ditfIcul ty of removing a] J traces of 

catalyst from the polymer. 

A tew exp1orator,y experiments were carried out with antimony 

pentachloride as catalyst tor the polymerisation ot l,,-dioxolane. 2.1 x lO-1M 

Antimony pentachloride caused immediate polymerisation ot 1.22 M 1,3-dioxolane 

o at -22. AlthoUgh the polymerisatIon was very rapid and Id thout any acceleratiorJ 

period, the system did not reach equilibrium. A second addition ot antimol17 

pentachloride caused another burst ot polymerisation but stHl the system did 

not reach equilibrium. The apparatus was opened to the air but no further 

polymerisation occurred. The polymer was isolated and found to contain chlorine> 

-1 as there was a peak at 7)2 cm in the infrared spectrum. 1broughout this 

-1 
experiment the conductivity rose steadily tram 1.1 to 2.5 ~ mho cm • 
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2., Spectroscopic Measurements on the System Triphenylmethyl Perohlorate -
l,d-Dioxolane. 

The reaction between 1,3-dloxolane and triphenylmethyl perchlorate 

(prepared by method B) was also stud1ed spectrophotometr1cally. In experiment 

15, 0.5 x 10-3 M triphenylmethyl perchlorate was allowed to react with 3.0 M 

1,3-dioxolane at room temperature under vacuum. When the phial ot tripheny1-

-methyl perchlorate was broken, the yellow colour due to the trIphenJlmethyl Ion 

was too intense ~ be measured. However thIs colour rapidly taded and wIthin 

four minutes the visible part ot the spect!"\D was blank. In the u. v. the 

characteristic spectrum ot triphenylmethane with peaks at 256, 262 and 210 ~ 

was pre8ent. No other peaks were present down to 230 q.L. From the extinction 

coeffIcient of triPhenYlmethane2, A (logE) - 262.5 (2.92), it was estimated max 
that the concentration ot triphenylmethane was O.~ x 10-3 M. 'nli8 shows that 

all the trlphenylmethyl perch10rate was converted to triphenylmethane. 

The spectroscoplc devIce was opened to the air and a tew drop8 of 

8IIIIIOnia and ethanol were added but the 8pectrum was unchanged by this. 

2.4 Experiment8 to Detect Dioxolen1\ID Perchlorate in Poleri8ation8 ot 
1,3-Dioxolane CatalY8ed bl Perchloric Acid. 

At one stage ot this work it seemed possible that dioxoler.ium 

perchlorate was either the active species in the polJllerisatlon ot 1,3-dioxolane 

with perchloric acid or at least that it was involved in the reaotion 

mechanism. 'nlere are only two wqs in which dioxo1eni1.lll perchlorate oould be 

tormed trom 1,3-dioxolane and perchloric acid. 
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s+ C10 -

~ 

One involves formation ot 2-metho~ethanol and the other the tormation ot 

hJdrogen· Aa there was no .imple conclusive test for amall quanti t1es ot 

dioxoleni\lll perchlorate, testa were carried out to detect 2 __ tho~ethanol and 

hydrogen. 

Results In experiment 109. 2.5 M 1,3-dioxolane "'u polymerised w1th 0.1 M 

perchlor1c acid 1n a previoUsly evacuated tube. Atter the polymerisation the 

contents ot the tube were trozen with liqUid nitrogen. The discharge from a 
4 . 

Tesvac showed that the vacU\ID was as good as before the exper1Mnt (10- DID).' 

Since 0.45 m mole of perchlcr10 acid was used in this experiment. even it l~ ot 

the perchlor1o acid had reaoted to produoe hydrogen this would have been. notioed. 

'Ihe contents ot the tube were thawed and the pol,...ris.tion .... tille<! 

at 00 with sodi\ll1 carbonate. 'rhe solution now contained methylene dichloride, 

l,3-dioxolane, pol,mer and possibly 2-methox,etbanol. 10 ~ litre ot this 

solut1on was inJected into a gaa phue ohromatosraPh and the ohrcmatosrem 

reoorded. A 0.1" (vollvol) solution ot 2-metho~etMDol iD _tb71ene diohlor1de 

contaIning 2.5 M l,3-d1oxolane was made up and 10 ~ litre ot We .. injected 

into the ohrcmatosraPh. 'lt1e retention t1me an4 peak heigbt ot the 

2-methoqethanol " .. reoorded. By a careful comparison ot the two ~tosr-e 
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it 1s estimated that there was le~s than 1 part in 40,000 (vol/vol) of 

2 .. methoxyethanol 1~ the solution tested (experiment 109). 'lbe concentration ot 

perChlorlc acid in the solution tested was 1 part in 350 (vol/vol) so that not 

more than l~ or the perohlor1c acid could have reacted to produce 2-methoxy-

-ethanol. 

2.5 Discussion. 

l,J-D1oxoleni\lJt struotures were rrst proposed b7 Winatein and 

Buckle." in 1942. In two papers bY' Meerwein 4#5 the preparation and reaotions ot 

several dioxolen:i\lll aalts are reported. In partioular the preparation of 

dioxolenium fluoroborate la described. This compound was made by the reaotion of 

tr1phenylmethyl tluoroborate with 1#.3-d10xolane 1n liquid sulphur d10Xide as 

solvent. 

BP-
4 

+ ~CH 

Dioxolen11.11l tluoroborate ia reported to be insoluble in meth)'lene dichloride. 

'lbe yield 1s quoted as 88% of the theoret1oal and 58% of the triphen¥lmethyl 

tl uoroborate was recovered as t.rirhenylmetbane. Al though the re,\ct1.,n was 

ce.rrled out with 1.6 M 1,3--dioxol&'':le under dry condition.a ir, liquic. sulphur 

dioXide, no polymer is reported to have been tormed. 

'lbe salt was identit1ed by the product10n ot the 2-iodoeth)'l tOl'lll&te 

when 1t was treated withlOd1UD1 iod1de in aoetonitrll~. 

6 
A more recent paper by Winstein deals with the nuclear llla8Deti'3 

resonanoe spectrum of 2-methyl-=!!-4,5-tetra-metqylene-l,,.diOXOlen1ua 

tetratluoroborate in acetonitrile solution. The absorption due to the -'t.b)'l 
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group is at 7.28ir wh1ch indicat€s that the compound is ionl0 in acetonitrile. 

MagnusoJ7 has prepared 2,4,4~5,5-pentamethyl-l,3-dioxole~ium 

perohlorate. 'Ibis too 1s ionlc in acetoni tr1le as the absorpt10n due to the 

methyl group 1s at 7.' i" . 
Wtih this information the results ot the polymerisation experiments 

with l~"'dIoxolane and tripheJl¥l_thyl salts can be explained. It is clear that. 

in experIments 96 and gr with triph8D¥lme~l tluoroborate and l,3-dioxolane, 

dioxolenlum tluoroborate was formed and preoIpItated out ot solution. This 

explains NhY the conductivity dropped as the yellow colour due to the 

triphanylme't.h71 ion faded. It also explains why the tinal conductivit:, in 

these experiments was independent ot the in! tial ~riphenylmethyl fluoroborate 

concentration. 

Experiment ll}, with trIphenrlmethyl perchlorate prepared by method C 

end l~3-dioxolane, 1s moat important. This experiment shows that pure 

triphenrlmethyl perchlorate does not catalyse the polymerIsation ot 1 ~ :5-cUoxolane 

at a rate comparable with that caused by perchlorio acid. About 1$ ot poly.-r 

was isolated atter an hour but this could have been due to traces of water 

hydrolysing dioxoleniun perchlorate to perchloJ"lc acid. 'Ibe tact that ~ ot 

the tr1pheny'lmet.hyl perchlorate was recov'3red e.s t:-iph~lmeth!;1e 12 ... th1!' 

experiment and that ~ was ~OOV8red in the spectroscopic experiment 

(experiment 75) strongly susseste thRt the only reaction to occur uncler these 

conditions is the to~atlon ot dioxolenlum pe~orRte. 

The positive charge in dloxolen1um perohlorete Is delocallsed between 

the two oX¥gen atoms and dioxolen1um perchlorate ls lION stable than 

triphenylmet.h¥l perchlorate so that the value ot the dlssoclA.ttOll oonstant tor 

the dioxolen1\ID percblorate ion pair should be al:i.g&'1tly larger than tor the 
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triphenylmethyl perohlorate ion pair. In faot "during experiment 113 the 

1 -1 
oonduotivity fel: from 86.0 ~ mho om- to 0.66 ~ mho am . The initIal 

oonduotivity is due to triphenylmethyl perchlorate and the final conduotivity 

must be due to dioxolenium perohlorate as no preoipitate was observed. 

This result suggest that, oontr&rJ' to expeotations, dioxoleni1.lD 

perohlorate exists almost entirely as ion pairs. An al temative possibility is 

that dioxolenium perohlorate is essentially covalent under the experimental 

conditions. The quoted nuclear magnetiC resonanoe spectra of some substituted 

dioxolen1l1D salts show that these oompounds are ionic in acetonitrile. In 

prinoiple nuolear magnetic resonance spectra of dioxo1en1um perohlorate under 

the experimental oonditions, 1.e. in methylene dichloride or deuteroohlorofonn, 

would resolve this problem. '!his has not been attempted yet. 

The exper1ments w1 th tr1phenylmethyl hexachloroant1monate (104 and 

1(6) are less satisfactory. A reasonably rapid polymerisation was observed in 

these experiments, but the presence of hydrolrYl and carbonyl groups, and spaciali;-. 

the presence of chlorine in the polymer, suggest that there were extensive side 

reactions. These polymerfsations could well have been due to traces of 

ant1mony pentachloride as ant1mony pentaohlor1de alone polymerised l,J-dioxolanE: 

to give polymers conta1ning chlorine. 

However the same general features were observed .,i th the 

hexachloroant1monate as with the perchlorate and fluoroborate salts. The 

yellow colour faded slowly and the condUctivity dropped. The final value ot 

the conduct1vity in experiment 104 was 9.58 ~ mho cm-1 . This is much larger 

than fOT the equivalent perchlorate experiment (exper1ment 11,). A possible 

reason tor this differenoe is that a covalent torm of dioxolenium hexach1oro-

-ant1monate cannot be wr1 tten. 
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Experiment 109 is imPOl""t4nt ~ It allows that. dioxolen11.1J1 perchlorate 

was not involved 1n the polymerisation of l#3-dioxolane by perchlorlc acid. 

This result 115 discussed fully in Chapter 3. It is more diff1cul t to draw any 

conclusions from experiments 94, 110, 95A and 98A in wh:lch the polymerisatIon of 

1,3-dioxolane with trIphenylmethyl perchlorate made by method B was studIed. 

These polymerisatlons are not due to trIphenylmethyl perchlorate i teelt but are 

almost certainly due to the presence of a silver perchlorate complex in the 

catalyst solution. As silver perchlorate benzene complexes have been isolated 

8 
in the so11d state , the 1511 ver is probably complexed w1 th the aromatic rings 

of the triphenylmethyl perchlorate. 

In a recent paper Smets and Hermans9 reported on the stud¥ of the 

silver perchlorate initiated polymerisation of styrene in organio solution under 

rigorously dry conditions in the absenoe of perchloric aoid. They fO\md 

evidenoe to suggest that 1:1 and 2:1 complexes of s11ver perchlorate and 

styrene are formed and they propose a ooordination polymerisation mechanism 

w1 th the s11 ver ion complexed to the olef1n1c double bond of styrene. It 1s 

possible that a similar silver oomplex with the lone pair eleotrons ot o~sen 

1n 1, 3-dioxolane could be formed and that th1s oould cause the polJlll8riaation 

of l,3-dioxolane. 
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Chapter" 

The Mechan:l81ll ot the Polymerisation ot 1, 3-Dioxolane 

In Chapter 5 of the M.Sc. Thesis some possible mechanisms tor the 

polymerIsatIon ot 1,3-dioxolane were set out, and in this Chapter turther 

experiments that were undertaken to elucidate this polymerisation mechanism are 

described and disoussed. 

,.1 N.M.R. Spectra. 

In Table ,.1 the experimental data and 1'"'values tor the N.M.R. spectr," 

ot the system l,,-dioxolane and perohlorio acid are given. 'lbese N.M.R. spectr,,·. 

were made in methylene dichloride solution, as anhydrous perohloric aoid la 

only available in this solvent. Methylene diohloride itselt stves a large peak 

at 4.55 ~but this did not interfere unduly with the rest ot the spectrum. 

Experiment 84A shows that the N.M.R. spectl"\lD ot 0.5 M 1,3-dioxolane 

in methylene dIchlorlde has two simple peaks at 5.12 and 6.16 -r due to the 

hydrogens ot the -0-CH
2
-0- and -O-~.~-O- \mits, respectively. 

The N.M.R. spectra ot 0.5 M 1,3-dioxolane with 0.25 and 0.7 M 

perchlorlc acid were recorded in experiments 84B and 85. These spectra were 

stable for a period ot 12 hours at ?ISo and oonsisted ot two simple peaks that 

corresponded almost exaotly with the N.M.R. spectrum ot exper1ment ~A. '!be 

only ditferenoe was a slight shitt down-tield tor the spectra ot protonated 

1, ,.dloxolane. Protonated and non-protonated species cannot be Nsol ved as the 

relaxation time for N.M.R. spectroscopy Is 1-2 seconds, whIlst the proton 

exchange between oX1geh atoms ls vel'J much taster. It even ~ ot an open chain 

structure Involving a carbon111D lon had been tormed, the spectra obta1ned in 



Table 3.1. 

The N.M.R. Speotra for the system 1.3-D1oxolane - Perohlorl0 Acid. 

Run No. 84A 85 

0.5 0.5 ,.0 

lHCIO~, M. 0.25 0.1 

H.M.R., -r. 5.12 anct 6.16 4.99 Bad 6.00 4.90\ aDd 5.95 5.09 uxl 6.09 
No other pealca No other peaka No other peaks Small peaks at 

5.6 and 6.4 

All spectra were recorded at -,so. 
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experiments 84B and 85 would have shown this. In partloular, t:1e splitting ot 

the peak tor the ~lyd.rogens ot the -0.~CH2-0- unit would have been observed 

at about 6.0 f . 

These experiments show that under the experimental oondi tions used 

the only detectable reaction is protonatlon of l,J-dioxolane. In experiment Bf 

,.0 M l,J-dioxolane was used and as this ha.s a oeiling temperature ot about 

+?JjO some polymerisation· probably oocurred. A white precipitate was tormed u 

soon as the perchlorio acid phial "as broken into the solution ot 1,J-dioxolane. 

By the time that the solution had been tipped into the N.M.R. tube, frozen down. 

sealed oft, and allowed to reaoh }So, the precipitate had just started to turn. 

brown. Atter the spectrum had been recorded the white precipitate had nearly 

gone and the solution had tumed a light brown oolour. 'lbe spectrum becUle mere 

complicated as the solution tumed a darker brown. It ia clear that under thE"f:,. 

oonditions extensive decomposition occurs, so that no conclusions can be drawn 

trom this experiment. 

,.2 The Protonation of 2,2-diphenyl-l,cdioxolane with Perchlorio Acid. 

The 2,2.dlphenyl.l,J-dloxolane tbat was prepared tram e~lene glycol 

and benzophenone oould not be isolated pure. 'lbe O.V. spectrum ot 1 x 10-' M 

2,2.dlphenyl-l,J-dioxolane in methylene chloride was tound to have a peak at 

252 ~ w1 th an optioal density ot 0.21. This was found to be identical w1 th the 

spectrum ot benzophenone In methylene dlchloride (~ 252 q,L) 11tl. 

(~max 252 ~ € - 20,000). 

D - e .C.l. 

0.21 - 20,000. C, C - 1 x 10.5 N, 

here C is the molar ooncentration ot benzophenone in 1 x 10·' M 2,2.diPhenFl

-l,,..c11oxolane. 
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2 However Ceder • who studied the h7drolysi8 ot cyclic acetale, reports that 

2,2-diphenyl-l.3-dtoxolane shows no max1mum above 210 ~ in a mixture ot 

In experiment 86 a small crystal ot 2.2-diphenyl-l,3-dioxolan~ "1IlS 

placed in the side tube ot a spectroscopic dev1ce w1 th a ph1al ot perchlor1c a'.' j ,.; 

When the device was evacuated the crystal ot 2,2-diphen,1-1.,-dioxolane became 

partly liquid even though the Teavac hac1 not been used and the epeotroecopic 

device had been oaretully cleaD8d betore use. After 5 minutes p\lllping 10 ml ot 

-4 methylene dichloride were distilled into the devioe to make a 1., x 10 M 

solution ot 2.2-diphenyl-l.3-d1oxolane. Betore the pel'Chloria a01d phial wu 

broken the U. V. spectrum ot this solution was run. and a larse peak troll ~O .1;0 

240 ftII.1 was found to have blotted out the U. V. spectrum. On open1nS the deVici

and diluting the solution with methylene diohloride a speotrum id.entioal with 

that of benzophenone was observed. It appears that an equilibrium between 

2,2-diphenyl-l,3-dioxolane and benzophenone and eth7lene oXide exi.t. and that 

under vacuum the e~lene OJd.de is removed to leave benzophenone. 

n 
:.xPh 

+ 

'!hie equilibril.lll would explain why 2.2-dipheD71-l.,..dioxolane oould 

not be isolated pure. 

86 -~ In experilHnt 1., x 10 M 2,2-d.iphell7l-l.,.dioxolane waa protcmated 

-2 ~ with 1 x 10 M perchloric aoid. A small 0Z78ta1 _ .ealed under a,....pberiO 

pre.sure into a compartment that was oonnected to the speotl'O.oopl0 devloe bJ' a 

breakseal. The speatrosooplc devioe whioh contaiDed a phial ot perahlorio acid 

was evacuated, 10 ml ot methylene ohloride wu M.tilled 1n, eD4 t1nallr it _ 
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sealed off tl'Olll the vacuum line. The break seal. was crushed and the crystal of 

2,2-diphenyl-l,3-~~oxolane was introduced into the solution. 

'Dle U ,V. spectnn of this solution showed a small peak at 252 II\L due 

to a trace ot benzophenone, above this wavelength the spectrum wu cl ea,..'" . The 

perchloric acid phial was then broken, the solution mixed, and the U.V. spect,:"I.DD 

was run again. There were two prominent peaks at 291 and ''57 Q,L, but nothing 

in the visible spectrum. The'spectrum remained unchanged tor halt an hour, ao 

the device was opened and the mixture neutralised With a tew drops of ammonia. 

The characteristic peak of benzophenone at 252 ~ ocoupied most of the U.V. 

spectrum but the rest of the U.V. and visible was clear. There i~ considerably 

more benzophenone present after the protonation ot 2,2-diphenJl-I,3-dioxolane 

than before, so that some decomposition seems to occur on protonation. 

The next step was to protonate 1 x 10.5 M benzophenone with 

1 x 10-2 M perchloric acid. The speotrum consisted of two peaks at 292 and 

340 ~. 'lhis Is in good agreement w1 th Olah' s report' that protonated 

benzophenone has peaks at 291 and }44 ~ in P&J~ - SbPS solution. It thus 

appeared that the spectrum ot protonated 2,2-diphenyl-l,3-dioxolane was due 

entirely to that ot protonated benzophenone. 

However protonated ketone a absorb at lower wavelensthS than the 

corresponding carbonium ion because in the carbonium ions the cbarse delocalis&-

tion is leas than in the protonated ketones. In protonated benzophenone tMO 

resonance torms are iqx,rtant 

CIf 
I 

Ph ... C-Ph 
+ 

+0-8 

Ph.H.Ph 

It wu intended to see whether the ring of 2,2-c1iJ)henll.l,3-diOX01ane 01**1 when 

1 t is pl'Otonated b1 perohlorio aold, as the carbon1_ lon that would be produoed 
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should be detectable spectroscoplcally • 

. -. \ 
4,-_ .. 

However this carbonlum ion is very similar to protonated benzophenone in that 

two resonance fonns are important. 

Ph 
; Ph ,-

HO - ~ CH2 - 0 - C,~ }I)-elL -C2f
2

-O-C 
--""2 + 'Ph 

Because of the inev1 table presenoe ot protonated benzophenone in the speotrum of 

protonated 2,2-diphenyl-l,3-d1oxolane it ia impossible to deoide whether any 

2,2-d1phenyl-l,3-dioxolane was opened by protonation. 

'.3 Polymerisation of 2,2-~phenyl-l,,.dioXOlane. 

An attempt was made to polymerise a 2 M solution ot 2,2-diPhe~1-1,3-
-2 -dioxolane in methylene chloride with 5 x 10 M perohloric aoid under anh7droua 

conditions. 'n1e solution was kept at _700 for 12 hours and then neutralised with 

armonia, but no polymer was isolated. 

This observation ls 1n agreement with the prediction made ~ Da1nton 

and Ivin 4 that substituted l, 3-dioxolanes would probably not polymeriae. 

,.4 Quanti tati ve Measurements ot Jlrdro!;fl GI')UJ)8. 

Table ,.2 shows the e,..r1Mntal data tor polymerisation experiments 

that were carried out at various perchloric acid concentrations, with and 

without added water. The polymerisat1one were etartecl by break1n8 a phial ot 

perchlorio aOid, water was added by breakiDg a water phial, and the reactlona 

were stopped at +10
0 

either by adm1ttins UIIIOD1a pe direct frcm a re.ervoir 



Table ,.2. 

Quantitative Estimation of Hydroxyl Groups. 

R\m No. 15 119 120 121 12, 116 118 122. 

~10~, 10
2 

M. O.~ ,.20 ,.10 }.20 ,.00 2.00 3.20 5.00 

Added [ Y] I 102 M. 2.50 2.00 5.00 

Final Te.p. I deg. 15 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 

D. optical. deDaI t7 ot <E. 0.020 O.O}, O.MS 0.M2 O.~ 0.1}O O.l}O 0.200 

Measured If\8ber ot Monomer 160 95 70 75 80 23 23 15 tb1 ta per (If group. 

Calculated ... bar ot Monomer InfIn1t:r 1nt1n1 ~ 1nt1n1 ty int1n1t,. infin1ty 20 25 10 tall ta per ell sroup. 

D.P. 1'.7 15.1 15.- 16.0 15.0 15.0 12.1 11.5 

YIeld !C " .1 ~2 ~ 'IQ 'IQ ~l 38 

All po1J118r18atioas were carried out w1 th 2.0 M 1, 3-dioxo1ane 
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ot 0.88 amnonium hydroxide or bJ' breaking a phial ot ethanol saturated with 

8I!I!lOnia gas. In experiment 118 the water phial. was broken before the per<3hloric 

acid phial. 

Infrared measurements on the polymers were made at constant :!':!.lm 

26 -1 th1cmess, the peak due to the C - H stretching frequency at 29 cm of the: 

~ groups in the polymer chain was used aB an internal. standard, and D, the 

-1 optical density of hydrox;yl groups at 3500 cm , was measured. 'lbe system was 

calIbrated by adding small known quantities of butane-l,-..dlo1 to a known 

quantity of a low molecular weight poly-dioxolane (Ho. 15) and measur1ng D, thE: 

-1 
optical density of the hydro~l groups at J.5OO cm • D was found to be d1rec~ly 

proportional to the hydroxyl group concentration and an optical density of 

0.105 corresponds to one hydroxyl gI'Oup per 30 \mite of monomer. From this 

figure, the optical densities were converted into the n\IDber of monomer units 

per hydrox;yl group. The results are expressed in this wq so that they oan 

readily be compared w1 th the DP ot the poll'JD8r8 produced. In order to show 

that the hydroxyl groups measured did belong to the polJlMr molecules and not 

to ethylene glycol which might be tormed by hJdrolysis ot the monomer, some 

ethylene glycol was added to a solution of polyd1oxo1ane (No. 119) and the 

polymer was then isolated 1n the usual mamer. (8 bra at f:l:)o and 20 lID). It 

was found that all the ethylene glyool was removed :trom the po1Jmer by this 

treatment. FUrthermore, the optical density ot hydro~l groups tor po111Hra 

116, 118 and 122 was found to be unal tared even after the po1J1118r had been 

several days in the vaCU\lll oven. 

In the M. Sc. thesis it was ahown that typical pol1Mrisat1ona carried 

out under vaCU\D 1n the calorimeter, tor eXIIIIIPle experiment 15, produced. 

po1J1Mra that had no detec~le end sroupa other than ve!'J amal1 trace. ot 
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hydroxyl groups. Table 3.2 shows that the polJlD8r trom experiment 15 had onl1' 

1 hydroxyl group ·~or 160 un! ta ot monomer while the DP is onl1' 13.7. 

When the perchloric acid ooncentration was increased by a tactor ot 

10 (experiments 119, 120, 121 and 123) the polymer produced had about 1 hydroxy~. 

group tor 80 units ot monomer. 'lbe ratio ot the number of moles ot monollier 

polymerised to the n\IDber of moles ot catalJ'St used ia 2.0 x o.lfo/3.o x 10.2 

approx. 26. 

'Ibe polymers produoed in theae experiments were caretull1' examined 

by I.R. and N.M.R. spectroscoPJ', but no other end groups were detected. As th,. 

polymerisation mixtures were neutralised with ammonia, it was pos~lb1e that 

amine end groups might be present. The Laasa1gne sodium tusion test5 tailed 

to show nitrogen 1n the polymer and the aod1um nitropruss1de teat5 did not 

reveal a primary amine end group. Small quanti ties ot ethylam1ne were added to 

the polymer that was tested and the quanti t1' ot ethylllDine was reduced until thE:: 

tests were Just positive. In this way it is estimated that one amine sroup per 

thousand units of monomer would have given pos1tive teats. 

In experiments 116, 118 and 122 approximate11' equ1mo1ar quantities ot 

water and perchloric acid were used to polJlll8rise l,}-d10xo18Oe and pol,.ere 

with between 23 and 15 monomer un1ts per ~X¥1 group were produced. 'Ibe 

calculated n\IDber ot monomer 1nits per ~l group (as listed In Table ,.2) 

was based on the assumpt10n that the po11Jll8r 18 lOO',C c1'o110 aDd that e.ch water 

molecule added reacts w1 th the po11Jll8r to produoe two ~l groupa. 'lhe 

agreement between the experimental and the oalculated rat10s tor exper1lllenta 

116, 118 and 122 ls good and this shows that eaaentially all the water added 

produces hydroxyl groups in the polJlller. 

When no water was added to the polJlll8riaat1cna (expen-nta 15, 119, 
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120. 121. 12,) the calculated number of monomerunlts per hydroxyl group is OD 

as the system wu assumed to be pertect1y dry. The experimental resu! ts show 

that some hydro~l groups are produced even under 'dry' condi t10na • 

'.5 Discussion. 

This discussion is conoemed w1 th the meohanism of the po1ym~r1sation 

of 1.,·dioxo1ane and with the nature of the aotive oentre involved. I will 

first set out the conclusions reached by other research workers in this f1e1d 

and then I will examine my own eJeperimental results. 

Okada et al.
6 proposed that the mechanism of the po1)'DJe!'illl:t.tion of 

1.,.dioxolane by acetyl chloride - metal hal1des, and acetic anhydrlde -

perchlor1c aoid initiators involved carboxonium ions and not oxon1wI iona. '!hIs 

was based on the suggestion made by Kem et al.1 that the aot1ve centre for ~~e 
cationic polymerisation of trioxene 1s a resonanoe stablised carboxoni\ID ion. 

Per dioxolane the format1on of the analogous ion can be represented thusa 

1\ 
0"-./0 

+ + 
+ HA ~ HO-~·Q{2-0-~ H HO-~-~-O. CH2 

8 More recently Okada et al. have reported the cationio copol;ymeriaati"t'. 

ot l,,·dioxolane with styrene, with boron fluoride etherate as cata1J8t. '.ft1!s 

they interpret as further evidence in favour of the carboxoni\lll ion meohanism, 

because Kern et al. 9 have been able to oopolymerise tr10xene and st,rene. Nhilat 

tetrahydroturan. which is generally supposed to pol1lll8rise by an oxon1\ID ion 

mechanism. will not copol,..,.ri.e with styrene. 

This argument i. exceedingly weak in view of the tact that Okada et al. 

10 
have themselves reported the cationic copol"..r1aatiOll ot l.,..dioxolme with 

tetrahJdroturan with boron tluoride etherate .. catal18t. 
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The comparison of l,3-dioxolane with trioxane is.the only evidence presented 

1n favour ot the rarboxon1um ion mechanism; in particular no analysis tor end 

groups is reported. 

There are three separate pieces ot evidence from my work that. ~;hC'T" 

that the polymerisation of l, 3-dioxolane is not propagated by carboxonl un. ~Ol!~~. 

1. The N.M.R. experiments 84B and 85, with approximately equ1mol~r 

quantities ot perchloric acid and l,3-dioxolane in methylene dichloride solution. 

show only protonated l, 3-dioxolane to be present. 'Ihere is no trace of any 

carboxonium ions or rearrangement products. These experiments indioate that 

oxonium ions formed from l,,-dioxolane are more stable than the rso~~ance 

stabilised carboxonium Iona postulated by Okada. 

2. Chapter 2 shows that dioxolenhn ions do not catalyse, ane. are not 

involved in, the polymerisation ot l,3-dioxolane; and that triphenylmethyl 

carbonium ions are converted wholly to the more stable dIoxolenium ions. From 

this observation it follows that only carbon1\111 ions or carboxonI\1!'1 ions that 

are more stable than dioxolen1U11l ions can exist in the presenoe ot 1,}-d1ozolane. 

Thus it appears highly tmlikel:r that the oarboxonium ion postulated by' Okada 

can exist in the presenoe ot l, ,-dioxolane, as this ion is resonance stabilised 

by one oxygen atom whilst the dioxolenium ion is resonance stabilised by' two 

oxygen atoms. 

,. '!he quant1 tati ve measurements ot hldroxyl groups show that 

poly-l,3-dioxolane 121 essent1ally oyolio, provided that the polymerisat1on 1s 

oarried out W'lder anhydrous oonditions. It l,3-dioxolane were to polymerise by 

the tradi tlonal carboxonlum ion meohanism as suggested by Okada et al.. then 

the end groups In the polymer would be .ssentially the ... as in 

polytormaldehyde. 
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Jaacks and Kem 76 1n their study ot the polymerisation ot trioxane in 

cyclohexane at 600 with perchloric acid6 find that about l~ of the polymer is 

cyclic. The mechanism which they propose for r1ng formation is back-biting. 

The rest of the polymer is linear and has end groups approXimately as follO'."s:-

D1alkoxy ~6 hydroxyl ~6 methoxy 2O,C and formate l~. 

For a carboxonium ion mechanism to produce essentially cyel to polymer 

the back-biting reaction would have to be predominant and there is no reason 

why this should be so. Furthermore a nm.ber of hydroxyl groups equal to the 

number of aotive centres would still be produced. 

+ 
80--0 - ~ 

A-o + 

Experiments 1196 1206 121 and 12, show that each molecule of perchloric aoid 

does not produce a hydroxyl groUP6 Whilst Chapter 4 shows that under these 

conditions each perchloric aoid molecule does produce an aotive centre. these 

experimental resultaare not compatible with a pol,merisation involving 

carboxoni\ID iona. 

Another possible war for a carboxonlum ion meohanism to produce cyolio 

polJlll8r is for the growing end ot the chain to attack the hydroxyl group at 

the other end of the same chain. However this is so improbable that the 

possibility ot extensive end-to-end ring closure cannot be conaidered seriously. 

I have eliminated the traditional carboxonium ion _ohanl_ tor the 

po1J1118r1sation ot l63-dioxolane and I will now examine the trad1 tional oxonl\D 

lon mechanism in the light ot my experlmental re8Ul. ts. 
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+ 
f\ 

HO-CH - CH ~ O-CH 0 0 
2 2 2 +',/' 

A-

This mechan1sm is compatible with the results of the N.M.R. experiments and 

also with the exper1ments with triphenylmethyl salts and 1,3-dioxolane, as 

oxonium 10ns cannot react with 1,3-dioxolane to give dioxoleniun ions. HowevE;'. 

this mechan1sm 1s open to exactly the same objections as the carboxonium 10n 

mechanism when the end group analysis reaul ts are considered; there is no 

reason why the traditional oxonium ion meohanism should give more cyclic 

polymer than the carboxonium ion meChanism. 

As I oannot accept either the traditional carboxoniun mechanism or 

the traditional oxon1um ion mechanism for the polymerisation of 1,3-dioxolane! 

I propose a new mechanism to explain my experimental results. This mechanism 

is a ring expansion for the propagation step, and a ring contraction for the 

depropagation step. At no stage does the ring open • 

. _-0, 
.O.~ ... , CO"" __ - 0......, , \ 

I ) / \ k 
... _...2,) o i .... ~ 0/ , 

I 

- f '" ~O--' + ... ~\"'·O,-".. ~ 

A- I 
kd 

A H-
H 

Both the ring expansion and the ring contraction steps probably involve a 4 

membered cyclic transit10n state. The active centres 1n this mechanism are 

stable secondary oxoniurn ions (protonated monomer or protonated polymer) and 

the transfer reaction is simply the movement of a proton tl'OlD polJDHtr to 

polymer or monomer. 

This mechanism, like the traditional OxoN.\III ion mechanism, 1s 

compatible with the results ot the H.M.R. experiments and also with the 
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experiments with triphenylmethyl salts and 1.3-dioxolane, but it is the only 

mechanism that can offer an explanation for the absence ot end groups. 

It explains why the polymer made 1.Ulder anhydrous conditions is cycl j r; . 

and why, as in experiments 119, 120, 121 and 123, there are less hydroxyl 

groups than perchloric acid molecules. A ring expansion mechanism irr.pl1es v!:: 

the protons are on the cyclic polymer and when this is treated with f.lJIIIlOnia ga::; 

or ammoniacal ethanol the protons transfer to the more basic ammonia. leaving 

cyclic polymer molecules. 

H -I CI04 

o + -.~ 

However the polymers 15. 119. 120, 121 and 123 containp.d some 

hydroxyl groups, and these are more than can be explained by the residual wat(-. ';' 

content ot the system. These background hydroxyl groups probably come from tr.-·) 

neutralisation of the reaction mixtures with ammonia gas or ammoniacal ethanol 

that were not rigorously dry. 

HO-CH
2
---CH

2
-CE 

NH4 C104 

'nle polymerisations that were carried out w1 th added water (e.xper1ment~ 

116, 118 and 122) show that each mole~e ot water gives rise to two hydroxyl 

groups in the resulting polymer. The reaction is probably an~ogous to the acid 

2 catalysed hydrolysis ot 1, 3-dioxolane so that formaldehyde may also be tormed 

in this step.__ --.. 

'-CH -O-CH2-O-CH -01 ) 
2 2+1 2 2 

CIO· H H20 

" 
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Chapter 4 

The K1net1cs of the Polymer1sation of l.3-D1oxolane. 

A preliminary Chapter on the kinetics of the polymerisation of 

l.3-d1o.xolane was presented in my M.Sc. Thesis, but no tirm conclusions could 

be drawn from the experimental results. as at that time the nature of the 

active centres in the propagation reaction and the nature of the initiation 

and transfer reactions was uncertain. Furthermore, the depolymer1sat1ons that 

had been carried out in the adiabatic calorimeter were unreliable as it was 

not possible to purifY polydioxolane satisfactorily. 

I decided to investigate the kinetics further dilatometrioally as the 

l,3-dioxolane - perchloric acid system is a living equilibrium polymerisation 

o 0 with a convenient standard state cellins temperature (Tc - + 1.5 ). '1his 

meant that it was possible to prepare po17JJler 1n the dllatometer at low 

temperatures and then to depolymer1se it at higher temperatures. This allowed 

the study ot polymerisat1ons at much lower perchloric acid concentrations than 

in the calorimeter, and it allowed depolymer1sations to be followed accurately. 

In add! t10n I could study the eftect of repeateen,. pol)'llleri81ng and 

depolymerising l.3-dioxolane. 

In this Chapter I will present the new resUlts trom the dilatametr,r . 
experiments and then I will re-examine some of the kinetic !'eaUl ts that were 

obtained w1 th the adiabatic calorimeter. 
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4.1 Dilatometry Experiments with l,3-Dioxolane. 

Fig. 4.1 and Table 4.1 1llustrate experiment 79. The po1ymerisat10n 

curve 79A represents the first polymerisation and 79B represents the second 

polymerisation of the system. The first polymer1sation was started, atter 

the dilatometer had reached thennal equilibrium at _200, by breaking the 

perchloric acid phial and then quickly tipping the solution ot catalyst and 

monomer into the dilatometer. This curve has the same general shape as 

polymerisation curves that were obtained at higher concentrationa ot perchlor1c 

acid with the calorimeter, but it has a more extended acceleration period. 

In Chapter 4 of the M.Sc. Thes1s the equil1br1um concentration of 

monomer was detennined as a function of temperature. '!'hus at any temperature 

the equilibrium concentration of l,3-dioxolane is known. The percentage 

conversion at equilibrium can thus be determined from the temperature ot the 

system and the initial concentration of l,3-dioxolane. For experiment 79 

at _200 the conversion at equi11brium is calculated to be 75'1t. 

An attempt was made to follow the depolymerisation of this solution 

at +340
, which is just above the ceiling temperature ot 2 M l,3-dioxolane. 

However, the solution of polymer w&8 too viscous to allow the level in the 

dilatometer to be adjusted unt1l the depolymerisation had almost fin1shed. 

All the polymer was allowed to depo1ymerise at +340 
and the second pol,merisat10n 

798 was started b,y placing the dilatometer in the _200 bath. 

'!'here is an apparent d1fference 1n conversion between the curves 

79A and 79B but this is almost certainly due to slight variations in 

temperature from the start to the f1nish of these polymerisations, as the 

thermostat bath was not working well. 

The important point is that the shape of the tirst polymeriaation,79A, 



Table '.1 

Data for Dilatometg Experiments w1 th 1, 3-D1oxolane. 

Run No. 79A 198 79C 81A 8IB 8lC 8lD alE alF 82A 82B 82C 

[l.3-DiOXOlane]. M. 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.22 1.22 1.22 1.22 1.22 1.22 1.22 1.22 1.22 

[acl0,]. 10' M. 0.56 0·56 0.56 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.25 

Reaction Temp., des. -20 -20 -20 -20 0 -30 0 -30 -20 -20 0 0 

Calc. Conversion tf,. 15 75 75 59 18 73 18 73 59 59 18 18 

\)0 J.L mho cm-l. 0.025 1·35 2.54 1.}4 2.36 3.06 0.0lf6 1.12 0.98 

K -1 11 J.L mho cm . 3.21 3.08 

I\r -1 J.L mho CID • 1.31 2.68 1.~ 2.66 1.30 1.41 O.gr 1.86 1.96 

~ min-l. 0.050 

• -1 ~ min • 0.157 0.155 0.081 0.080 

Acoeleration Period, min. 118 50 200 90 20 20 ISO 1140 

~o is the inltial conductivity at the start of an experiment. l\.m ls the maximum conductivity 

and ~f ls the final conductivity. ~ ls the :first order rate constant for polymerisatioDs and 

• 
~ i8 the first order rate coastant for depolymerisations. 



Fig. 4.1 

Plots of dilatometer readings against time for 

experiment 79A (the first polymerisation of 2.0 M 

1,3-dioxo1ane with 0.56 x 10-3 M perchloric acid) and 

experiment 79B (the second polymerisation) at _200 

(Table 4.1). 

Fig. 4.2 

Simultaneous plot of dilatometer readings and 

electrical conductivity for experiment 8lA (the 

polymerisation of 1.22 M l,3-dioxo1ane with 0.5 x 10-3 M 

perchloric acid at _20°) Table 4.1. 
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is essentIally the same as the shape of the second polymerisation, 79B; in 

particular both CUL~es have acceleration periods of about 50 minutes. The 

acceleration period is the time that the polymerisation takes to reach its 

maximum rate. 

After three depolymerisations reaction mixture 79 was polymerised 

a fourth time at _200 (79C), and the acceleration period was about 200 minutes. 

The polymer was isolated and the I.R. spectrum was found to be identical to 

that of polymers made in the calorimeter. 

It is clear that there is a slow termination step, as the acceleration 

period tor polymerisation increases with time, but 1 t is dltt1cUl t to draw al17 

conclusions about the exact rate of the termination reaction as the temperature 

of the reaction mixture i8 continually being changed. Later experiments 

(81 and 82) show that the termination reaotion is not deteotable below 00
• 

There are no oonductivity readings tor experiment 79 as the 

dilat9meter used had no electrodes. However when it had been shown that 

dilatometr.v experiments were possible with this system, a new dilatometer 

with electrodes was constructed (Pig. 1.1). 

Fig. 4.2 (Table 4.1) illustrates exper~nt 8lA in wh1ch volume 

change and electrical conductivity were followed. The maximum in electrical 

conductivity appears w.hen the polymerisation has reached about ~ ot the 

equilibrium conversion. With higher concentrations of perchlor1c acid the 

maximUm conductivity usually appeared just before the maxtmum polymerisation 

rate at about ~ of the equilibrium oonversion. (p1g. 14 M.Se. Thesis). 

However, the maximum and final conduct! vi ties agree well w1 th previous 

experiments carried out in the oalorimeter. (Pig. 5.3 Chapter 5). 
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'lbe last half of this polymerisation gives a reasonable tirst order 

plot and the rate constant kl falls well on the plot ot kl against perchlorlc 

acid concentration tor polymerlsations conducted in the calorimeter 

(Fig. 4.12). The calculated equilibrium conversion tor 8l.A is 5~ at _200 • 

Pig. 4.3 illustrates experiment 8la (Table 4.1). Betore this 

o experiment the dilatometer was cooled to -30 and the system allowed to reach 

equilibrium (7~ conversion). The dllatometer was then clamped in an ice 

o thermostat at +0.4 and re&dinga ot the meniscus level and conductivity were 

taken to give the curves illustrated. After 50 minutes the conductivity 

was steady and the m~iscus was rising at a low steady rate due to the 

distillat10n of solvent from the reservoir into the capillar,y. The value ot 

the meniscus reading at t - 50 minutes was taken as the value for the attain-

ment of equllibri\D1l (1&% conversion). No reading can be obtained tor 7Y, 

conversion as the meniscus level changes rapidly when the dUatometer is fIrst 

placed in the ice thermostat. 

However a reasonable tirst order plot tor the depolymerisatlon 81B 

was obtained ("g. 4.4). It will be seen that atter 12 minutes the reaction 

deviates from an accurate first order plot. This is tor the last l~ ot the 

reaction when the conversion 1s les8 than 2~. This 1s not duo to the slow 

distillation of solvent into the capillar.y. as the readings were corrected 

for this eftect. 'Ibis depolymerisation was repeated (experiment 810) and 
I 

exactly the same value of kl - calC"-lJ cot.ad from the olope of th~ f·f.~!!lt o~er plot 

for the depolymeri~e.t!t:'nsz was obtalncc2 o"rJr both eJ:perlmenta. Tlc~ electrioal 

conductivity was found to increase steadily during the depolymerisations. 

Pig. 4.5 illustrates experiment 81C. In this experiment the 

dilatometer was allowed to equilibrate at 00 
80 that the conversion was l~ 



Fig. 4.3 

Simultaneous plot of dilatometer readings and 

electrical conductivity for experiment 81B (the 

o depolymerisat1on of polY-l.3-dioxolane at 0 ) Table 4.1. 

Fig. 4.4 

The first order plot for the depolymer1sat1on 

81B. , -1 
From the graph kl = 0.151 min . 
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of polymer. o The dilatometer was then placed in a thermostat at -}O and 

readings of the meniscus level and conductivity were taken. It will be 

seen that there is only a very slight S-shape to this polymerisation curve, 

the acceleration period is only 20 minutes compared with an acceleration 

period of 90 minutes for the first polymerisation, 81A. Polymerisation 8lC 

is in fact the same as the polymerisation 8lA after the tirst l~ of conversion. 

An exact comparison is not possible as experiment 8lA was carried out at 

_200
• Experiment 81C was repeated and identical results were obtained (8lE). 

After all these experiments the polymer 1n the d1latometer was 

o 0 depolymerised completely at +20. '!ben the dilatometer was cooled to -20 and 

the system was polymerised again (experiment 8lF). '!his polymerisation had 

an acceleration period of 150 minutes compared with 90 minutes tor the first 

polymerisation 8lA. 

This illustrates that the termination reaction only ocourred when 

the polymerisation mixture was warmed above 0
0, as experiments 8lB, 8lc, 8lD 

and 8lE show no signs of any termination reaction. 

Fig. 4.6 illustrates experiment 82A (Table 4.l). There is an 

exceedingly long acceleration period lasting 19 hours and then a relatively 

rapid polymerisation. The conductivity reaches a maximum ::I.n about 9 hours when 

very little polymer has been formed. The maximum conductivity tor experiment 

82A is almost the same as for experiment 81A. 

Fig. 4.7 illustrates the depolymerisation experiment 828 (Table 4.1). 

This experiment is exactly the same as 8lA, except that only halt the 

perch10rlc acid concentration was used. The electrical conductivity increases 

only slightly during the depolymerisation. After 90 minutes the conduot1v1ty 

was steady and the meniSCUS was rising at a low steady rate due to the 



~!g. 4.5 

Simultaneous plot of dilatometer readings and 

electrical conductivity for experiment 8lC (Table 4.1). 

Fig. 4.6 

Simultaneous plot of dilatometer readings and 

electrical conductivity for experiment 82A (the 

polymerisation of 1.22 M l,3-dioxo1ane with 0.25 x 10-3 M 

o 
perchlol'ic acid at -20 ). Table 4.1 
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Fig. 4.7 

Simultaneous plot of di1atometer readings and 

electrical conductivity for 828 (the depolymerisation 

o of poly-l,3-dloxo1ane at 0). Table 4.1 

Fig. 4.8 

The first order plot for the depolymerisation 

828. From the graph k{ - 0.081 m1n-
l

. 
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distillation of solvent into the capillary. The meniscus reading at 

90 minutes was taken as the value for the attainment of equ1l1brium. Fig. 4.8 

is the first order plot for this depolymer1sation. 

After 21 minutes the reaction deviates from an accurate first 

order plot. The last 15% of the reaction when the conversion is less than 2fI!o' 

is slow. This depolymerisation was repeated (SlC) and the same value of kl 
, 

was observed for both experiments (Table 4.1). The two values of kl that were 

obtained from the depolymerisation experiments SIB. 81D, 82B and Sac are 

plotted against perchloric acid concentration in Fig. 4.9. The plot passes 
, 

through the origin, so that kl depends linearl~ on the perchlorlc acid 

concentration. The value of kd, the depropagation rate constant at 00, was 

determined from the slope of this plot and the equilibrium concentration of 

o 
1,3-dloxolane at 0 • 

- ) 2 -) 0 ~ == (3.4 + 0.5 x 10 min • at 0 • 

o The value of kd at 0 could have been detenn1ned more accurately 
,.. -, 

1t the range of IHC104 i for the dllatometry depolymer1sat10n experiments could 
- ~ -4 

have been extended. However, below 2.5 x 10 M HC104 the polymerisation 

becomes exceedingl~ slow. (A 2.0 M solut10n ot l,3-dioxolane and 2.0 x 10-4 M 

o HC10
4 

had not started to polymer1se at all after 20 hours at -20 ). It more 

-4 than 5.0 x 10 M HCI04 is used, the depolymerisat10n becomes too fast to 

tollow. 

Onl~ one determination of kl , the first order rate constant for 

polymerisation reactions, was made from the dilatometr1c polymerisation 

curves. The reason for this was that the thennostat bath was not steady 

enough and 1n ~ case there are a lot of polymerisation results available from 

the adiabatic calorimeter. 



Fig. 4.9 

Plot of the first order rate constant, ki' 
against perchlorlc acid concentration for depolymerlsations 

81B and 82B. From the graph 

k -d 

slope 2 1 
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4.2 Analysis of Polymerisation Curves of l,~D1oxolane. 

When it became apparent that the depolymerisation reactions were 

first order down to about ~ conversion it seemed possible that polymerisation 

reactions might also be first order atter ~ conversion. Fig. 4.10 and 4.11 

are the first order plots for the last half of polymerisations 51 and 49 

which were measured in the adiabatic calorimeter. These first order plots are 

reasonable straight lines trom ~ of reaction (2~ conversion) to 98% of 

reaction (~ conversion). 

The data for polymerisatlons at _220 are shown in Table 4. 2; ~ 1s 

the slope of the first order plot for each reaction. The plot ot kl 

against [aC104] should pass through the origin and have a slope of kp' the 

propagation rate constant. Fig. 4.12 is the experimental plot ot ~ against 

[HCl0
4
] and this does not pass through the origin but has an intercept ot 

approx. , x 10-4 on the perchloric acid concentration axis. This intercept 

represents an impurity that effectively neutralises some ot the perchloric 

acid. As the experiments, except SlA, were oarried out in the calorimeter, 

there is a temperature rise of about 6' during the polymerisations. The 

temperature of the polymerisations 1s thus about _lSo at 7(1/, of reaction. The 

value of kp at _lSo, calculated from the slope of the plot of kl against 

( - ) 2 -1-1 perchloric acid concentration is, kp - ,.1 + 0.1 x 10 litre mole min . 

The data for po1ymerisations at +1}.5° are shown in Table 4., and 

Fig. 4.13 is the plot of Kl &gains·\; ~;)~r~hlor1c acid ~oncei.ltr'itiOi.~ ['or the::»e 

reactions. The va:u~ of k at +1'.5
0

, cQ~culated fr~ln the slope ~f thi~ plot p 

- )' -1-1 is, k - (1.02 + 0.03 jo: 10 litre mole mm . 
p 

Experiment 126 (Table 4.,) was carried out .with five times the 

perchloric acid concentration of previous klnetie experiments. The reaotion 



Fig. 4.11 

First order plot for experiment 49 (the 

polymerisation of 1.22 M 1,3-dioxolane with 

4.95 x 10-3 M perchloric acid at _22°,. See Table 4.2. 

-1 From the graph k1 - 1.50 min • 

Fig. 4.10 

First order plot for experiment 51 (the 

polymerisat10n of 1.22 M 1.3-d1oxolane with 1.73 x 10-3 M 

perch10ric acid at _22°). See Table 4.2. Prom the 

-1 
graph kl - 0.52 m1n • 
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Table 4.2 

Data for Polymerisation Eyperiments with 1.22 M l,,-Dioxolane 

Run No. 

o Initial Temp. - -22 

81A
x 

51 45 

[HCI04] , 103M 0.5 1.73 2.80 
-1 

kl mln . 0.05 0.52 0.74 

Final Temp. __ 160 

41 49 

4.15 4.95 

1.28 1.50 

x Experiment 81A was carried out in a dilatometer at _20°. 

F1g. 4.12 Is a plot of kl against [HCI04] for 1.22 M l.3-dloxolane at _220 

From Fig. 4.12 

l fi 1 - 2 -1-1 kp - kl lHC104J - (3.1 + 0.1) x 10 litre mole min • 

Table 4., 

Data for Polymerisation Experiments with 2.0 M 1,3-Dtoxolane 

o 
Inl tlal Temp. = +9 

o Flnal Temp. la +14.5 

Run No. 19 14 11 21 126 

[HC104], lo1M 1.74 2.54 3.24 4.25 21.2 
-1 kl min. 1.73 2.65 3.11 4.41 24.0 

Fig. 4.13 is a plot of k1 agaInst [UCI04] for 2.0 M 1,,-d10xolane at +9°. 

From Fig. 4.13 

l fi 1 ( - ) -~ -1-1 kp • k1 LHC104J· 1.02 + 0.03 x 10r litre mole min . 
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To be completely rigor"OUS, a corapar1a.on sho\&ld be made of 

the value of k at 00 determined from polymerisation experiments 
p 

wIth the value of k at 00 determined from depolymerlsation 
p 

experiments. 

6 ) 2 -1 -1 ( ) k • ( .2 + 0.2 x 10 litre mole mln . Polymerisation 
p 

- 2 -1-1 k - (3.1 + 0.5) x 10 litre mole mln • (Depolymerisatlon) p 
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still save an S-shaped curve and the first order rate constant for the last 

o 
half of the reaction was detennined. 'Dle value of k at +13.5 determined 

p 
_~ -1-1 from this single point was k - 1.1 x 10- litre mole mIn • This compares 

p 

very well wIth kp detennined from the graph of kl agaInst perohloric acid 

ooncentration for experiments 19, 14, 11 and 21. The experiment shows that 
elL 

the rate of polymerisation of 1,3-dioxolane is still directly proportion~ft to 

-2 the perchlorlc acid concentration up to 2.0 x 10 M perchloric aoid. 

The value of kp at _450 was determined from experiment 20 in which 

0.9 M 1,)-dIoxolane was polymerIsed with 6.95 x 10-3 M perchlorlc acid at -SOo. 

The last half of the polymerIsation was accurately first order and the val ue 

450 ( 80 - ) 2 -1-1 of k at - was k -= O. + 0.05 x 10 litre mole min • 
p p 

Fig. 4.14 is the Arrhenius plot for these three k values. The 
p 

plot is a reasonable straight lIne from whIah the activation energy of the 

- -1 polymerisation of 1,3-dioxolane was calculated: Ep - 5.5 + 0.3 kcal mole • 

It was also possible to estimate the value of k at 00 trom this graph: 
p 

- ) 2 -1-1 k - (6.2 + 0.2 x 10 litre mole min • 
p 

The validity of the values of kp and kd at 0
0 can be tested by 

comparing the equilibrium oonstant determined thermodynamically with the 

equilibrium constant detennined kinetlcallYi Ideally the t\AI0 reau! ts should 

be identical. 
o The equilIbrium constant at 0 for 1,3-dioxolane was determined 

graphically from the pl~t of log K against lIT (Fig. 5 M.So. Thesis). 

Also 

- -1 K III 1.3 + 0.1 Ittre mole . (Thermodynaml~ determill3.tj.on~. 

K • kplkd - (6.2 + 0.2)/(,.4 + 0.5) • 1.8 + 0.7 lItre mole-l • 

(K1Detio dete~tiOft). 



Fig. 4.14 

The Arrhenius plot for polymerlsat1ons of 

l,3-dioxolane. 

From the graph E • 5.5 ; 0.3 keel mole-l. 
p 
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'lbe agreement between these two values· is w1 thin the estimated error 

of the measurements and this shows that kp and kd are true propaption and 

depropagation rate constants. The large error in the kinetIc determination 

of K oomes from the determination of kd trom only two experiments. 

4.3 Disoussion. 

There are only two papers that deal w1 th the kinetics of the 

polymerisat1on ot l.3-dloxolane and I will conaider these first. 

The kinetics of the bulk polymeriaation ot 1.3-dloxolane with 

octamethylcyclotetraalloxane b1sulphate u catalyst has been studied by 

1 0 
Kucera and Pichler. '!bey polymerised 1.3-dloxolane at 70 in a semi-open 

system that contained approx. 100 PPI' of water and obtained slightly S-ahaped 

curves which they explained in terms ot an equUlbrlum between carboxon1\111 lona 

and oxonium ions. 

More recently, Oorln and Momerle2 have studied the bulk 

polymerisat1on ot l, ,..d1oxolane at ~o with mercuric chloride or boron 

tritluoride etherate as catalysts. They polJ1D8rised l,3-dioxolane in a 

semi-open 87Stem and obtained poll'lllerisatlon curves that are almost of zero 

order. 'lbey used their results to test the val1dity of the reaotion scheme 

proposed by Kuoera and Piohler, and found that they are in pertect agreement 

w1 th this scheme. 

However Chapter 3 ot thls '.rr:;~ls $110 .... ooncl ... 'Stv~ly ttao:l: '..'llder our 

that carboxoni\ID ions oarmot be preaent. Al though the kinetic scheme proposed 

by !Cucera and Piohler dependa upon an etltUlibr1\ID between carbonl\111 and oxon1_ 

iOM, the papera prelent no ch.a1cal evidece to aupport this view. 
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For these reasons the kinetic scheme proposed in the two papers 

is unacceptable for the kinetic results presented in this Thesis. 

4.,1 The Kinetic Scheme for Part of the Polymerisation and Depolymerisatlon 
Curves. 

A complete kinetic treatment for the polymerisation and depolymerisa-

tion of 1.:5-dIoxolane could not be found. However the last half of the 

polymeriaatlon reactIons. when the conversion was greater than ~. were found 

to be first order reactions. Also. the plots of kl against perchloric acid 

concentration (Figs. 4.12 and 4.13) were found to be linear. so that the last 

half of the polymerisation reactiona are also of first order wIth reapect to 

perchlorlc acid. 

This observation Is supported by the depolymerlsation experiments 

(8lB and D. 82B and C). In these experiments the depolymerisatlona were 

found to be accurately first order and also of fIrst order with respect to 

perchlorlc acid. down to a conversion of about 25~ polJlD8r. When the 

conversion was less than ~ these reactions were found to be slower than for 

fIrst order kinetics (Pigs. 4.4 and 4.8). 'Ib1s corresponds exactly to the 

acceleration period at the start of polymerisation reactions when the 

conversion is low. 

The following kinetic scheme Is proposed for the latter half of 

polymerlsations and for the first half of depolymerlsation rcactinn5. 

(1) 

+ where P 1 Is monomer and P n p:.'otonated polymex'. 
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Chain Transter (2) 

At, and above, 25~ oonversion each perchloric acid molecule has produced 
ca 

an active centre, so that cac1041 0: [ p+] I where [p+]. ) [Pn+] 
n.f-

Let concentrations be denoted by lower case letters: a for [II:104J and 

m for [PI} 

'lbe polymerisation rate is then 

But kd • kID, where ID is the equilibrIum concentration of monamer. p e e 

SUbstitution for kd in equation (3) gives 

-dm/dt • k a (m - m ) p e 

SUbstitution tor k In equatIon (3) gives 
p 

+dm/dt • kd a (m - m)/m e e 

(4) 

(5) 

The latter halt ot the polymerisation curves were fIrst order 

reactions w1 th tirst order rate constants k
l

, so that equation (4) can be 

written as 

(6) 

where kl • kp a. 

The graphs ot kl against a were good straight lines so that the values ot kp 

at various temperatures could be calculated: 

k - (1.02 + 0.03) x 10' litre mole-1 min-
1

. 
p 

- 2 . -1 -l k • (3.1 + 0.1) x 10 litre mo.'.~~ I);:t:! . 
p 

k • (0.80 .; 0.05) x 102 litre mo.i.<;J. min-l , 
p 

The first half ot the depolymerlsatlon curves were also first order 
I 

reactions with tIrst order rate constants kI , so that equatIon (5) oan be 
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written as 

, 
+dm/dt - kl (me - rn) (7) 

I 

where kl - kd a/me 
I 

The graph of kl against a was a straight llne from whioh a value ot kd WU 

calculated: 

o - 2-1 
At 0 kd - ,.4 + 0.5 x 10 min . 

The value of the equillbrium constant at 00 determined kinetlcal1y 

(K • 1.8 + 0., litre mole-l ) and the value determined. thermodynamically 

- -1 (K - 1., + 0.1 litre mole ) are in good agreement with each other. This 

means that the above kinetic scheme ls valid, within the limits specified tor 

these resUlts, and thus the values of kp and kd that were determined tor 

l,,-dIoxo1ane are genuine. 

A similar kinetic soheme has been reported by TobolS~ and 

4 
Rozenberg for the polymerisatIon ot tetrahydroturan by triethyloxonium 

tetraf1uoroborate. The values of k at 00 are reported tC') '08 0.29 litre 
p 

-1 -1 -1 -1 
mole min and 0.23 11tre mole min respectively, In good agreement 

wl th each other. No depo1ymerlsationa were carried out SC' that there Is no 

direct value of kd tor these experiments. 

o 6 - 2 '!he value of kp at 0 for 1,,..dioxolane is .2 ... 0.2 x 10 litre 

-1 -1 mole min ,this is 2000 times greater thm the k values for 
p 

tetrahydrofuran. '!bese are the tirst values ot k that have been determined 
p 

tor 1,3-dioxo1ane po1ymerisations. 

4.3.2 'Ibe Dissociation Constant ot the Active Centr.:.~. 

Chapter 3 has established that the active cen-cros for· -:..he 

po1J1118r1.ati~ft of l,3-dioxolane are •• c6ft<Sary oxonium ions. :r-t tollows that . ' , .' ,. " ,'. t"::. ~ .' ," ~ . .... . J.i, I;'; ;.. . 
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there must be an equilibrium between tree ions and 1on-pairs tor these 

active centres. 'lbe following points must be oonsidered in deciding to 

what extent these ion-pairs are dissociated. 

1. The dissociation constant, K D' ot an ion-pair at temperature T in 

a solvent of dielectric constant E.is given by the Bjerrum - ruoss equation. 

- log K D - A - B/x ~ T. 

The terms A and B involve only tundamental constant., except that A also 

involves log x, where x is the interionio distance in the 10n-pair. 

The ct"18tal structure ot perchlor1c aoid mono~te has been 

determ1ned5 and the structure contims that the solid ls really ~ni\lll 

perchlorate. Prom the atCIDic coordinates reported the distance between the 

chlorine atom and ~n1\1!1 oXTgeft atom was calculated to be '.7'i. This 

value has been taken as the smallest possible distance between protonated 

1,}-dioxolane or poly-l,3-dioxolane ancl the perchlorate ion. With this value 

o 8 -8 ot x and T • Z7' and the dielectric constant about 9.0, KD L-: .7 x 10 

IDOle litre-le 

'ltle concentration ot tree 10na, Ct , is related to the total 

concentration ot ions, C, and the dissociation oonstant KD by the equation. 

Cf - -K/2 + (,f + 4 KC)'/2. 

Por KD - 8.7 x 10-8 
and C - 10-} mo1e/11tN, the oonoentration of free iona 

is 9.' x 10.6. 'Bte degree ot dt8aooiation a - 9.' x 1C-'. 

'lbe Bjerrum - ruoaa equation has been app1i~':~ '::':> the 1.; ,.r~.Jciat1on 

ot methJ1 trietlw1aaaon1l.1D 10dide 1n _th¥lene d1chloriric 6, but e..~ f~r as I .. 

aware It has not been applied to the M_oai.tion ot oxonium ions hetore. 

Por thi8 reason the relNl. ta ot the oaloulatlon can only be regaroed .. siv1nc 
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a rough indication of the magnitude of the dissociation constant of the 

system. 

2. The electr1cal conductivity results that were obtained w1th the 

dllatometer show that some of the changes in conductivity are not directly 

related to the kinetics of the polymerisation and depolymerisation reactions 

(Chapter 5). 

'lbe maximum conducti vi ty during polymerisations. ~ m' is about 

-1 0 3. 2 ~ mho cm at -22 for 1.22 M 1, 3-dioxolane and it 1s independent of the 
-4 -, perchlor1c ac1d conoentration over the range 2.5 x 10 • 3.0 x 10 M 

(Table 5.3 Chapter 5). ThIs shows that ~ cannot represent the conoentration 
~m 

of tree ton actt ve centres. 

However the final conductiv1ty at the end of polymer1satione, l\f' 

is directly proportional to the perchlorlc acid conoentration and it almost 

certainly represents the concentration of free ion active centres. By 

comparing the value of f\ f trl.th the conductivity of other ~:r~tems of known 

K D \D'lder similar conditIons it is possible to estimate the Yalue of KD for 

the active centres under consideration. It must be remembered however that 

~ t is considerably reduced by the Viscoei ty ot the polyll'~J.' that is present 

at the end ot the reactiona, so that this estimation ot KD n~n again only be 

a guide. 

A typical value ot K.t 1s 2., I.l mho cm-1 at +10
0 

with 2 M 

1,}-d1oxolane and 2.5 x 10.3 M perchloric acid in methylene dichloride. 

Longworth and Mason7 report that the conductivity ot 2.7 x 10·' M 

triphenylmethyl perchlorate at 00 
in l,2-d1ch1oroethane 1s 6, ~ mho cm-I and 

64 ·, -1 KD 1s 1. x 10 mole litre • Clearly KD tor the active centres 1s INch 

smaller than l.~ x 10-3 mole 1Itre-l • 
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8 

Szwarc has measured the conduotivity of living polystyrene at 

250 
in tetrahydrofUran. For a concentration of 2.2 x 10-' M living ends with 

+ -1 a Cs counter ion the conductivity is reported to be ,.0 ~ mho cm ° KD for 

polystyrene Cs+ ion-pairs is 2.8 x 10-9 mole litre-I. These results suggest 

that K D for the active centres ot the polymerisation ot 1, '-dioxolane is 

about the same as tor the polystyrene Cs + ion-pair. This is in reasonable 

agreement with the value of KD calculated by the Bjerrum - Fuoss equation. 

8 3. Szwarc has shown that the apparent rate constant, k , ot 
p 

homopropagation of living polystyrene in tetrahydroturan is linear with 

l/(1iving polymerJl. The apparent rate constant kp is made up ot the 

propagation rate constants of ion.pairs and tree ions, the contribution ot 

each depending on the degree of dissociation of the ion-pair. There is an 

1ncrease of k with decreasing concentration of living ends and the tree ion 
p 

1s estimated to be 400 times as reactive as the most reactive ion·,air. 

+ ~ This increase is most marked tor the Li counter ion which hM ICD ":: 2 x 10 

mole litre-l and least marked tor the Cs+ counter ion Wtlich has Kn approx. 

2 x 10-9 mole litre-le 

Now KD for the active centres for the polymerisa~lon of 1~3-d1oxolane 

has been estimated to be 8.7 x 10.8 mole/1itre so that a "O1ll'; ,-\tion "f kp with 

the concentration ot active centres would be expected it fO~1 '~i8 system the 

ratio of the reactivity ot free Iona to that ot ion-pairs were as great as 

that found b.V Szwarc for the anionic polymerisation of styrene. 

The kinetics of the polymerisation of l,)-dioxolane show 110 

-4 .3 variation of kp over the range 5 x 10 - 5 x 10 M perchlortc acid. 

(Fig. 4.12). As it is unlikely that KDtor these active centres can be JDUOh 

smaller than the value oalculated by the Bjerrum - Puoss equation, this means 
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that the ratio of the reaotivity of free oxonium ions to that ot ion-pairs 

for this polymerisation must be considerably smaller than the corresponding 

ratio tor the anionic polymerisation ot styrene. 

A possible reason tor this differenoe in behaviour is that in the 

styrene polymerisation the oation of the ion-pair must move at each propagation 

steP. while in the case of the l,,-dioxolane polymerisation the negative 

counter-ion need not move when the ring-eJtp&nsion step takes place (Chapter ,). 

Evidence from the results of other workers tor the possibilIty ot 

an equilibrIum between tree ions and ion-pairs in the polymerisation of cyclic 

ether. is scarce. Neither TobolSkl'" nor Rozenberg - coment on this 

possibility and neither has made any conductivity measurements. Tobolsq 

polymerised 6.1 M tetrahydl'Oturan in l,2-dichloroethane as solvent and there 

i. a curvature to his graph of the rate ot polymerisatIon against initIator 

concentration over the range 5 x 10.3 • 6 x 10-2 M triethyloxon1um 

tetratluoroborate. 

Rozenberg pol,..rlsed bulk tetral'lydroturu and hI.. graph of the rate 

of polymerisation against initiator concentration is a st~~lght line over the 

same range of 1ni tiator concentration. 

Thus Tobolsky. who worked in a med1\11 ot hisher r1~ "·'.ectric constant 

than Rozenberg, does have some evidence to suggeat that the7'~ is an 

equilibrium between tree Iona and ion-pairs in hi. a,atem. 

_.,., A Q8!lltative J!planatlon of the Acceleration Period. 

A detailed kinetIc scheme for the whole polymerIsatIon and 

depolJmeriaatlon curves has not been attempted, but a qualItative eJq)lanatIon 

of the re8Ul. ts is aa tollows. 
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'!he conductivity measurements. discussed in Chapter 5. show that at 

the start ot the acceleration period there can be virtually no conductivity 

due to protonated l. 3-dioxolane. As there is no reason to suppose that K D ot 

protonated monomer is different from KD of protonated polymer. this means 

that only a small part of the perchloric acid protonates l.3-dioxolane. '!he 

rest of the perchloric acid remains covalent. 

In the dllatometry experiments 79A and 198 the second polymerisation 

was found to have essentially the same reaction curve. complete with acceleration 

period. as the first polymerisation (Fig. 4.1). This shows conclusively that 

a slow protonat10n ot 1.3-dioxolane by perchloric acid cannot be causing the 

acceleration period. 

Polymerisation SlC. (Fig. 4.5), shows that when some preformed 

polymer Is present at the start of a polymerisatlon the acceleration per10d ia 

correspondingly reduced. This is in excellent agreement with experialenta in 

which a second. addition of monomer was made to a polymerisation mIxture that 

had reached equilibrium. The polymerisation tollowing thIs seoond addition 

of l. ,.dioxolane was fO\Uld to have no acceleration period. (Pig. 1, M. Sc. Thesis)" 

FUrthermore. the kinetic scheme shows that above about $ convel"8ioa each 

molecule of perchloric acid produces an active centre. and Chapter 5 &bow. 

that the final conducti vi ty Kt is partially due to free ion active centre •• 

T.he only possible solution to these observations 18 that all the percbloric 

acld must protonate poly-l,3-dloxolane but that only a small part ot the 

perchloric acid can protonate 1,,..d1oxolane. In other worda po17-l,,..d1oxolane 

is more basic than l,,·dioxolane. BasIcIty measur-.nts were carried out, 

(Chapter 9), and this conclusion waa verified. Poly-l,3-dioxolane has a 

p~ • 6.4 and 1,3-dioxolane hd a P~ • 7.4. 



Fig. 4.15 (Fig. 13 of M.Se. Thesis) 

Plot of ~T against time for experiment 15 

(the polymerisation of 1.6 M 1,3-dioxolane with 

3.65 x 103 M perchlor1c acid at +9°). At point x a 

phial of monomer was crushed and a further pO'.ymerisat1on 

occurred. 
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The depolymerisatlon experiments that were carried out in the 

dilatometer (SlB, 81D, S2B and 82C) support this kinetic scheme. These 

reactIons were found to be ot first order down to about 25% ot polymer. 

Below this value the reactIons were slower than tIrst order because as the 

more basic poly-l,,-dioxolane was converted to the less basic monomer, 

covalent perchlorlc acid was again produced. This is the exact reverse at 

what happens during the acceleration period ot polymerlsatlons. 

On these grounds we would expect the conduotivity to tall dur1ng 

depolymerisations; in tact it rises. This is a very compllcf.'.ted problem 

that is resolved in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5 

Electrical Conduotivity Measurements. 

5.1 The Electrical Conductivity ot 1,3-Dioxo1ane and Perchlorio Acid 
above the Ceiling Temperature 

0.65 M 1,3-dioxolane in methylene diehloride was made to react 

with (0.5-3.5) x 10-3 M percbloric acid at +100 in the adiabatic calorimeter, 

and the electrical conductivity was measured. (Table 5.1). Aa the system 

is well above ita celling taperatuN under theee con41tione, no polymeneation 

occurrecl. 

The initial specitic conductivit.y, l\o' due to the conductivity 

ot 1,3-dloxolane in methylene dichloride, Is small and reasonably 

reproducible. Separate experiments showed that the specitic conductivity 

ot pure perchloric acid in methylene dichloride was about 0.04 ~ mho cm-l 

under our experimental conditions. 

In these experiments the rise in conductivity from the initial 

value, K. 0' to the final value, Kt- was tound to be a first order react1on. 

However as the acid concentration was decreased the reactions progress1vely 

deviated from first order reactions. Exper1ment 59, with 0.5 x 10-3 M 

perchloric acid was almost a second order reaction as t, - 117 seoonds and 

t! • 360 seoonds. (t!. 3t+ tor ,a second order reaotion with equal 

concentrations of reactants). PIg. 5.1 is a plot ot kit- the tirst order 

rate constant tor the increase in oonducti vi ty, against perchloric acid 

concentration. This is a good straight line down to a perahlorio acid 

concentration of about 1 x 10-3 M. 

However Pig. 5.2, whioh Is a plot ot K. t against perchloric aoid 



Table 5.1 

The Effect of Perchlor:l.c Acid Concentration on the 

ConductivIty of 0.65 M 1,}-Dloxo1ane at +10°. 

Run No. 59 58 53 52 54 55
x 1941 

[HCI04], 10' M. 0.50 1.00 1.80 2.14 3.51 2.00 1.00 

kl{ . 

K. 0' 

K. f' 

-1 min . 2.7 11.9 15.8 28.8 16.2 

I.L mho cm-1 • 0.043 0.024 0.042 O.O~ 0.047 0.041 0.035 

-1 
IJ. mho cm • 2.58 2.49 2.92 2.58 2.78 2.00 5.15 

x Experiment 55 was carried out with 0.}2 M 1,}-dIoxo1ane 

I ExperIment 194 was carried out with 1.0 x 10-} M added water. 

Fig. 5.1 The dependence of the first order rate constant, 

kK • on perchloric acid concentration for 0.65 M 1,3-dloxolane 

at +10°. 

Fig. 5.2 The dependence of the final conductivity, Kf • on 

the percluoric acid concentration for 0.65 M 1,}-d1oxo1ane 

at +10°. 
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Table 5.2 

The Effect of Dilution on the Conductivity ot 1,3-Ddoxolane 

and Perchloric Acid at +10°. 

Exf!riment 19) 

[1.3-Dio~1aneJ M [11:104 J 10
4 

M ~f'. 
-1 IJ.mhocm • 

0.65 1.9 1.82 

O.}2 0.95 1.00 

0.16 0.-7 0." 
0.09 0.'Z7 0.22 

K ~ 
0' the in1t1al speoific conductivity was 0.02 IJ. mho cm • 

" mho cm2• 

9.57 

10;'5 

9.~ 

8.15 
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oonoentration ~or these reactions shows that ~f is independent of the 

aoid conoentrat1on. Experiment 55, whioh was carried out with 0.32 M 

1, 3-d1o~lane gave a substantially lower value of K. f' whilst experiment 194, 

which was carried out with 1.0 x 10-3 M added water gave an inoreased value 

of K f· The reaction mixture ot experiment 194 was analysed by gas 

chromatography and it was found to contain 1 x 10-3 M ethylene glycol. 

In experiment 193 (Table 5.2) the conductivity ot 0.65 M 

-4 1,3-dioxolane 1n methylene dichloride and 1.9 x 10 M perchlor1c acid was 

o measured in the calorimeter at +10. The conductivity took 2 hours to rise 

from its initial value, \{o - 0.02 jJ. mho cm-I, to its tinal value K. t -

-1 1.82 jJ. mho cm . Then methylene diohloride was run into the oalorimeter 

under vacuum and the solution was progressively diluted. On each addition 

of methylene dichloride the oonductivity 1mmediately reached a steady value 

which did not change tor several hours. From the values of K t and the 

calculated concentration of perchloric acid, values of the equivalent 

oonduotivity, /\ , were oalculated. A was found to be essentially constant 

for this system. 

5.2 The Electrical Conductivity of 1,3-Dioxolane and Perchloric Acid 
During Polymerlsations. 

The electrical conductivity during 1,3-dioxolane polymerisations 

in methylene diohloride was measured in the oalorimeter and in the 

dllatometer. The results ot experiments at _200 are shown 1n Table 5.'. 
Conductivity results tor polymer1sations at _500 (Table 5.4) and ~ 

(Table 5.5) were also obtained, and these have been included 80 that there is 

a complete record ot these measurements. 



Fig. 5., 
S~taneous plot ot ~ and electrical 

conductiv1 ty against time for experiment 50 (the 

polymerisation of 1.22 M 1,3-dioxolane with 

'.9 x 10.3 M perchloric acid at _220
). 
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Run No. 

Table 5.' 
The Effect of Perchlor1c Acid Concentrat1on on the Conduct1v1tl of 1.22 M 

1,}=D1oxolane Polper1aations at Init1al Temp. - _22
0 

and Final Temp. - -l~. 

82A 8lA 1a6 45 44 50 .7 49 6," 6i'-

(HCI04], 10' M. 0.25 0.50 1.21 2.81 2.83 3.91 4.15 4.95 4.87 2.6 

K. 0' ~ mho cm 
-1 0.046 0.025 0.024 0.027 0.0148 0.014 O.OY.) 0.065 O.oJf6 O.f170 . 
-1 

Km' ~ mho cm • 3.08 3.21 3.18 3.32 3.17 3.94 4.15 4.75 12.9 14.4 

K..f' ~ mho cm 

Yield, % 

DP 

-1 0.97 1.33 1.74 2.68 2.65 3.34 3.46 4.05 7·50 . 
54 54 57 

14.4 13·5 15.5 

0 Exper1ments 82A and 8lA were carried out in di1atometers at -20 and all the 
other experiments were carried out 1n the calorimeter. 

No values of yield and DP are available for experiments ", 45, 47 and 50 as 
the temperature was altered after these po1ymerlsations had reached 
equilibrium and before the po1ymerisat1ons were neutralised. 

x Experiments 63 and 62 were carried out with 2.4 x 10-3 M added water. 

Pis· 5.4 The dependence of the maximum conductivity, Km' and the final conductivity, 
o Kt' on perchloric acid concentration tor l,3-dioxolane polymer1sations at -22 • 
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Table 5.4 

Electrical Conductivity Data for the Polymerisation of 2.0 M 
o 0 

l~3-Dioxolane at Initial Temp. a -50 and Final Temp. - -32 

Run No. 60 

[HC104] ~ 10' M. '.47 

Ko Jl mho cm 
-1 0.0,s . 
-1 

~m~mhocm • 2.90 

K.t Jl mho cm 
-1 1.80 . 

Yle1d~ ~ 71 

OP. 72 

Table 5.5 

Electrical Conductivity Data for Po1zmeriaations of 2.0 M 

1~3-010xo1ane at Initial Temp. - +(f and P1nal Temp. - +1,0 

Run No. "51 " 
(HC1041. 10' M. 2.52 4.25 

K .. 1 o' Jl mho cm • O.fff 0.09 

Km' 
-1 

j.1 mho CID • ,.60 5.00 

Kf • 
'" mho cm-I. 2.~ '.5. 

Yield. ", .1 .1 

OP. 1 •• 9 1,.0 
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In every polymerisation experiment the conductivity rose slowly 

from its initial value, K ' to its maximum value, t.r , and then fell as the o flm 

polymerisation progressed to tf f' the final vaJ.ue at equilibrium (Pig. 5.'). 

This rise in conduct! vi ty from K. to 11 was found not to be a first order o r"lm 

reaction. 

In Fig. 5.4 the values of K m and ~ t (Table 5.') are plotted as 

functions of the perchlorio acid ooncentration. Below' x 10-' M perchlol'ic 

acid the value of ~ is independent of thaperchlorlc acid concentration, 
m 

whilst K r is nearly proportional to it. Experiments 62 and 6), which were 

carried out with about 2.4 x 10-' M added water. show that ~m and K f are 

drastically increased by the presence of water. (There is no value of K f for 

experiment 62 as the polymerisation was killed before equilibrium W&s reached.) 

The position of the maximum conductivity, K ,relative to the polymerisation 
m 

curve Is not constant; it depends on the perohloric aoid concentration. Por 

low perchlorlc acid ooncentrations, such as in expt. 82A. ~m was reaohed when 

the polymerisation had reached only about ~ of equllibIoiurtl conversion. At 

high perchlorlc acid conoentrations (e.g. experiment Jig) t( was reached when m 

the polymerisation was at about ~ of equilibrium oonversinn. 

The conductivity results that were obtained with ti1~ dllatometer for 

depolymerisationa and aecond polymerisationa are presented in Chapter 4 

(Table 4.1). They w111 not be presented here again but they w11l be dealt 

with in the diSCUSSion. 

• 
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5.' Discussion 

The electrical conductivity experiments with l,3-dIoxolane and 

perchlorlc acld that were carried out above the ceiling temperature of the 

system gave completely unexpected results. 

At the higher perchlorlc acid concentrations (exper1ments 52, 5' 

and 54) the increase in conductivity was found to be an accurate tirst order 

process. As a tirst order increase in conductivity is almost impossible 

unless the conductivity is directly proportional to the concent~atlon of 

Ions, these experiments suggest that ~ equivalent conductlv~ :.y of the 

system is oonstant over a large ooncentration range. 

Experiment 19', the dilution experiment, was carr~,~c I)';.t. t,~ check 

this point. Although the exact concentration of :l.r:ns 1s ~n.;·~, ? value of 

the equivalent conductivity was obtained by dividing Kf by ':.he co!'centratlon 

of perchloric acid. Table 5.2 shows that thIs equivalent conducti~'ity Is 

essentially oonstant over the range considered. 

In Chapter 4 the diSSOCiation oonstant, J<O' ~r..'r ?rot.onated 

1,3-dloxolane and protonated poly-l,:5-dioxolane was oalcule:ted to ,,~ 

-8 4 8.7 x 10 mole/11tre. It waa also pointed out in Chapte:"" that KD cannot 

be IINch larger than the calculated value, as the values of K t" tb~ final 

~onductivlties are so small. Thus if the conductivity were 1ue tc ".)rotonated 

1,3-dloxolane the equivalent conduotivlty would have to inorease w!th 

increasing dilution as Is the case tor the equivalent oonduotlvi"t7 ot living 

polystyrene with a Cs+ cation which has lC D• 2.8 x 10-9 DIOle/1itrel . It is 

very unlikely that the equivalent oonduotivity is constant due to triple ion 

formation as the concentratiou used are too low. 

'lbus these experiments show that at any rate the greater part ot 
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the conducti vi ty cannot be due to protonateci l, 3-dioxolane. Further proof 

of this ccmes from the tact that the tinal. conducti vi ty ~ l{ t~ is independent 

of the perchloric acid concentration (Fig. 5.2) whilst th~ t1rst order rate 

constant, kK ' is proportional to the perchlorlc acid concentration 

(Fig. 5.1). 

In experiment 55 the concentration of l,3-dIoxolane was one half 

of that used tor the other experiments. and K. f was reduoed fl'om an average 

value of 2.8 I.l mho cm-l to 2.0 I.l mho om-le This !'esult 1mmedla:cel~r sussests 

that some 1mpuri ty in the monomer Is being protonated and thc';, th1(>! caWlee 

the oonductivity. 

If this is so then it tollows that the protonats( ;i:1~'...::''!. t.., must 

exist entirely as free ions as the equivale!lt con<luotivity ,~~ ·C:.G ;,;y'stem has 

been shown to be essentially constant. '!his is in fact a rcosof_d.;le aasumption 

-4 as the concentratIon ot the ImpurI ty Is onl1 about 5 x 10 I~. lLo~~ever 

there should still be a small increase of equivalent conductIvity with 

inoreasing dilution .. the ioniC aotivi ty coefflc1ent6 :!.!";!,,~G:le. The 

magnitude of this increase ls probably Cluite small as Ba.:\':' ..... and Plt: .• ch report2 

that the mean iotlic activi V coefficient ot me~l trieth,yl.:.:n,"IIOnium iodide 

in methylene dichloride at 00 increase. from 0 • .,,6 to 0.887 s,:,~ th<; U'mcantra-

t. -4 11-..4 '::'10n is decreased from "t.55 x 10 M to O.~r x 10 M. 

It we accept that the conductivity Is approximately PNp,:):"tional to 

the concentration ot protonated Impuri ty then the experimental results are 

easily explained. 

When the concentration ot perchloric aold Is much greater than 

that ot the 1mpur1 ty (exper1llenta 52, 5' and ,.) then K f 1s independent of 

acid conoentratioil and proportional to the impurity n:Jr.\,f"-.11tr.~'"inl': whlo!'l 18 
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oonstant from exper1.Jnent to experiment. The average value of K. f is 

2.8 Il mho cm-I. The conductivity increaae is a first order process as there 

is a large exoess ot perchloric ac1d over 1mpur1 ty and k K is proportional to 

the aoid oonoentration. However as the ooncentration of acid is reduced it 

becomes comparable with the impurity concentration and the conductiv1ty 

increase tends to a seoond order process, while K f remains unchanged. 

Expertment 59 Is virtually a second order reaction with equ~lar quantities 

of reactants from which the concentration ot: impurity is estimated to be about 

-4 5 x 10 M. When the perchloric aoid oonoentration 1s less th~ th~ 

8 -1 impurity concentration, experiment 193. then Kt: 1s leas than 2. Il mho cm 

as all the Impurl ty 1s not protonated. 

'!he next problem 1s to decide what the impurity if '::h~"; '.0 causing 

the results desoribed. 

The residual water content ot the oalorimeter and solvent tmder the 

experimental condition. used is reported3 to be about 10-5 mcle/11tre. '!'he 

concentratIon of Impur1t,' 1s estimated to be about 5 x H,··4 :'ll:)le/1Itre and 

experiment 55 shows that most of the impurity muat be pres·'::".t in th') moncmer. 

This means that the molar ratio of impurity to DIOnoaIer ~t b;·, about. 1 to 1000. 

The gas chromatogram of l.>dioxolane showed no 1mpur1tie~ t:) be p:'o;:sent 

above a ratio of about 1:100,000 vollVol. so that water is t~c L10st ~lausible 

impuri ty as this is not registered by a name ionisation detector, 

However K f was found to be constant trail start to fin1sh of 8D7 

one batch of monomer. and oonstant from one batch ot monomer to another. In 

particular. K.f did not alter when aot! vated bari\lll oy.id~ was used in place 

ot lithium aluminium h1'drideto dr;r the l.,-diozolane. Because of theee 

observations it is highly unlikely that the impurIty could be \·lnt-r. 
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Another reason for thinking that the impurity is probably not 

water is the fact that for the 1,3-dioxepane polymerisations, that were 
. 

carried out under identical conditions, the residual concentration of 

-4 8 water in the system was estimated to be 1 x 10 M. (Chapter ). 

However experiment 194, which was carried out with 1 x 10-3 

molejlitre of added water does show that Kf was increased by the addition 

of water. This experiment suggests that water may in fact be the impurity. 

The reaction mixture of experiment 194 was analys~d and found to contain 

1 x 10-3 molejlitzte ot ethylene glycol indicating that water ",nd 1., 3-dioxolane, 

1n the presence of acid, reacted in the conventional way to give ethylene 

glycol and formaldehyde4 . 

The possibility that 1,3-dioxolane is in equilibrium with small 

quantities of formaldehyde and ethylene oxide was considered. but this idea 

had to be rejected as lithium aluminium hydride would have reduoed tormaldehyde 

to methanol and thus in time it would have converted. all the 1,3-d1oxolane 

to methanol and ethylene glycol. 'Ibis was not obsel"V'ed.. Purthel'lllON, it 

an equilibrium of this type did exist and the formaldehyde were protonatecl, 

the oonductivity would be expected to increase with time until all the 

perchloric acid had reacted with formaldehyde. This also " .. not obael"V'ed. 

The concluaion is that although the oonductiviv results can only 

be explained in terms ot an Impurl ty being present and being protonateci to 

give rise to the conducting species, there is not enoUgh evidence available 

to decide conclusively what this impurity is. Clearly more experiments are 

needed to track down the tm,purity and to solve the problem oonolusive1y. 

However, it we accept the ~ty tbeorJ then it tollows that 

very little ot the oonductivity can be due to Pl'Otonated l,>d1oxolan. and 
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therefore that most of the perch10ric acid remains covalent under the 

experimental conditions described. 

The final problem is to explain the conductivity results that 

were obtained during po1ymerisations. 

Prom Fig. 5.4 it will be seen that below 3 x 10-3 M perchloric 

acid the value of ~m' the maximum conductivity, is independent of perchloric 

acid concentration. This shOWlS that Ko. m' like K. t of the condt~l3tivity 

experiments under non-polymerising conditions, is «iue mainly to :;>rotonated 

impurity. Proot that Km is not directly re1pte~ to the kinet,tcs of the 

polymerisation of 1, ,-dioxolane comes tram the t)bservatiol". -chet the position 

of Km relative to the polymerisation curve is not constant. b·:.l·~ dp,1,,~ndent on 

the perchlorio acid concentration. Experiments 62 and 63, ~"!11oh were carried 

out with 2.4 x 10-3 M added water show that t\m i8 increased by the add1tlon 

of water. 

The conducti vi ty is observed to drop as the polJIMrisationa 

proceed; this is <at least part17) due to the increasing viscoait, ot the 

solutions. We will assume that tor a series ot pol,merisationa at constant 

l,3-dioxolane concentration there is a constant increase in Vi8008i ty as the 

nlDber average molecular weight ot polymers has been shown to ct.pend on the 

concentration ot l,3-dioxo1ane but to be independent ot acid concentratian5• 

However as the weight average molecUlar weight ot the polJlD8N ~ not be 

Independent ot perchle~1c concentration, the viscosity or polymer solutions 

may vary with acid concentration and this assumption mar not be valid. 

Tbe value ot ~t' the final conductiVity atter pol,mer1satlon, 

is proportional to the acid concentration, which suggests that K t is made 
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up ot two parts. One part is constant and due to the protonated impurity, 

whilst the other part is proportional to the acid concentration and thus 

probably represents the concentration ot active centres. 

From Fig. 5.lI- It will be seen that above about 3 x 10 .. 3 M 

perchloric acid the value of Ml m Is proportional to the concentration of 

acid. This is probably due to the tact that at hlgh acid concentrations 

the rate ot polymerisation, and thus the rate of production of :; . ..,tlve centres, 

ls greater than the rate of' protonatlon ot the Impu-r.i ty . 

It was pointed. out in Chapter 4 that. +.l1e conductlvHy rises 

durina depolymerisatlons whilst the conoentrat'.cn :>f actl~re c~ntres Is 

postulated to decrease. 'Ibe re .. cn tor this is that the vt~·:,:,,~lt\r of' the 

solution decreases as the reaction prooeeds and. at the end ·:·l the reaction 

the conducti vi ty is due to protonated 1mpuri ty • '1his could mask the taot 

that there is a decrease in the concentrat1on ot aotive oentres. 

It is impossible to arrive at any firm conoluaions from the 

resul ts that were obtained during polJlD8risatlon md depolJ1ll8r1satton 

experiments because ot the uncertainty concerning the viscosit,r ot the 

poll'ft18r solutions. '!hua the e:xplanations that have been postulated oan onl, 

be regarded as tentative. In princtple however it abould be po.sible to sol.e 

the problem by making simultaneous measurements of oon4uotivlty and vtscoait,r. 
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Introduction to Section B 

This section of the Thesis is conce~ed with the polymer1sation 

of 1,3-d1oxepane w1th anhydrous perchloric ac1d in methylene dichloride 

solution. It follows closely the work on the polymerisation of 

1,3-d1oxolane that has already been described. I will only deal with 

papers that are directly concemad with the polymerisation of l,3··dioxepane, 

since a general introduction to the polymerisation of cyclic oxygen compounds 

has been included at the start of Section A. 

The polymerisation ot l,,-dioxepane was f1rst 1nvz$tigated by 

Hill and Carothers1, who showed that whilst 1,3-dioxane would n.:;t. polymerise, 

o the seven membered ring, 1,3-dioxepane, would polymerise when heated to 100 

with a trace of sulphonic acid. Poly.l,3-dioxepane was found to depolymerise 

to a range of products that 1ncluded the cyclic d1mer and the original 

monomer. 

Skuratov et a1 2 report that the heats ot polymerisation of the 

cyclic formals calculated from the ditterence in the experimental heats ot 

combustion in the gaseous state and the heats ot combUstion calculated 

additively trom the increments of the groups involved, were .6.2, 0.0 and 

-4.7 kcal/mole tor l,3-dioxolane, 1,3-dioxane and l,,·dioxepane respectively. 

An industrial report on the polymerisation ot 1, ,.dioxepane stat •• 

that high molecular weight polymer can be prepared with either molecular 

sieve or aluminium alky'ls .. catalysts. The bulk polymerisation ot 

l,,·dloxepane with trialkylalumlnium was carried out at 500 to give a low 

yield ot poly.l".dloxepane which had an intrinsic vlecosity in benzene at 

~o ot 8.2. 
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With borontrif1uoride etherate. benzenediazonium f1uoroborate and 

alkyl aluminium halides as catalysts the polymerisation of bulk l.3-dioxepane 

at 500 gave polymers with intrinsic viscositj~s of between 0.36 and 1.36. 

The intrinsic viscosity was found to increase as the concentration of 

catalyst was decreased. 

The report also atates that substituted l,3-dioxepenes, such as 

2-pheny1-1,3-dioxepane and 2-propyl-1,3-dioxepane, polymerise very rapidly 

with strong acids to give low molecular weight 011s in gpod yield. 

Like l.,-dioxolane. 1.3-dioxepane h20.s been reported,·4 to 

polymerise in the presence of maleic anhydride and benzoyl ~~rox1de, but in 

view of the unsuccessful. experiment w1 th l,3-dioxo1ene that .. m~ ~?:,ried out 

in this laboratory, no conclusions can be drawn from these report~. 

There is a large a number of patents that deal w1 th the polymerisation 

of cyclic torma1s, and 1,3-d1oxepane is reported to polymerise with a varlet;, 

of catalysts, such as anhydrous magnes1um 10dide and acid activated bleaching 

earth. but I have not followed up these reports. 

This literature survey shows that the polymerisation of 

1.3-dioxepane has never been studied in detail. In particular the following 

aspects of the polymerisation of l,3-dioxepane have been neglected: 

(1) The nature ot the end-groups and the factors that control the 

DP of the polymer. 

(2) The thermodynamics of the polymerisation. 

(3) The mechanism and kinetics of the polymerisation. 

This section of the ThesiS, which concentrl\tes on these aspects 

of the polymerisation of l,3-dtoxepane, shows that l~~ dioxepane is Similar to 

1,3-dioxolane in all respects except in the kinetics of the polJmerisation. 
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Chapter 6 

The Structure and DP of Poll.-l, .3-D::-oxepane 

All polymerisations of 1,.3-d1oxepane were carried out on the 

adiabatic calorimeter under exactly the same cond1tlons that were used tor 

1, .3-d:toxolane polymer1satlons. The residual water content of the 

1,,3-dioxepane system Is estimated to have bee;' ':>.::·out 1 X 10.4 f\1 (r~h3.pter 8). 

6.1 Practionation of the Polymer 

Atter the polymerisationa had reached. equllib!':l"iTI .L}!9 polJ'Deriaation 

mixtures were immediately neutralised with anmon1a gas. The l:'.,·:-:n'!:''3 were 

o isolated by evaporation of the solvent and monomor in a vacuum OV~_l at 50 

and 20 DID. It was noticed that small white crystals collected on +..he cool 

glass vIewing plate ot the vacuum oven under these conditions. l~ese crystals 

o were collected and found to have a m.p •• 90 - 92. Not enough material was 

collected to allow infrared and NMR spectra to be run. 

In experiment 1.34" a 1 M solution of l".3-dioxepane oontaining 

158 400 -,. ot monomer was polymerised at • with 1.2 x 10 M R:lO,. and. the 

polymer was fract.ionated in the tollowins W8¥: 

The solution of pol:vmer in methylene dichloride was slowl,. poured 

into a 11 tre ot hexane with stirring. Moat ot the polymer was iDaoluble and 

separated out as a white rubbe17 solid (134 A)" whioh was dried in the 

vaCUUDI oven and weighed (6.18). 'lbe number averase de~ee ot polrmeriaatlon 

was 70 and. the intrinsio viscosity in benzene at 250 t~·c}3 5.1 dl. gel. 

The hexane, which was kept slightly alkaline with ammonia, was 

evaporated ott on a steam bath. 'lbe last traces ot hexane a.."ld monomer were 
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removed in the vacuum oven to give product 134B. This weighed 2.7g and had 

a DP of 4.3. 1~4B was clearly a mixture of colourless crystals and a 

slightly viscous oil. This mixture was filtered to yield 1340. the oil. and 

will te crystals 134D which were washed with very coJ d pentane. 134C had a 

DP of 6. 134D had a DP of 2.6 and a m.p. 85 - 92°. 134D was thus not a 

pure compound. 

Then 0.5g of 134D was placed in a vacuum sublimatIon apparatus 

o and heated to 65 under a vacuum of 20 mm. After a few hours 0.1g of small 

white crystals had collected on the cold fInger. This material l34E had a 

m.p. 90 - 920 and a DP .. 2.J5 .+ 1.0. 134E Is thus a dImer. and identical withttre 

original crystals collected from the vacuum oven. 

6.2 Infrared Spectra 

'lhe lnfr&l'8d spectra of 1. 3-dioxepane. and ot polym4trs 134E. l}4D. 

134C. and l34A were all run 1n 1 rmn cells with carbontetraohlo'ride as 

sol vent. In no case was any peak observed in the region of the hydro~l 

1 -1) group (3543 cm . 

A careful examination of these infrared spectra was made and the 

following groups were found to be absent: 

Vinyl ether 

Carbonyl groups 

Carbon-Chlorine bond 

Primary or Secondary Amine 

-1 
3.105 - 3.050 cm 

1.740 - 1.720 cm-1 

750 - 700 cm-1 

-1 cm 

The values quoted are taken from Cross2. 

End groups which cannot be detected with certainty by infrared 

spectroscopy in the presence of the polymer spectrum inolude cycliC ends 
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and methoxyl groups. 

6.} Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectra 

1. A 10.% solution of 1.3-dloxepane in carbontetrachloride gave 

three peaks at 5.34. 6.}1 and 8.35 '1 in a ratio ot 1:2:2. These peaks are 

ascribed to the 2 protons in the 2 position. the 4 protons in the 4 and 7 

positions and the 4 protons in the 5 and 6 positions respectively. The 

peak at 5.34 "f was without tine structure. the peak at 6.'1 'f wu a 

triplet and the peak at 8.}5 Y a QU1ntfuPlet. This is in accord with 

the structure of 1.3-dioxepane. 

2. A ~ solution of 134E (DP - 2.15 .+: 1) in CCl4 gave three peaks at 

5.~. 6.50 and 8.31 'f in a ratio ot 1:2:2. These peaks had a Similar fine 

structure to those of l.}-dioxepane and no other peaks were observed. 

3. A 5% solution of l34D (DP - 2.6) in CC14 gave three peaks at 

5.116. 6.50 and 8.30 ,in a ratio ot 1:2:2. These peaks had a slightlY' less 

well resolved fine structure than those of l34E. but no other peaks were 

observed. 

4. A 10% solution of 134C (DP - 6.0) in CC14 gave three peaks at 

5.44. 6.51 and 8. '37 'f in a ratio of 1: 2: 2. These peaks were rather broad 

and the tine structure was not resolved. This spectrum was run several times 

at high sensitivity but no other peaks were observed. 

5. A 5% solution of 134A (DP • 10) 1n 0014 gave a speotrum identical 

to that of 134<:. 

6.4 The DP of Poll-l.}-Dioxepane 

All moleoular weights were determined by Vapour Pressure oamometl7 
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so that the DPs quoted are number average DPs. The dimer present in the 

polymers causes the number average DP to be artificially low while the 

weight average DP is much hi~er. as indicated by the high intrinsic 

viscosity. It seemed as if the l.3-dioxepane polymerisation might be similar 

to that of oxacyclobutane for which Rose) reported the simultaneous 

production of a crystalline polyether of high molecular weight and a cyc11c 

tetramer. Thus 1 t seemed that the DP results would be simplified if the 

cyclic dlmer oould be removed by vacuum sublimation. However, after the 
o 

cyclic dimer had been removed at 65 and 20 mm it was found that the 

remaining polymer smelt strongly of formaldehyde, Indicating that it had 

partly degraded. This was clearly no use tor DP determinations. 
o When the vacuum sublimation was carried out at 30 and 0.1 mm it 

was found that an 011 collected on the cold finger indicating that the 

cyclic dimer and some higher homologues were being removed from the polymer. 

The cyclic dimer was vacuum sublimed from several polymer samples to give the 

percentage of' cyclic dimer in the polymer, but all the DP reaul ts that are 

quoted in this Thesis are for the whole polymer, i.e. including the oyolic 

dimer present. 

In order to show the variation of DP with perchloric acid 

concentration for these polymerisationa we must first consider the results 

of the kinetics Chapter (Chapter 8). The graphs of ~, the first order 

rate constant for l,3-dioxepane polymer1sat1ona, against perchloric acid 

conoentration have various intercepts on the perchlor10 ac1d axis. 'rhis 

shows that varying quantities of impurItIes such as tetrahydroturan and 

water were effeotively neutralising some of the perchlorlc acid. Beoauae of 

this the concentration ot perehlor1c acid that was available tor 
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polymerisation, [HCI04}A" was correlated with the DP, where 

[HCI041 A • [HCI04) - Intercept 

Fig. 6.1 shows the plot of DP against the concentration of 

available perchloric acid for polymerisatlons of 0.6 M l,3-dioxepane at _65°. 

The date for this graph are given in Table 6.1. All polymerisat1ons were 

allowed to reach equi11brium and then killed with ammonia gas. There 1s 

however a large scatter of points and a slight decrease of DP with increas1ng 

concentration of available perchlor1c acid. 

F1g. 6.2 (Table 6.2) &bows the plot of DP against the concentration 

of available perchloric acid for polymerisations ot 0.6 M l,,-dioxepane at 

_40°. Fig. 6.2 shows the same features as Pig. 6.1. 

Fig. 6.3 (Table 6.3) shows the plot ot DP agaInst l,,-dioxepane 

o 
concentration for polymerisations at -20. The point DP - 1 was calculated 

from the equilibrium concentration of 1.3-dioxepane at _17°, the temperature 

at which the polymerisations were neutralised. ~e conoentration ot 

available perchlorlc acid tor each experiment is also 1ncluded in Table 6.3. 

It will be seen that the DP is not very sensitive to changes in available 

acid conoentration but that it increases sharply and linearly with inoreasing 

l,,-dioxepane concentration. 

Polymerisations 180 and 182 were neutralised before equilibrium 

conversion was reached. 'lbe exact point at which the polymerisations were 

neutral1sed is given by the value ot 6 [l,J-dioxepane] which is the change 

in molar concentrat1on ot the monomer. 'lhe 1mportant point 1s that when the 

reactions are k1lled betore equi11brium 1s reached a much higher DP is 

obtained than otherw1se. Polymers lSoand 182 were almost clear and oontained 

very little crystallIne dimer. 



DP 

Table 6.1 

DP Data ror Polymerisations of 0.6 M 1.3-Dioxepane at T _ -650 

Run No. 148 153 152 149 158 157 156 155 150 

21.6 11.2 10.8 10.7 14.3 11.0 11.0 12.6 8.3 

Fig. 6.1 Plot of DP against the concentration of available 

perch10rlc aoid for 0.6 M 1.3-dloxepane polymerisatlons 

at _65°. 

Table 6.2 

DP Data for Polyrnerlsatlons of 0.6 M 1.3-Dloxepane at T __ 400 

Run No. 138 1'5f 154 151 144 

~CIOJ A' 
4 

10 M. 0.3 0.7 0.7 1.8 4.0 

DP 10.8 11.0 7.8 7.6 7.6 

~ Cyc11c Dlmer 5.2 

Fig. 6.2 Plot of DP a~a1nst the concentration of available 

perchlorlc acid for 0.6 M l,3-dioxepane 

polymerlsat1ons at _40°. 
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Table 6 •. 4 
DP Dat.a ror Polymerisat1ons of 1, 3 ... 01oxepane at T _ _20° 

Run No. 

4 
[HCI04]A' 10 M 0.8 0.25 0.29 0.,1 0.60 1., 1.8 2.6 1.9 0.2 ,.8 

[1,3-01oxepanej M J.OO 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.60 0.60 0.35 

b~,' .. Dioxepane]M 0.67 0.18 0.41 0.48 0.49 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.29 0.15 0.01 

DP 12.7 16.1 10.8 9.1 9.4 8.7 0.2 1.8 6.1 14.2 3., 

r CycJic Dimer 5.' > 1 .. 

Where .c{1".Dioxepane] is the change in molar concentration of the 

monomer. 

x Experiments 182 and 1So were killed before equH1briUDI was reached. 

J{ 
Experiment 190 was killed 2 hours after equilibrium was reached. 

Fig. 6., Plot of OP against l.,..dioxepane concentration for 
o 

po1ymerlsat1ons at -20 . 

Table 6.4 

OP Data for Polymerisat1ons ot 0.8 M l,)-Dtoxepane at T _ 0° 

Run No. 11) 172 171 

[HCI04] A' 10
4 

M 0.9 1.5 2.4 

DP 5.4 5.2 6., 

/ CyclIc Dimer 11.0 
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In experiment 190 (Table 6.3) the polymerisation was allowed to 

remain at equilibrium at a constant temperature for two hours before 

neutral isation with ammonia. The nlDber average DP of the polymer trom 

experiment 190 was not significantly difterent from the number average DPs 

of similar po1ymer1sations that were neutralised within a tew minutes ot 

the attainment of equilibrium convers10n (experiments 159. 160. 161. 177 

and 181). Furthermore. the electrical conductivity in experiment 190 was 

steady while the system was left at equilibrium which indicates that the 

viscosity of the solution did not change in this time. 

Only three experiments are available tor the polymerisation of 

o 0.8 M 1.3-dioxepane at 0 (Table 6.4). and no significant variation ot DP 

with the available concentration ot perohloric acid is discernible. 

6.5 Discussion 

These results are interesting from several points ot view. The 

infrared and N.M.R. spectra taken together show that product 134E 

- 0 (DP - 2.15 + 1) m.p. - 90 - 92 is the cyclic d1mer ot l.,-dioxepane and 

that polymers 1,40 (DP - 2.6) and l34C (DP • 6.0) are also cyclio. In no 

case was evidence found tor the presence ot any end groups. The N.M.R. 

spectra show that the polymers consist ot regular units ot the type; 

- 0 - (C82}4 - 0 - CH2 - 0 - (CH2}4 - 0 - CH2 -

These find1ngs are 1n complete agreement with earll.~ t1ndlDg.4.5 

on the cyclic nature of poly-l.,-dioxolane prepared under anhydrous conditions. 

6 Recent experiments in this Laboratory show that 1,3-dioxane can al80 be 

oligomerised b.r anhydrous perohloric acid to give the cyclic dimer ot 

l,,-dioxane and some cyclic oligomer. as well. 
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The high polymer of 1.3-dioxepane is probably not all cyclic. as 

there will be enough residual water to break some of the rings. Prevlous 

experiments with 1.3-dioxolane showed that the residual water concentration 

was such that there was about one hydroxyl group per 100 molecules of 

polymerised monomer. 

The production of a relatively large percentage of cyc11c dimer 

Is unusual. and was not observed wl th 1.3-dioxolane. The fractionation 

results for poly-l.3-dioxepane show that the whole range of molecular weights 

from dimer to very hi~,h polymer are produced. This is clearly a different 

situation from that described by Rose3 for the polymerisation of 

oxacyclobutane by boron trifluoride, where linear high polymer and cyclic 

tetramer are produced Simultaneously but the tetramer has no higher homologues. 

The results conceming the dependence of the DP at equilibrium on 

the concentration of l.,·dioxepane and the available concentration of 

perch10ric acid are more difficult to understand. The first point that must 

be considered is the result from the Kinetics Chapter, (Chapter 8), that 

polymerisations of l.,·dioxepane are without a termination step under the 

conditions used. 

The simplest possible dependence of DP on monomer and catalyst 

concentrations, tor a system with no termination step. has been reported by 

szwarc7 tor the anionic polymerisation of styrene. The number average DP, 

at time t, is given by the expression 

DP .(m - m )/c • MIc o t 

where mo is the initial concentration ot monomer, mt the concentration of 

monomer at time t and c is the concentration of active centres. 
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Polymerisatlons that are immediately killed have a narrow molecular 

weight distribution. However if the polymerisations are left, they 

establish the equilibrium molecular weight distribution whioh Brown and 

Szwarc8 have shown to be of the Flory type if all the equilibrium oonstants K 

are identical. This redistribution of molecular weight in a living polymer 

system does not change the n\l1lber average molecular weight. However the 

weight average molecular weight, and all other higher averages. increase as 

the system ohanges from the narrow molecular weight distributlon to the 

Flory distribution. 

The simplest possible case for the l,3-dioxepane system is 

thus 

DP - ~/BA where BA - the concentration of available perchloric acid. 

This should be valid at whatever stage the polymerisation Is killed. In 

faot the DPs of poly-l,3-dioxepanes are found to be a hundred to a thousand 

times lower than this ideal DP. This suggests that the DP is being controlled 

by a transfer reaotion, and as there is no evidence for transfer to solvent, 

the case of a living polymerisation with transfer to monomer will be 

considered. 

pepper9 has derived theoretical equations tor the effect ot 

monomer-transfer on the DP in living pol;ymerlsations. His scheme is 

essenti&lly as follows: 

PI + HA ---t Pl 
+ Past in! tlatlon 

p + + 
~ + 

P1 -+ PMl Propagation n 

p++ 
ktr 

p + p+ Pl ~ Transfer n n 1 
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+ where P

1 
is monomer, P protonated polymer, HA catalyst, and k and kt n p r 

are the rate constants for the propagation and transfer reactions. It 

the initiation is complete we can write HA - c, the concentration of 

active centres. 

The number average DP at any conversion, (mo - mt ) atter time t, 

Is given by the ratio of the number of moles of monomer consumed (H) to the 

total number of chains formed both by 1nl tlation (Hi) and by transfer (Htr). 

DP .-N/(Ni + Ntr> 

... (k + kt ) 1 m dt/(l + kt j m dt) 
pro r 0 

Since mt - mo exp {- (kp + ktr) c. t} 

t r m dt • (mo - mt}/(kp + ktr) c 
o 

Substitute 6m - mo - mt 

then DP -

The reoiprooal of the observed DP i8 thUs equal to the reciprocal of the 

ideal DP (no transfer) plus a constant. This equation was tested by putting 

the available ooncentration of perohlor1o acid in place ot c and 

A [I, 3-dioxepaneJ tor t:ln tor po1ymeriaatlona at _200
• Experimentally the DP 
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ot poly-l.3-dioxepanes was found to vary much more with a change ot 

1,3-dioxepane concentration than with a change of the available concentration 

of perchloric acid. As Pepper's equation is only concerned with the ratio 

of catalyst concentration to the concentration of monomer polymerised it 

does not fit the experimental results. But Pepper's equation is valid for 

the change ot DP with conversion in a system that is well below its ceiling 

temperature. What is required for the 1.3-dioxepane reaul ts 1s a scheme that 

will give the DP of the polymer at equ1l1bril.n. The tollowing scheme was 

wri tten as an attempt to adapt Pepper's scheme to the case of an 

equilibrium polymerisation. 

k 

p++ 
P 

PI 
~ 

n T 
d 

Pn+ + PI 
ktr 
~ 

p + 
n+l 

P + P + 
n 1 

Past 1n1t1ation 

Propagation and Depropagatlon 

Transfer 

The rate of polymerisation is proportional to (m - m ), where m 1s the e e 

equilibrium concentration of monomer, whilst the rate of transfer depends on m. 
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At equilibrium 

tr 
\ Cm - m )dt - (m - m)/k c d e 0 e p 

and 1 m dt • (m - m)/k c + m t o 0 e p e 

Let m - m - Om o e 

Thus DP-
c + k

tr 
c (~/k c + m t) 

p e 

This equation is clearly wrong as it implies that the DP w1ll 

decrease with time as the transfer reaction continues atter equilibrium has 

been reached. Experiment 190 shows that the DP did not change in 2 hours 

after equilibrium had been established and also that the v1scosit.y ot the 

solution did not alter. This indicates that the system had reached the 

equilibrium molecular weight distribution witb1n a tew minutes ot the end 

ot the polymerisation reaction. 

For experiments 180 and 182 the pol)'1ll8r1sations were neutralised well 

betore equilibrium was reached and the DP ot the resulting pol,mers was 

tound to be cons1derably higher than for equivalent experiments that were 

allowed to reach equilIbrIum. It 1s clear that as equilibr1um is approached, 

a relatively large amount or very low molecular weight poly-l,,-dioxepane 

is produced, in particUlar the cyclic dimer. 

An altemative approach to the problem is to integrate the 

instanteoUB DP. OP, trom m to m to give the DP at equilibr1l1D. 
o e 
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OP - k c (m - m )/k
t 

c m per 

The DP at equil1bri ... -r elm / re 
o 0 

m 

1 

OP 
dm 

However 
re 
J m - m 

d m tends to minus infinity so that the 
m e 

o 

expression cannot be evaluated. 

Probably the simplest approach would be to neutralise the 

polymerisation at very low conversions so that m - m and the OP would be 
o 

identical to the instantaneous DP. 

The essential features ot the DP NSW ta tor the 1.}-d1oxepane 

polymeri8atlons are: 

1. The DP at equilibrium is independent of the perchloric acid 

concentration. (The polymerisations with very low acid concentration were 

probably neutralised too soon i.e. betore the system had. reached the 

equilibrium molecular weight distribution, so that the DP is too high in th.se 

cases). 

2. The DP at equilibrium depends on the initial monomer concentration 

and the final temperature only. 

The general equation of' the line 1n Pig. 6.3 ls 

DP - kit (mo - me) - k" l:Im 

A similar relationship was found by 8ims tor the DP ot polytetrahydroturan 

at low conversiona, cataJ.ysed by phosphorus pentafluor1de and epichlorohydr1n. 
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8ims states that this relationship Is in accordance with a reversible 

living system showing no termination or transfer up to this pOint. However 

as this equation does not contain the catalyst concentration it Is impossible 

to state that transfer has not occurred. 

Conclusion 

As far as I am aware no satisfactory treatment ot the DP at 

equilibrium for equilibrium polymer1sations with transfer to monomer has 

been published. The attempts that have been made in this thesis to describe 

the DP ot the system at equilibrium have all tailed. 
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Chapter 7 

Thermodynamics of the PolymerisatIon of l,,.DIoxepane. 

Introduction Chapter 4 of my M. Sc. 'l'hesi8 contains a section on the theol'1 

of equilibrium polymerisation and it describes the thermodynamics of the 

polymerisation of 1,3-dioxolane. This study ot the thermodynamics ot the 

polymerisation of l,}-dloxepane has been carried out alons the same lines. 

The equilibrium constant, K, tor these polymerIsatIons wea caloulated from 

the expressionl 

K - (DP-l)!DP m , e 
where m is the equilibrium conoentration of monomer and DP i8 the number 

e 

average degree of polymerisation ot the polymer tormed. This expression is 

valid provided that the equilibrium constant, K, does not vary with DP. When 

the DP is very large (DP-l)!DP tends to unity and K - lIme' 

7.1 Measurement of the EquilIbrium Constant at Constant 'l'!!!IJ?!rature. 

ftesul ts A series of polymerisation experiments was oarried out "i th various 

ini tial concentrations ot monomer (Table 7.1) and the reaotlon miXtures were 

neutralised when equilibrium was reached. 'lbe final temperature for eaoh 

o reaction was approximately oonstant at -17. 'lbe equilibrium ooncentratlon 

of monomer was measured by weighing the polJ1ll8r isolated and eubtraot1ng this 

weight trom the mass of monomer used. '!he DP ot each polymer was also 

determined so that the equ11ibri\lll oonstant could be determined in each cue. 

Discussion Por polymerisations with initial concentration ot 1,J-dioxepane 

between 0.5 and 1.0 M the value of K i. e.sentially oonstant at oonstant 



Table 7.1 

The Measurement of the Equi11br1\111 Constant tor 

l,,-Dioxepane Po1ymer1S&t1ons at Constant Temperature. 

Run No. 185 165 163 160 161 162 

[ D1oxepane], M. 0.:55 0.5 0.60 0.80 0.8 1.00 

m • M. e 
0.28 0.32 0.31 0.30 0.32 0." 

DP. 3.' 5.5 6.1 9.- 9.2 12.7 

-1 K. M • 2.4, 2.60 2.70 2.'94 2.76 2.80 

Final Temp. deg. -17 -19 -18 -17 -17 -16 
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temperature. 

The equilibrium monomer oonoentration tor poly-l,3-dioxepane ot 
o infinite DP at -17 was oaloulated by taking the average value ot 

K = 2.85 M-l for experiments 160 and 161 and substituting into the expression 

K == l/m. From this m III 0.35 M at _170
• e e 

Experiment 185 was oarried out at this oonoentration ot 

l,,-dioxepane so that formation ot high polymer was impossible. In taot 

about l~~ ot oligomers (DP approx. ') was tormed above the ceiling temperature 

for high polymer. 

'Ibis can happen when (a) M beoomes more negative as the DP 

deCNues; (b) M beoomes lesll negative as the DP deoreases. 

The heat of oligomerisation oalculated from the temperature rise 

for experiment 185 is 6H - -4.2 kCal.mole-1
• 'lbis compares with a heat ss 

of polymerisation of AH - -,. 7 kcal. mole -1. calculated trom the graph of 
ss 

AT against the number ot moles polymerised (Pig. 7.1). which is valid tor 

polymers having a DP of approx. 10. 'lbe value of AB oalculated from one 

experiment only is subject to quite large errors, so that this oomparison 

of the heats ot oligomerisation and polymerisation oan onlJ suggest that 

there may be a slight increase of AH as the DP deoreases. It is difficult to 

say whether the heat ot polymeriaation for the formation of 0Jclio dimer and 

trimer should be greater or smaller than for high polJme~. 

'lbe reason w~ AS should become lea8 nesati ve as the DP decNases 

is as follows. 'lbe standard entropJ ot the monomer in the gueoua state 

S g 0 is g1 ven by the sum ot the translational entrow St' external rotational 

entropy S , vibrational entropy S and internal rotational entrow Si' Per r v r 



Fig. 7.1 

Plot of 6T agaill3t the number of moles of 

l,3-d1oxepane polymerised (Table 7.2). 
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high polymer Sv + Sir is much greater than St + Sr so that St and Sr may be 

neglected. However, for d1mer and tr1mer St and Sr will still be signifioant, 

so that the entropy of these speoies will be considerably higher than for 

high polymer. This means that b13 will be less negative for the produotlon of 

oligomers than for high polymer. 

7.2 Variation of Equilibril.lD Constant w1 th Temperature. 

Results 

Table 7.2 contains the data tor po1ymerlsationa oarried out at 

various temperatures. It consists essentially of a serles of values of m as e 

a function of temperature. m is independent of the initial monomer conoentration e 

and ot the catalyst concentration, but the oaloulation ot K from me does 

involve the DP of the polymer produced. 

A graph of log K against 1/1' has a slope 

d(log K)/d(l/l') - -6If /2., R. 

This graph is shown in Pig. 7.2 and the value calculated trom the slope ot 

the graph is 

.• .0 .. 1 
~ss - .. '.5 ~ 0., kc~.mole • 

The standard free energy change was calculated from the relation 

MO • -RT In K 
ss 

o 
These values of Mss are inoluded in Table 7.2. Fig. 7.' shows a graph ot 

o 0 IYJ against temperature. NJ becomes zero at the ceiling temperature tor ss ss 
o 

the system in the standard state, Tc' lI'rom the graph 

o 0 0 
T • m K • + 'Z7 c. c 



Table 7.2 

The VariatIon.ot tile EquIllbrluc. Constant w!tt. Te~erature tor l,3-D!oxepane Po1r:er!satlons. 

Run No. 1118 149 lSO 15) ·155 156 1)6 1~ 1)8 1}9 1" 1~ 154 2143 165 16, 160 161 162 135 171 ,-, :7 . ... 10:. 

[Dto".pan~, 
M. 

0.60 0.60 0.60 o.Co 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.50 0.60 0.80 0.80 1.00 0.35 o.So O.t,::;' 0.'_ 

Ill" M. 0.(17 0.08 0.05 0.(17 0.08 0.68 0.21 O.lj 0.20 0.21 0.20 0.21 0.19 0.28 0.32 0.;1 0·30 0.32 0.3' 0.2'3 0.43 O.~' 0.1;7 

DP .21.6 10.7 8.3 E.::: 12.6 11.0 6.5 11.0 10.8 14.8 7.6 7.1 7.8 4.1 5.5 5.1 ).4 ).2 :'2.7 .. .. C ' 5: 2 S.l; .-,.) '; 

-1 .14.2411.70 16.50 12.22 eL50 11.724.00 4.80 4.54 4.40 4.30 4.11 4.54 2.70 2.60 2.70 2.94 2.76 2.80 2 •. 4:- l.70 1.G4 1', M . 1.70 

t!JIJ0 ,ca1. 
J:IOf:-l. 

~1114 -1036 -1175 -1050 -102) -1032 -647 -732 -710 -6'J2 -681 -692 -710 -484 -477 -500 -550 -518 -525 ·1;53 -::;c4 -774 -3C!y 

Final -62 -01 -62 -62 -62 -02 -37 -37 -37 -37 -37 -37 -37 -25 -19 -18 -17 -17 -16 -:'7 + 2 + ? + :: 
Ter!p.deg. 

Ar. ~eh' ,., 3.8 3.5 3·5 3.7 3·5 2.7 2.5 2.) 2.7 2.6 2.7 1.1 1.8 3.0 2.3 4~2 0.5 1.1 . " . 
r.Jononer O.C/.ST 0.056 0.053 0.058 0.057 0.057 0.043 0.045 0.044 0.042 0.044 0.043 0.045 - 0.0230.0320.0550.0530.074 c.oc? ·0.~'5 0.0:4 C.0~5 
Poly::ler-
l •• d,· "'.ol.a 

{:t::l0J,10
4
.1 4.1 5.7 7·' 3.0 5.6 5.2 11.5 1.6 1.2 1.0 5.0 4.0 1.6 10.4 2.06 2.1 1.4- 2.6 -. 2.4 1.5 0.°' <' .. 

x Re~ct1on 143 MaS carried out at _40° but was kIlled at _25°. 



Fig. 7.2 

Plot of log K against lIT for 1,3-dioxepane 

polymer1sations (Table 7.2). 

Fig. 7.' 
o Plot ot 6G against temperature tor 
8S 

l,3-dioxepane polymerisat1ons (Table 7.2). 
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The slope of the graph gave the standard entropy change for the 

polymerisation reaction 

o - -1-1 6Sss - -11.7 + 1.5 cal.deg .mole . 

Another determination of T 0 was made from the same data. SUbstitution of c 
o -1 0 -1-1 

~ss "'" -3.5 kcal. mole and 6Sss - -11.7 cal.deg .mole gives 

T 0 Cl DHo lA90 _ 2990 K _ + 26°c. 
c ss" ss 

Discussion 

The graph ot log K against 1/1' (Fig. 7.2) 1. essentially linear, 

which shows that the heat of polymerisation does not vary much with temperature 

o over the range considered. Thus DB can be considered equivalent to l:H • ss ss 
. _ • .0 1 

The value of at! • -3.5 -+ 0., tcal.mole- is 1n good agreement 
ss 

with the value of oM • -'.7 +- 0.2 koal.mo1e-l determined ealor1metrteal11. ss 
It -1 This is to be compared with a value of 6H - --..7 tea1.mole that has been gg 

2 estimated tor the heat ot polymerisation ot 1,.3-dioxepane. 

The standard heats and entropies ot polymerisation and the 

standard ceiling temperatures for l,3-dioxolane' and l,J-dioxepane are 

listed below. 

Table 7." 
1,J-Dioxolane 1, }-D1oxepane 

o -1 
Mss tcal.mole • -5·1 

o -1-1 68ss cal.deg .lDOle • -18.6 -11.7 

T 0 deg. 
o 

+1.5 
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If the polymers produced are assumed to be essentially free from 

strain, the heat of polymerisation provides a direct measure of the strain 

energy in the ring compound 1 tself • The 5-membered r1ng 1, 3-d10xolane is 

strained because of bond angle defomation. 111e 7 -membered ring 

1,3-dloxepane is strained because of the crowding ot hydrogen atoms within 

the ring and the 6-membered ring -1,3-dioxane was estimated2 to have ~ -
SS 

-1 0.0 koal.mole • 

There are no values available in the literature tor the entropies 

of polymerisation ot 1,3-dioxolane and 1,3-dioxepane, but the entropies ot 
4 polymerisation for the cycloalkanes have been estimated. 111ese entropies 

of polymerisation are for liquid monomer to condensed· (liquid or amorphous 

) -1 -1 solid polymer. For the 5-membered ring llSlc - -10.2 cal.deg • mole and 

-1 .. 1 for the 7-membered ring 6810 - -0.7 cal.deg . mole • A direct comparison 

between these results and the experimental resul ts for 1, 3-dioxolane and 

1,3-dloxepane is not good because ot the different states of the monomer 

and polymer and because of the presenoe of oxygen atoms in the monomers 

studied. However the entropy of polymerisation of the 7-membered ring is 

-1 -1 9.5 cal.deg .mole less negative than that of the 5-membered ring. 

Experimentally the entropy of polymerisation of 1,3 .. dloxepane is 7 cal.deg-l • 

mole -1 less negative than that of 1,3-dioxolane. The experimental difference 

in the entropy of polymerisation between the 7 and the 5 membered ring 

monomers Is In good agreement w1 th the estimated d1fference 1n the entropy of 

polymerisation for the oorresponding cyoloalkanes. 
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7.3 Calorimetric Determination of the Heat of Polymerisation of 
1.3-Dioxepane. 

Results 

Table 7.2, also contains the temperature rise AT that was recorded 

for each polymerisation. The polymer was isolated and weighed so that the 

number of moles of l,3-dioxepane polymerised could be calculated. and a 

graph of AT against moles polymerised could be drawn Fig. 7.1. 

A1 though various quant1 t1es of monomer and sol vent were used at 

d1fferent temperatures. the total volume of reagents in the calorimeter at 

the temperature of the experiment was kept constant at 110 ml. Before some 

of the po1ymer1sations. the heat capaCity of the calorimeter plus contents 

6 - -1 was measured. The heat capacity - 2 + 2 cal.deg . From the graph 1 mole 

o of 1.3-dioxepane produces a temperature rise of 59 on polymerisation. 
_ -1 

6H - -3.7 + 0.2 kcal.mole • ss 

Two depolymerisations were carried out (168 and 170); full detaila 

of these e~riments will be found in Table 8.6. The two values ot M from 

these experiments are, 

-1 68 M - + 2.9 kcal.mo1e. tor Bxpt. 1 ss 
-1 6H • + 3.2 kcal.mo1e. tor Expt. 170 ss 

Average value - 4 -1 Mss - + 3.0 + O. kcal.mole . 

Discussion 

'lbe graph ot 6T against the number ot moles ot 1, :5-dioxepane 

polymerised is linear and it passes through the or1g1n. 'Ibis 1s val1d tor 

polymers having DP. trom 3 to 20 and shows that AB 1s essent1ally sa 
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independent of DP over this range. 

The values of 6H obtained from the depolymerisat1on experiments ss 

are in reasonable agreement with 6H obtained from polymerisations. ss 
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Chapter 8 

The Kinetics of the Polymerisation of l,3-Dioxepane. 

8.1 Description of the Polymerisations. All polymerisations of 

l,3-dioxepane were carried out in the adiabatic calorimeter. F1.g. 8.1 

ll1uatrates a typical polymerisation (experiment 137) the experimental 

details of which are given in Table 8.2. The polymerisation was accurately 

first order (F1g. 8.2) and the electrical conductivity of the solution was 

found to rise to a maximum immediately the pertihloric acid phial was broken. 

The conductivity then fell steadily as the polymerisation proceeded. 

8.2 Polymerisation Kinetics. The data for polymerisationa at _650 are 

shown in Table 8.1. kl was calculated from the slope of the first order 

plot for each polymerisation reaction. The plot of kl against perchloric 

acid concentration should go through the origin and have a slope of ~I the 

propagation rate constant. Fig. 8.3 1s the experimental plot ot k1 against 

perchloric acid concentration. Experiments 148, 149 and 150. were all 

carried out with a pumping time of 1 hour. The plot of kl against perchloric 

acid concentration for these points Is a reasonable straight line and the 

value of kp was calculated from its slope. However there is a large intercept 

6 -4 of approx. 3. x 10 M on the perch10ric acid concentration axis. 

When the pumping time was increased to 4 hours (experiments 152 and 

) -4 153 the intercept was cut to about 2.0 x 10 M. Polymerisations carried 

out with a pumping time of , hours (experiments 156 and 155) gave a similar 

intercept. All other polymerisations in this work were carried. out with a 

p\IDping time of 3 hours. However previous experience with this apparatus 



Fig. 8.1 

Simultaneous plot of temperature and electrical 

conductivi ty against time for experiment 1"5T (the 

polymerisation of 0.6 M l,3-dioxepane with 

6 -4 0 8 1. x 10 M perchlor1c aoid at -40 ) Table .2. 

Fig. 8.2 

First order plot tor experiment 1"5r. From the 

It. -1 graph kl - O.0~9 sec • 
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Table 8.1 

o Data for Pol~erisations of 0.6 M l,3-Dioxepane at T - -65 . 

Run No. 148 149 150 153 152 156 155 l~ 157x 

[HC104], 10
4
M. 4.1 5.7 7.3 3.0 3.8 5.2 5.6 4.2 6.5 

k
l

, -1 0.027 0.089 0.17 0.042 0.078 0.12 0.14 0.052 0.13 sec 

DP 21.6 10.1 8.3 11.2 10.8 11.0 12.6 14.3 11.0 

Conversion % 86 85 90 87 ftt 87 86 88 

Pumping time, hrs. 1 1 1 4 4 , 3 3 3 

x 4 Experiments 158 and 157 were oarried out with 2.0 x 10 M 

added water. 

Fig.a.) Plot of kl against perchloric acid concentration for 

0.6 M 1,3-Dioxepane at _65°. 

[ 
.1 4 -1-1 From Fig.a.) kp - kI / HCIO~- (2.6 + 0.1) x 10 litre mole min • 

Table 8.2 

° Data for Polymerisatlons of 0.6 M 1,3-D1oxepane at T • -40 . 

(Pumping Time 3 hours). 

Run No. 138 131 154 151 164 

[HCI04} 104M• 1.2 1.6 1.8 2.7 4.0 

k
1

, -1 sec • 0.036 0.049 0.070 0.190 0.29 

DP 10.8 11.0 7.8 1.6 

Conversion % 67 68 68 67 

pig.8.4 Plot ot kl against perchlorio aoid oonoentration for 0.6 M 

l,3-D1oxepane at _40°. 
8 li 1 -) 4 -1-1 From Fig .• 4 kp c kl / ~10~- (5.5 + 0.2 x 10 litre mole min • 
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and with the techniques used indicated that a residual water concentration of 

about 10-5 M should have been obtained. The intercept is thus not wholly 

due to the residual water. 

Addi tlons of water (experiments 158 and 157) were made in the 

following way. After the vessel had been evacuated tor 3 hours and isolated 

from the vacuum line. a phial of water was broken. The vessel was then oooled 

and l.3-dloxepane and solvent were distilled in. The polymerisation was 

carried out in the usual way. This method is not ideal as some ot the water 

is adaorbed on the walls of the vessel. but the effeot of the added water is 

clearly shown by the reductlon in ~. These polymerisationa were all tirst 

order reactions. 

Table 8.2 shows the data tor polymer1satlons at _400
• Pig. 8.4 Is 

the plot of kl against perchloric acid concentration. The pumping time was 

3 hours and no add 1 tlons of water were made. The intercept is about 

-4 1 x 10 M on the perchloric acid concentration axis. 

Table 8.3 ShOHS the data for polymerlsations at _20
0 and Pig. 8.5 

is the plot of ~ against perchlorlc acid concentration. Experiments 160. 159 

and 161 were carried out with 0.8 M 1,3-dioxepane. 1be plot ot ~ against 

perchloric acid concentration Is a good straight line and the value of kp was 

calculated from its slope. E~::periment 162 was carried out with 1.0 M 

l,}-dloxepane and 163 with 0.6 M 1 .. 3-dioxepane. It will be seen from Fig. 8.5 

that the intercept increases as the ooncentration ot monomer increases. 

Fig. 8.6 Is a plot of kl against 1,3-dioxepane oonoentration for constant 

-4 0 perchloric acid concentration - 2.1 x 10 M at -20. This graph shows that 

there is some impurity in the 1.,-dioxepane that 18 neutralising the perchlorlc 

acid. 



Table 8.3 

o Data for 1,3-D1oxepane Polymer1satlons at T - -20 . (Pumping 
Time 3 hours). 

Run No. 162 160 159 161 163 181x l.,r 176x 

[l,3-Dioxepane] ,M. LOO 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 

(Hcl04]' x 10
4 

M. 2.1 1.4 2.1 2.6 2.1 0.29 0.31 1.7~ 

-1 
k1, sec 0.133 0.104 0.236 0.322 0·353 0.07 0.084 0.35 

DP 12.1 9.4 8.7 9.2 6.1 10.8 9·1 

Conversion ,~ 67 62 60 60 lJ8 58 61 

x Experiments 181. 117, 176 were carried out with a new batch of 
1,3-dioxepane. 

Fig. 8.5 Plot of kl against perchloric acid coneentration for 

o 1,3-Dioxepane Polymerisations at -20 . 

From FIg. 8.5 kp • kl/[HC10~- (1.1 + 0.06) x 105 litre mole-1 mIn-1 . 

Table 8.4 

Data for Po1ymer1sations of 0.8 M 1,3-Dloxepane at T • 0°. 

(Pumping T1me 3 hours). 

Run No 173 172 171 

[HCIO~ lO\M 0.9 1.5 2.4 

k
l

, -1 0.285 0.457 0.629 sec 

DP 5.4 5·2 6.3 

Conversion ~ 39 ?f.} 41 

Fig. 8.7 Plot of kl against perchloric acid concentration for 

0.8 M 1:,3-Dioxcpane at 0°. 

a fl J - ~ I=i .. 1-1 From Fig .. 7 kp - kl/~CI04 - (1.9 + 0.06) x 101 litre mole min . 
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Fig. 8.6 

Plot of kl against 113-dioxepane concentration 

for polymer1satlons of 1,3-dloxepane at constant 

-4 0 perchloric acid concentration - 2.1 x 10 M at -20 

(Table 8.3). 
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The 1.3-dioxepane in the reservoir was analysed and found to 

contain 100 ppm of tetrahydrofUran. For 1 M 1,3-dioxepane this would give 

-4 an intercept of approx. 1 x 10 M if all the tetrahydrofuran neutralised 

an equivalent of perchloric acid. Another batch of 1,3-dioxepane was 

prepared and carefully distilled until 1 t contained less t;'an 20 ppm of 

tetrahydrofuran. Experiments 181, 177 and 176 were carried out with this 

monomer and the plot of kl against perchlorlc acid concentration passes 

through the origin (Fig. 8.5). 

Table 8.4 shows the data for polymerlsatlons at 0
0

. Fig. 8.7 is 

the plot of kl against perchlortc acid concentration; this is a reasonable 

straight line, but it 115 observed to pass through the origin. '!'hese 

experiments were carried out with the old batch of monomer whlch contained 

100 ppm of tetrahydrofuran, so that some intercept should have been observed. 

However these polymerisation curves were found to be very slightly S-shaped 

(Fig. 8.8). Only the last half ot these polymerisations 1s ot tirst order 

(F1g. 8.9). 

In all these experiments the conversion was found to be independent 

of the perchloric acid concentration and dependent on the init1al concentration 

of 1,3-dioxepane and on the temperature. Not only was the DP dependent on the 

ini tiel concentration of I, 3-dioxepane and the temperature, but is also 

decreased slightly as the perchloric acid concentration increased (Pigs. 6.1 

and 6.2). 

Fig. 8.10 is the Arrhenius plot for polymerisat1ons at _65°, _400 , 

_200 
d 0

0 an . '!'he plot Is a reasonable straight line from which the activation 

energy of the polymer1sat10n of 1,3-dioxepane was calculated as 

+ -1 E - 3.5 - 0.3 kcal.mole • 
p 



Fig. 8.8 

Simultaneous plot of temperature and electrical 

conductivity- against time for experiment 172 (the 

8 -4 polymerisation of O. M 1,3-dioxepane with 1.5 x 10 M 

perchloric acid at 00
) Table 8.4. 
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Fig. 8.9 

First order plot for experiment 172. Prom the 

4 -1 
graph k1 - o. rsr sec • 
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8.3 Electrical Conductivity of Polymerisation Reaction Mixtures. The 

electrical conductivity was automatically recorded for each polymerisation 

that was carried out in the adiabatic calorimeter. l\. o' the initial 

specific conductivity of the l.}-dioxepane in methylene dichloride, was 

usually between 0.006 and 0.016 ~ mhos cm-I. The specitic conductivity of 

pure perchloric acid in methylene dichloride was found to be in the region 

-1 of 0.04 ~ mhos cm under our experimental oonditions. In every polymerisatIon 

experiment the conductivity instantaneously roS8 to a maximum, ~ m~ when the 

perch10ric acid phial was crushed and it then tell slowly during the 

polymerisation to }{ f' the final value at equilibrium. The value ot the 

conductivity at equilibrium was found to be constant tor several hours, 

provided that the temperature was kept oonstant. Table 8.5 containa the 

o eleotrical conductivity data for polymer1satIons carried out at -20 • 

The important teatures ot these ream ta are as follows: 

(1) Although the 1,3-dioxepane contained a small quantity of 

tetrahydrofUran. the electrical conductivity ot the protonated tetrahydrofUran 

is not significant. This fact ia illustrated by experiment 190 which was 

carried out with the highly pur1fied batch of l,}-dioxepane that oontained 

only 20 ppm tetrahydrofuran. The conductivity readings are in excellent 

agreement with experiment 161 which was oarried out under identical oonditions, 

but with l,}-dio.xepane that oontained 100 ppm tetrahydroturan. 

It must also be remembered that a 0.8 M solution ot l,,-dioxepane 

-4 that oontained 100 ppm of tetrahydroturan contains less than 1 x 10 M 

tetrahydrofuran • 

sh ~ -} Experiment ows that 1 x 10 M tetrahydroturan in 3 x 10 M 



Table 8.5 

Electrical Conduot1v1ty Data for Polym&risatlon Experiment. 
at '1' tit .2()0. 

Run No. 162 178x 160 159 161 190x 16, 

[1,'.D10Xepane],M. 1.00 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.60 
4 

[HCI04], 10 M. 2.1 0.23 1.4 2.1 2.6 2.6 2.1 

Ko' I-' mho cm 
-1 0.009 0.016 0.030 0.006 0.008 0.012 0.007 . 

K. m' 
-1 

~ mho cm • 1.00 0.75 1.50 1.20 1.78 1.60 2.lJo 

K.t' tJ. mho cm -1 0.62 0.21 0.55 0.93 1.01 1.t5 1.28 . 
DP 12.7 10.0 9.4 8.7 9.2 7.S 6.1 

x Experiments 178 and 190 were carr1ed out w1 th a new batch 

of l,,-dioxepane. 

Fig.S.ll Plot of ~m and Kf against perchiorlc acid ooncentration 

for polymer1sat1ons or O.S M 1,3-dioxepane at _20°. 

F1g.S.l0 

The Arrhenius plot for the calorimetric experiments (Tables 8.1, 

8.2, 8.3. S.4. Figs. S." 8.4, 8.5 and 8.7). 
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perch10rio acid has a conductivity of about 0.2 ~ mhos. It follows that 

the oonduotivity that was measured during the po1ymerisations is nearly all 

due to t.lote protonatlon of 1.3-dloxepane. 

(2) The sharp rise in conductivity shows that 1,3-dioxepane is 

protonated fmmediately by perohloric acid. The fall in oonduotlvity during 

the polymerisation is probably mainly due to the Inoreasing viscosity ot the 

medium as polymer is tormed. Another tactor is that as the polymerisation 

proceeds the contribution to the conductivity by the growing oxonium ione 

diminishes progressively. 

(3) The maximum and tinal conductivity values depend on the 

original concentration ot 1,3-d1oxepane (see experiments 162, 159 and 163). 

The final conduoti vi ty value oould well decrease with increasing 

l,3-dioxepane ooncentration as the viscosity of the polymer solutions at 

equilibrium also increases. However, there seems to be no good reason why 

the maximum oonductivity should also deorease as the oonoentration ot 

1,3-dioxepane increases, as hardly any polymer has been tormed by the time 

protonatlon Is completed. 

( 4) Both the maxirm.un and final conductl vl ty values increase with 

inoreasing perchlorlc acid ooncentration Pig. 8.5. The absolute values ot 

the flnal conductlvity are In reasonable agreement with the tinal conductivities 

for 1,3-dloxolane polymerisatlons under simllar conditlons (Pig. 5.3 

Chapter 5). 
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8.4 Description of the Depolymerlsatlons. Depolymerlsatlona ot 

poly-l,}-dioxepane were carried out in the calorimeter. 'l'tle polymer was 

evacuated in the calorimeter for 3 hours, then allowed to dissolve in 

methylene dichlorlde and the reaction was started by breaking a phial of 

perchloric acid. Fig. 8.12 illustrates a depolymerlsation (experiment 170). 

The depolymerisatlon is a first order reaction (Fig. 8.13), and the 

conductivity rIses stead11y during the depolymerlsation. 

8.5 DepolymerisatIon Kinetics. 'lbe data for the depolymerisatIon 

o experIments at 0 are shown in Table 8.6. All depolymerisatIons were carr1ed 

out with the same batch ot polymer. 'Ihe equilibr1um monomer concentration at 

00 is 0.48 M and although the final monomer concentration at 0
0 was only 

about 0.28 M for these experiments, about l<>:C of the original polymer did 

not depolymerise. It remained as very low molecular weisht oligomers 

(DP approx. }). This observation Is in perfect agreement with experiment 185 

(Chapter 7). 

ki is the slope ot the first order plot tor each depolymerisatlon 

reaction. The plot ot ki against perchloric acid concentration is a straight 

-4 line with an intercept ot about 1.5 x 10 M on the perchloric acid 

concentration axis (Pig. 8.14). 'Dle value of kd , the depolymeriaatlon rate 

o constant at 0 , was detennlned from the slope of this plot and the 

o equilibrium concentration ot 1,3-d10xepane at 0 . 

8.6 Electrical Conduotivity of Depoly!!risation ReactIon Mixtures. 

depolymerisation experiments k • the initial speoitic conductivity ot 
\.0 

In the 

-' poly-l,3-dioxepane in methylene dlchloride, was between 0.17 and 0.12 $t mho 011 ". 



Fig. 8.12 

Simultaneous plot of temperature and electrical 

conductivity against time for experiment 170 (the 

depolymerisation of poly-l.3-d1oxepane at 0°) Table 8.6. 

Fig. 8.13 

First order plot for experiment 110. From the 

-1 
graph ki • 0.45 sec • 
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Table 8.6 

o Data tor Depolyme~18ations at 0 with P01y-l,}-Dloxepane of 
Molecular \ielght. - 6000. 

Run No. 167 168 170 

[ HC10~, 10
4 

M. 3.2 5.8 9.4 
) -1 

kl sec • 0.087 0.29 0.45 

K. 0' 
j..l mho -1 

0.17 0.15 0.12 cm . 
Kf' j..l mho 

-1 2.8 4.0 5·5 cm . 
Mass of polymer used, g. ,.2 ,.2 3.2 

6T, des. -0.95 -1.3 -1.4 

Moles of polymer depolymerlsed 0.0274 0.0270 

Mass of polymer unpolymerlsed, g 0.28 0.30 

OP of residual polymer 3.0 2.9 

P1g. 8.14 is a plot of k{ against. perchlorlc acid concentrat1on for 

o depolymerisatlons at 0 . 

8 I I[ ] (8 - ) 4 -1 From Fig. .14 kd - kl me HCI04 - 1. + 0., x 10 min • 
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This is considerably larger than the oonductivi ty of monomer in methylene 

dichloride. When the perchloric acld phial was crushed, the conductivity 

rose slowly to a steady value, ~f. The electrical conductivity data tor 

the depolymer1sation experiments are shown 1n Table 8.6. 

The fact that the conductivity rises steadily throughout the 

depolymerisation does not mean that protonation ot the polymer is slow; it 

merely reflects the decreasing viscosity ot the solution. 

The tinal value of the conductivity tor depol,merisations is about 

the same as the maximum value tor po1J11l8risatlons. (Compare exper1ments 167 

and 163) and the tinal value of the conductivity increases as perchlorlc 

acid concentration increases. 

8.7 Second Addition of Monomer. The experimental details ot a seoond 

addition of monomer to the reaction mixture when the first polymerisation 

had coased, are shown in the Table below. 

Run No. 

~10Jl04, M. 

Table 8.7 

Initial [l".dioxepane], M. 

2nd Add! tion [1, 3-d!oxepane], M. 
Total [1".dioxepane], M. 

M
1

, deg. 

dr
2

, deg. 

Ml + AT2 deg. 

DP. 

Conversion % 

Final temp. deg. 

...... 

186 

'.7 
0.61 

0.19 

0.80 

1.8 

1.5 
,., 
9.1 

61 

-17 
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The conversion~ total temperature rise and DP ot the final produot 

are all in good agreement with reactions completed in one step. 

The temperature trace obtained for the second polymerisation was 

not of first order. This Is probably due to insufficiently rapid mixing 

and the resulting very fast local polymerisation ot 1,3-dioxepane when the 

phial ot monomer was broken. However both polymerlsations ocourred at 

similar rates. 

8.8 Discussion 

8.8.1 Introduction. Chapter , of this Thesis shows that the 

polymerisation ot 1~3-dioxolane involves only oxonium ions as Chain carriers 

and that carboxonlum and carbonium ions cannot be produced. As the same 

arguments apply equally to l~3-dioxepane. this polymerisation mechanism must 

also only involve oxonium ions as chain carriers. 

The results of Chapter 6 show that poly-l.3-dioxepane~ like the 

polymer of 1,3-dioxolane. Is cyclic. This means that the polymerisation 

mechanism for these two monomers is identical, i. e. a ring expansion 

involving secondary oxonium ions. 

Because ot this the dissociation constant ot the active centres in 

the polymerIsation of l~3-dloxepane should be the same as that Calculated 

for the l,3-dioxolane active centres in Chapter 4. The similarity between 

the values ot tt f' the final conduct! vi ty , tor the two systems under similar 

conditions supports this view. 

8.8.2 General Features of the Pol;ymerlsations. In DIOst respecta the 
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1,3-dioxepane po1ymerisations were similar to po1ymerisations ot 

1.3-d1oxolane. 

The second addition ot monomer, experiment 186, shows that 

termination is unimportant for l,3-dioxepane polymerisationa. Further proof 

that these reactions are living polymerisationa comes from experiment 143 

(Table 7.2) in which the DP of the polymer and the position ot equilibrium 

were altered when the final temperature ot the polymerlsation mixture was 

altered. 

However, l,3-dioxepane polymerisationa were at leut ten times faster 

than equivalent 1.3-dioxo1ane polymerlsatlona. Because ot this the 

concentration of perchlor1c acid used with l,,-d1oxepane was ten times les8 

than for I, 3 .. dioxolane. The result is that 1.3 .. d1oxepane polymerisation. 

are more sensitive to traces ot impurities. 

Fig. 8.3 shows that the rate ot polymerisation ot l.,-dioxepane 

is affected by traces of water. whilst the DP is not noticeably altered 

(Table 8.1). 

Fig. 8.6 (Table 8.3) indicates the presence of some impurity in 

the l,3-dioxepane, and an analysis showed tetrahJdroturan to be present In 

about the requ1red concentration. The seoond batch ot l,3-d1oxepane which 

contained five tlmes less tetrahydroturan gave a plot ot kI agatnat perohlorlc 

acid concentration that passed through the or1gin. The slopes of the plots 

ot kl against perchloric acid concentration are the same for both batches. of 

1.3-dioxepane ()'ig. 8.5). This indlcates that tetrahydroturan oan etteotlvely .. 
neutralise perchloric acid in the presence ot 1.3-dioxepane. !be reaeon tor 

this is that the baslcl ty of tetrahydroturan is greater than that of 
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1,3-dioxepane (Chapter 9). 

One feature of these resw ts that is difficult to explain is the 

fact that although polymerisations at _650
, _400 and _200 were all accurate 

o first order reaotions, the polymerisatlons at 0 gave S-shaped curves 

(Fig. 8.8). However, the last part of these polymerisatlon curve8 were of 

first order and the value of kp that was obtalned fitted well on the Arrhenius 

plot (Fig. 8.10). 

The electrical conductlvity results tor the l,,.dioxepane 

polymerisations show that in every case (including polymerisatIons at 0°) 

there was an inmedIate increase in conductlvlt;y as soon as the perchlor1c 

acld phlal was crushed. Th18 can onl;y be Interpreted as a rapid protonatIon 

ot 1,3-dioxepane by perchloric acid. The simple kinetics that were observed 

for polymeri8ations at _650
, _450 and _20° indicate tl1at tmder the.e 

condi tions every molecule of perchloric acid must protonate 1, }-dioxepane. 

This behaviour 1s in marked contrut to that ot 1, }-dtoxolane tor which 

protonation is incomplete unt1l a large quant1 ty of polymer 1s present 

(Chapter 5). The reason tor this difterence 11e8 in the d1rterence in 

baSIcIty of the two monomers. Chapter 9 shows that l,}-dtoxepaM with a 
1)\ 

p~ - 6.0 is more basic that 1,3-dloxolane with a ~ - 7.4. Experiments 160 

8 -4 and 172 are polymerisations ot o. M 1,3-dioxepane with 1.5 x 10 M 

o ° perohloric acid that were carried out at -20 and 0 respectively. The value 

.. 1 0 ot K m' the maximum conductivity, is 1.5 fJ. mho cm at -20 and 

-1 0 1.4 ~ mho cm for the polymerisation at o. This suggests that the S-.haped 

curves of polymerisations at 00 are not due to incomplete protonatlon ot 

1, 3-dioxepane. 
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8.8.3 The Kinetic Scheme. 

1 The kinetic scheme reported separately by Rozenberg and 

TobOlsky2 for the polymerisation of tetrahydrofuran by triethyloxonium 

salts requires rapid and complete initiation and no termination (stationary 

state of the Second Kind). Although 1,3-dioxolane polymer1satlons have no 

termination step, protonatjon was not complete until about ~ of reaction, 

so that only the last half of these polymerisation curves titted this scheme. 

However, 1,3-dioxepane polymerisations, which also have no 

termination, have a rapid and complete protonation, as shown by the 

conductivity results, so that all the polymerisation and depolymerisation 

reaction curves fitted this scheme. The only exceptions were the 

o polymerisations of 1,3-dloxepane at o. These reaction curves were similar 

to the l,3-d10xolane polymerisations in that only the last half of the curves 

were tirst order reactions. 

The kinetic scheme for the 1,3-dioxepane polymerisation and 

depolymerisation reactions Is identical to the scheme presented in Chapter 4 

for l,3-dioxolane, so it will not be repeated here. The k val ues were p 

calculated for the polymerisations of 1,3~dioxepane at various temperatures. 



To be completely rigorous, a comparison should be made of 

the value of k at 00 determined from polymerisation experiments 
p 

o with the value of k at 0 determined from depolymerlsation 
p 

experiments. 

k - (1.9 + 0.06) x 105 litre mole-l mln-1• (Polymerisation) p 

( 6 - ) 4 -1 -1 ( ) kp = 3. + 0.5 x 10 litre mole min • Depolymer1sat1on 



Table 8.8 

Values of kp and kd for 1.3-Dioxepane. 

Temp .• deg. -1 -1 ke li tre mole min kd min 
-1 

-65 (2.6 .; 0.1) x 104 

-40 (5.5 .; 0.2) x 10
4 

-20 (1.1 + 0.06) x 105 

0 (1.9 + 0.06) X 105 (1.8 + 0.3) X 104 

o The val idi ty of the values of kp and kd at 0 can be tested by 

comparing the equllibrjum constant detennined thennodynamically w1 th the 

equilibrium constant detennined kinetically; ideally the two results should 

be identical. 

o The equilibrium constant at 0 for 1.3-dioxepane was determined 

graphically from the plot of log K against 111' (Pig. 7.2 Chapter 7). 

K - 1.7 + 0.1 (Thermodynamic determination) 

- 10.5 .; 0.9 (Kinetic detennination) 

The agreement between these two values 1s not within the estimated 

error of the measurements. The disagreement is almost certainly due to an 

o error in the value of kd• as the value of kp at 0 f1ts well on the 

Arrhen1us plot (Fig. 8.10). 

The value of kd tor 1.3-dioxo1ane was determined by depolymer1s1ng 
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poly-l.3-dioxolane that had been formed in situ in the dllatometer~ whilst 

the value of kd for 1.3-dioxepane was determined calorimetrioally by 

depolymerising polymer that had been made in a previous experiment. Because 

of ~~e difficulty of isolating pure poly-l,3-dioxepane tree from impurities 

such as ammonium perchlorate and water~ the kd value for l,,-dioxepane is 

less reliable than the value of kd for 1,3-dioxolane. 

However. the values ot kp for 1,3-dioxepane are probably reliable 

because of the simple kinetics ot the system. The value ot k for 
p 

l,3-dioxepane at 0
0 

is: k - 1.9 x 105 litre mole-l min-l • The value ot k 
P P 

o 6 2 -1-1 for 1.3-dioxolane at 0 is muoh smaller: kp • .2 x 10 litre mole min • 

The Arrhenius trequency factor~ A , was calculated tor the l,,-dioxolane and p 
7 -1-1 1.3-dioxepane polymerisations as A - 1.5 x 10 litre mole mm . and p 

8 -1-1 A .. 1 x 10 li trelllOle min • respect1 vely. 'Ibis shows that the ditference 
p 

in polymerisation rates must be maInly due to the difference in activation 

energy for the two reactions. The activation energy. Ep' tor the 

1.3-d1oxolane and 1.3-d1oxepane polymerisations was calculated as 

_ -1 - -1 
E .. 5.5 + 0.3 kcal.mole and E - 3.5 + 0., kcal.mole respectively. The 

p p 

most obvious difference between these two monomers 1s that l,'.d1oxolane, 

pKb - 7.4, is less basic than 1,3-dioxepane, PKb - 6.0. (Chapte~ 9). A 

possible explanation for the decrease of Rp with increasing basicity 1. as 

follows. 

The polymerisat1ons of l,,·dioxolane and l.,.dloxepane are both 

postulated to involve a 4-centred cyclic transition state. The case tor 

1.3-dioxolane is illustrated. 
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rb+-H n 1\ 
o r;t-H l1H '-/ " ,1 
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The more basic the monomer. the greater will be the electron density at the 

oxygen atoms and thus the less energy will be required to delooa1ise lone 

pair electrons (partly) over the tour centres ot the transition oomplex. 

'Blus the transit10n complex tor l.}-dioxepane w111 be more stable than that 

tor l,}-dioxolane, so that the aotivation energr tor the polymer1sation ot 

1,,-dioxepane wl11 be less than tor the polymerisation ot l,}-dioxolane. 

o 
The st8l'ldard entropy ot aotlvlat10n, Mp' was oaloulated tor 

o -1-1 
l,3-dioxolane as AS - -},. 5 oal. deg. mole and tor 1, }-dioxepane 

p 
o -1-1 as ASp - -29.5 cal. deg. mole . These values are considerably more 

negative than the respective st8l'ldard entropies ot polymerisation and thus 

refleot the large decrease in entropy that occurs in the tonnation ot the 

4-centred transltion state. The tact that the two values are so similar tor 

both monomers is another indication that both polymer18atlona occur by the 

same mechanlsm. 
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Introduction to Section C 

The ktnetic results of Chapter 4 and the eleotrical conductivity 

results of Chapter 5 indicate that only a small part of the perchloric 

acid can protonate 1.3-d10xolane, whilst under the same conditions a.ll the 

perchlor1c acid protonates po1y-l.3-dioxolane. This means that 

poly-l.3-dioxolane is more basic that its monomer. 

Furthermore. the kinetics of the 1.3-dioxepane polymerisation 

(Chapter 8) indicate that all the perchloric acid immediately protonates 

1.3-dloxepane. This conclusion is supported by the conductivity measurements 

that were made during these polymerisat10ns. ibese resw ts show that 

1.3-dioxepane is more basic than 1,,-dioxo1ane. 

For these reasons it was decided to measure the basic! tl' ot both 

monomers and their polymers to see whether these conclusions were true. 

As the resu1 ts of Chapters 4. 5 and 8 are concemed w1 th the 

basicity of the two monomers and their pol71118rs under polymerising conditions, 

ideally the value of the equilibrium constant, Kb for the reaction ot each 

base with anhydrous perchloric acid in meth71ene d1chloride should be 

measured. 

This would allow a comparison of the various standard state free enerSJ 

changes accompanying each reaction to be made. Experimentally, a direot 

measurement ot ~ is difficult for this reaction, so that another method of 

determining basicity had to be found. 
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1-3 Okada et al. measured the basicity of a large number of cyclic 

ethers, fonnals and esters and successfully correlated basicity with 

copolymerlsation parameters. They used the method that was firet reported 

4 
by Gordy and Stanford and that has since been extensively used for basicity 

measurements with cyclic ethers.5,6 In this method 1.0 M methanol~ (and 

not 0.1 M methanol-~ as reported by Okada et a1.) 1s dissolved in the weak 

base to be studied and the posi tlon of the O-D band in the infrared is 

compared with the position of the O-D band of 0.1 M methanol-~ in benzene. 

4l is the difference between these two bands expressed in mill1microna. In 

Gordy's original papers the values of ~ for s.veral aromatic amines were 

plotted against their corresponding basicity constants. The basicity 

constant p~ is defined as Ki/Kw' Where Ki is the ionisation constant of 

the base in water and K is the ionic product ot water. The following w 

empirical equation was found: 

~ - 0.0147 log Kb + 0.194 

The graph was then extrapolated so that values of 4J. for compounds ot unknown 

bas1ci ty could be converted into pI), values. 'lbe ~ values that this 

relationship gives are in terms of the ionisatIon constant ot the base 1n 

water. Thus these values of P~ cannot be applied directly to the systems 

under consideration. 

Amett 7, in a review on weak organIc bases, coumenta on the 

amazingly good correlation that has been found to eXist between 4.. and ~ 

values as the relationship found by Oordy 1s linear over a Kb range of 

twenty-two powers ot ten. We used Gordy's method to measure baaloltles, as 

it is the most oonvenient method ava1lable, but the intrinsic limitations ot 

these measurements must be bome in mind. 
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Chapter 9 

Basicity Measurements. 

9.1 Method and Results. 

In order to measure the basicities of the various species under 

consideration 1.0 M methanol-~ was dissolved in 1,}-d1oxolane, 

1,3-dioxepane and their polymers, and the positions of the O-D b(~ were 

compared with that of 0.1 M methanol-~ in benzene. A lam cell was used 

for the 0.1 M methanol-~ solution and a 0.1 mm cell tor the 1.0 M solut1ons. 

The results of these experiments are shown in Table 9.1. The I.R. spectrometer 

was calibrated by means of o.rn mm polystyrene foil. It is estimated that 

all V OD values have an error ot .; 1 cm-l (approx. O.O~). This gives an 

error of 0.04% which is approximately 0.(X)l6 ~ in IJ,. The error in 41 is 

thus 2 x 1. ~ - approximately -:%0. '!his leads to an error ot % in p~ 

Le. 0.2 in 7 or 0.15 in 5. l.}-dioxolane was distilled under vacuum into 

phials direct from the reservoir and these phials were opeDed immediately 

before the basicity measurements were made. '!he basicity ot pure 

l,}-dioxolane and the basicity of a ~ solution of 1.3-dioxo1ane in benzene 

were found to be identical. The experimental value of P~ - 7.4 is 1n good 

agreement with the literaturel 
(pKb - 7.55). 

A low molecular weight poly·l.,·dioxolane (DP approx. 7) was 

prepared in the vacuum calorimeter and the reaction mixture was neutralised 

w1 th ammonia gas. The polymer was isolated and dried in the vacuum oven 

at 450
• The polymer was a s11ghtly visoous clear oil that was introduced 

directly into 0.1 nm cells. MethanOl-~ was added to the pol)'Dler in the oell 

wi th a micro-syringe and the solution was mixed well. '!'he buia1t~ was 



Table 9.1 

The Baslcl ty ot 1,,-Dloxolane, 1,':Dloxepane and their Polymers. 

-1 
'JOO"cm ~OD" J!II.L 4L,,~ 

Benzene 2670 '.745 

1",-Dioxo1ane 2611 ,.8;,0 0.085 7.4 

50% 1. }-J)1oxo1ane 2611 ,.830 0.085 7.4 

Po1y-l,,3-Dloxo1ane 2601 ,.8AJ5 0.100 6.4 

50.% Po11-1.'~D1oxolane 260, ,.842 0.(8"f 6.6 

1 ,,3-Dioxepane '1597 ,.851 0.106 6.0 

~ l,3-D1oxepane 2595 ,.854 0.109 5.8 

~ 1,,·D1oxepane 259' ,.857 0.112 5.6 

~ Po1y-1,,·Dioxepane 2594 ,.855 0.110 5.7 

~ 1,,-D1oxepane Dimer 259' ,.857 0.112 5.6 

0.1 M ca,OD in benzene waa used tor obtaining the reference peak and 

1.0 M CH,OD was used for all other measurements. 

'!he basic1 t1es were calculated by means ot the Oordy equation: 

~ a 0.0147 log Kb + 0.194 
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measured several times and was found to be reproduc1ble. In order to be 

certain of this result. a second batch of poly-l.3-dioxolane (DP approx. 10) 

was prepared and the basicity was measured 1n 505' benzene solution. These 

two results are in good agreement and show that poly-l.,..d10xolane is more 

basic by about 1 p~ unit than 1.3-d10xolane itself. 

The basiclt1es of pure 1.3-dioxepane. so,c 1.3-dioxepane 1n 

benzene and ~ 1.3-dloxepane in benzene were measured and a slisht shift of 

basiCity with dilution was found. However. the experimental value for pure 

1.3-dioxepane. pKb - 6.0. is in excellent agreement with the l1teraturel 

(~ - 6.12). 

A low molecular wele1it sample of poly-l.3-dioxepane CDP approx. 6) 

was prepared and isolated as described above; this material contained so 

much crystalline d1mer that it coUld not be used directly. 'Dle basic! ty 

measurementa were made in so;.; solutions in benzene. The dimer ot l.,..dloxepane 

was isolated by vacuum sublimation and as it is only moderately soluble in 

benzene the basicity measurements were carried out on a ~ d1mer solution 

in benzene. 

1hese results show that 1. }-dioxepane. the dimer and 

poly-l.3-dioxepane all have essentially the same basicity. 

9.2 D1scussion. 

For the reasons already outlined in the introduotion to this 

Chapter the values of the basicity constants that were measured are not 

directly appl1cable to the kinetic or conductivity results. We can only 

observe that the relative order of basicity is as expected. 

However. we can attempt to answer the question aa to wh7 theN is a 
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large difference in basicity between l,}-dioxolane and poly-l,}-dioxolane, 

whilst the basicities of 1,3-dioxepane and po1y-l,3-dioxepane are almost 

identical and greater than that of dioxolane. 

Although the basicity of cyclic ethers has been reviewed by 

2 Arnett , no satisfactory correlation between basicity and structure appears 

to exist. In principle, dipole moments can be used to give a measure of 

the electron density on the basic site, but in practice there is often no 

correlation between basicity and dipole moment. For example, Gordy compared 

the dipole moments of several typical solvents (l,3-dioxane. diethylether, 

acetone, nitrobenzene, aniline etc.), with the shift of the O-D b~~d that 

they produced. He found that the tendency of a solvent to acquire protons 

from a hydroxyl group bears little relation to the dIpole moment ot the 

solvent. As he was comparing molecules with different kinds of basic site 

this result Is not entirely surprising. 

However, if the basiCities of a series of similar molecules are 

compared with the dipole moments that act at the basic site, then some 

correlation ot basiCity with dipole moment should be apparent. It is the 

dipole moment that is acting at the basic s1te that will influence the 

electron density and hence the basIcIty ot the molecule. In many cases the 

direction of the measured dIpole is through the basic site (tetrahydrofuran), 

but if the net resUl. tant dipole does not go through the basic site, then the 

dipole moment must be resolved, so that the component vector acting through 

the basic site can be estimated. 

In Table 9.2, the measured dipole moments,3,4 and basicitiesl ot 

some cyclic ethers are listed. In the case of the cyclic ether. containing 
, 

one oxygen atom the observed dipole acts along the bisector ot the angle at 



Table 9.2 

The Correlation between Dipole MOment and Basioity tor 
some Cyolio Ethers 

Dipole Moment# D. Ret p~ Ret 

Trimethylene Oxide 1.92 3 3.13 1 

Tetrahydrofuran 1.75 , 5.00 1 

Tetrahydropyran 1.55 :; 5.42 1 

1#3-D1oxane 0.4 4 5.71 1 

1,,-D1oxolane 1.47 , 7.55 1 
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the oxygen atom and there is a direct correlation between dipole moment and 

basici ty. For compounds containing two oxygen atoms (1.4-dioxane and 

1.3-dioxolane) this is not so. 

We will consider the case of 1.4-dioxane first. Gibbs5 measured 

the molar polarisation of 1.4-dioxane over a range of temperatures in the 

vapour phase in order to obtain some intormation concerning the population 

of molecules in the various possible configurations. Although he was not 

able to estimate the actual populations he eonclUdes that trans-l.4-dioxane is 

the prevalent form. as the molar polarisation is small and due to small 

quantities of symmetrical and unsymmetrical cis-l.4-dioxane. 

Fig. 9.1 is a photograph of a Courtauld atomic model ot 

trans-l, 4-dioxane. The two component dipoles at each oxygen atom (represented 

by matchsticks) are parallel but opposite. ~ trana-l,4-dioxane has zero 

dipole moment and consequently a low basicIty. 

Fig. 9.2 Is a photograph ot a model of symmetrical cis-l.4-dioxane. 

o 
In this case the two component dipoles are at approximately 90 to each other, 

so that there is a large resultant dipole moment. Since neither component 

affects the other, there is a large dipole acting through each of the OX¥sen 

atoms which must therefore be more basie then in the trans torm. 

The basiclty measurements that were made with solutions ot 

l,}-dloxepane in benzene (Table 9.1) show that the method is sensitive to 

low concentrations of base. In tact a ~ solution ot 1,3-dioxepane in 

benzene gave rise to a slightly larger A.L value than pure l.,-dioxepane. 

Thus the basicity ot l.4-dioxane, as measured by this method, will be mainly 

due to the small concentration of the more basic cis torm. 

In 1.3-dioxolane the resultant dipole moment' ot 1.47 D, composed 



Fig. 9.1 

A Courtauld atomic model of trans-l,4-d1oxane. 

Fig. 9.2 

A Courtauld atomic model of symmetrical 

c1s-1,4-dioxane. 
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Fig . 9.1 

Fig.9.2 
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of those through the two oxygen atoms, goes through the carbon atom between 

them. The exact confIguration of l,,-dioXOlane6 1s C - C c 1.54 ~, 

C - 0 .. 1. 42~, L CCO - 108
0 

and L COO - 1080
• An accurate drawing of the 

molecule and models show that the preferred fom is a slightly puckered ring. 

In Fig. 9.' the molecule of 1,3-d1oxolane has been drawn as planar .. 

which involves distorting the COC angles by only about 10
.. so that the error 

introduced is small. The experimental. dipole moment AB - 1.47 D has been 

drawn so that it acts through the central oarbon atom. The ettect ot this 

dipole in the direction ot e:Lther oxygen atom ia 1. 41 cos 120 
• 0.45 D. This 

small dipole moment at the basic aite is the cause ot the relatively low 

basicity of l,,-dioxolane. (~- 7.4). 

Pig. 9.4, which is a photograph ot a Courtauld atomic model ot 

l,,-dioxolane, illustrates the direction ot the two opposing component dipoles 

b.Y means of matchsticks attached to the ox¥sen atoms. 

Poly-l,3-dioxolane cannot asaume the nearly planar configuration 

ot the monomer. Pig. 9.5 is a photograph ot a model ot the cyclic dimer ot 
o 1,3-dioxolane which shows the two component dipoles at about 90 to each 

other. It a C - 0 bond moment of 1.1 D is asaumed.. which ill a typical value 

for cyclic ethere and tomals', and the COO angle is 1120 then the resultant 

dipole acting at each oxygen will be 1.9 D, provided that these dipoles are 

at 90° to each other. Because so many contigurations of the 1,,-dioxo1ane 

dimer are possible the eftective dipoles that act at the oxygen atoms of the 

molecule cannot be estimated. However, every configuration ot 

poly.1".dloxolane involves lar~r effective dipoles at the oxygen atoms 

than tor the monomer. The higher basicity of poly-1,3-dioxo1ane over 

1,3-dioxolane is due to this tact. 



is AG. 

An accurate drawing ot 1,,-d1oxo1ane. 

The experimental dipole moment AB is 1. 41 D. 

The effect of this dipole in the direction AO 

Aa - 1.41 cos 120 
- 0.45D. 
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Fig. 9.4 

A Courtauld atomic model of 1,3-dioxolane. 

Fig. 9.5 

A Courtauld atomic model of the cyclic dimer 

of l,3-dioxolane. 

Fig. 9.6 

A Courtauld atomic model ot 1,3-d1oxepane. 



Fig. 9.4 

Fig. 9. 5 

Fig. 9.6 
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Fig. 9.6 is a photograph of a model of 113-dioxepane whioh shows 

that the molecule ls not planar and that the component dipoles at the oxygen 

atoms are at about 900 to each other. Models of poly-113-dioxolane are 

similar to the monomer in this respect so that the dipoles acting at the 

oxygen atoms of 1,3-dioxepane and po1y-1,3-dioxepane will be similar. 

Table 9.1 shows that the basicitIes of the two species are almost identical. 

9.3 Conclusion. 

The basicity measurements confirm the kinetic and conducti vi ty 

results of Chapters 4, 5 and 8 i.e. that poly-l,3-dioxolane is more basic 

than ~ts monomer and that 1,)··dioxepane and poly-l,3-dloxepane, which have 

s~11ar basicities, are both more basic than l,3-dioxolane. 
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Chapter 10 

Problems Outstanding and SUggestions tor FUrther Work 

Although the active centres for the polymer1sation of 

1,3-dloxolane and l,3-dioxepane have been shown to be secondary oxon1um 

ions (the protonated cyclic polymers), the magnitude of the dissociation 

constant of these active centres is still uncertain. 

It has been shown that!!! the perchloric acid must react with 

both polymers to give active centres as the values ot k are always constant p 

over large ranges of perchloric acid concentration. On the other hand the 

values of electrical conductivity show that only a small fraction of these 

act! ve centres exist as free ions. This apparent contradlctlon has been 

taken as an indication that the k of tree ions is very Similar to the k 
p P 

of ion-pairs under these circumstances. However it should still be 

demonstrated that the active centres do not exist entirely as tree ions or 

entirely as ion-pairs. 

If there is an extensive equilibrium between free ions and ion-paIrs, 

then the protonation of 1,3-dIoxepane with perchlorlc acid under non-

polymeriSing conditions and the subsequent dilution of the system should 

result in a large increase of the equivalent conductivity. The analogous 

experiment with 1,3-dioxolane failed because of the presence ot an 

unidentified impurity and because 1.3-dioxolane is scarsely protonated bw 

perchlortc acid. 

It should also be possible to demonstrate that the k of free ions 
p 

is very Similar to the k of ion-pairs by polymerising l,,-dloxepane in a 
p 
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medium of lower dielectric constant than methylene dichlor1de, for example 

chloroform or carbon tetrachloride. Under these circumstances the 

electrical conductivity should be much less, as there are less free ions, 

but tlle value of k should be essentially unaltered. 
p 

Perhaps the most urgent need is to extend electrical 

conductivity measurements to the polymerisation of other cyclic oxygen 

compounds (tetrahydroturan, trioxane etc.). Thts should gt ve independent 

measurements on the rate of the initiation reactions, and it should provide 

a measure of the dissociation constants of the active oentres involved. 
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